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Abstract
As the United States becomes increasingly diverse, classrooms become home to

a wider variety of student backgrounds that may not always align with traditional
educator expectations. Scholars argue these mis-alignments may contribute to the
systematic under-performance of students of color. In response to this, many of these
scholars have also identified that culturally-aligned learning environments may be
able to mitigate this problem and improve the performance of marginalized learners.
Regardless, there remains much to understand about what specific interventions may
best serve which student outcomes, and what the mechanisms are behind the success
of these interventions.

At the same time, though educational technologies have the ability to personal-
ized instruction, these systems have largely also treated culture as one-size-fits-all.
In this thesis, we demonstrate how the design choice of one cultural factor in an ed-
ucational technology, dialect, impacts the social behavior and science performance
of students who speak a non-standard dialect of English. By doing so, we aim to
provide additional clarity within the complex and controversial domain of culturally-
aligned pedagogy. Simultaneously, by situating this research within an educational
technology, we investigate how typically unquestioned decisions made in the design
of technologies, such as dialect, may have unintended impacts on student behavior.

We designed a pedagogical agent that dialogues with African American stu-
dents to complete open-ended science tasks. The agent was either monodialectal
(spoke exclusively Standard English) or bidialectal (spoke both Standard English
and African American English). Students who worked with the bidialectal agent
demonstrated fewer resistance behaviors, like social challenging, and higher rapport.
These factors, in turn, were predictive of improved post-test science performance in
both experiments.

We believe this work provides three interdisciplinary contributions:
(1) These are the first studies to our knowledge that perform a controlled experi-

mental manipulation of learning environment dialect in a domain outside of Reading
Language Arts. We find that bidialectal learning environments are consistently as-
sociated with improved science performance for African American students.

(2) We demonstrate that agent dialect has significant impacts on students’ so-
cial behaviors with the agent. In turn, rapport is associated with improved science
performance at post-test. This adduces evidence for the hypothesis that there are
quantifiable social benefits of bidialectal instruction on language minority students.

(3) We demonstrate one way in which technologies are not immune to some of
the cultural critiques that have historically been given to brick-and-mortar school
systems. Though perhaps unintentionally, unquestioned design choices in the sys-
tems we deploy may be unintentionally perpetuating cultural barriers that dispropor-
tionately impact marginalized students.
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Prologue

In 2013, I was observing a third grade science classroom that had become a central point of

focus in the early stages of this research. The class took place in a charter school that served

primarily low-income African American students. As in many urban elementary schools, the

instructor, Mrs. Greenfield, 1 was white. She was a gregarious woman with a firm command of

the classroom, and was responsible for all of the science instruction within the school.

During one of these observations, I witnessed the beginning of new biology unit that provided

students with their first formal introduction to a cell. With a notable burst of academic urgency,

8-year-old Tyeire raised his hand and asked,“Wait, a cell? Like a jail cell?”

In asking this question, Tyeire astutely identified the etymological origins of the word. In

the 17th century, Robert Hooke looked through a primitive microscope and described the boxy

walls he observed as similar to the rooms monks stayed in, or cellula. In response to Tyeire’s

question, Mrs. Greenfield replied, “Stop that. We don’t talk about jail cells in the classroom. It

isn’t appropriate.”

Schools often see themselves, and are often seen, as the arbiters of what is proper, correct, and

decent [Delpit, 1995]. For this reason, schools then also possess the power to communicate to

young students what is improper, incorrect, and indecent. In dismissing Tyeire’s question about

the analogous structures of a biologic cell and a jail cell, Mrs. Greenfield lost out on a potentially

powerful learning opportunity. More importantly however, she communicated that a topical

question about something which may be a present reality for some students with incarcerated

1All names used in the document are pseudonyms to protect anonymity.
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family members is not welcome.

Later that year, I observed Mrs. Greenfield again during a 2nd grade science lesson about

measurement. Students were asked to pick a piece of furniture around the room and use a ruler

to discover its dimensions. As students scattered around the room to call dibs on various tables,

Mrs. Greenfield passed out rulers to individual students. It was a mismatched collection, with

each ruler of varying color or design. Darian’s assigned ruler was transparent. I noticed Darian

struggling with the ruler, and realized he was holding it backwards. Because of its transparency,

Darian could see the numbers reflecting through from the front, but they all appeared horizontally

flipped. After a minute of trying to make sense of the backwards numbers, Darian raised his hand

to ask for help.

“Mrs. Greenfield, my ruler ain’t working!”

In response to this question, Mrs. Greenfield shook her head, and turned towards the rest

of the class. “Did you hear that?”, she asked. “Darian said his ruler ain’t working. What

should he have said instead?” Several students in the class chorused “His ruler isn’t working”

in almost-unison. “Good,” Mrs. Greenfield responded.

She did not respond to Darian’s question, and he did not ask for help a second time.

Thesis overview

Science literacy “for all” has been established as a national priority [United States Congress,

1994], yet in 2015, the test scores of African American fourth graders across the country fell

behind those of white fourth graders by 33 points, even more than the gap in math (24) or English

literacy (26). This may be in part because science often involves both. The Next Generation

Science Standards for elementary school state that “every science or engineering lesson is in part

a language lesson,” [National Research Council, 2012] which involves both science discourse,

the evidence styles and reasoning structures of Western dominant science, as well as Standard

American English (SAE), the grammar, phonology, and lexical choices commonly associated

2
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with “sounding educated.”

There is well documented evidence that many students who do not grow up in middle-class

households with multiple generations of achieved education are less likely to come to school

already familiar with the foundations of science literacy. Many may opt instead to use everyday

discourse, such as explaining causal relationships through stories. Additionally, many African

American students in particular are fully or partially bidialectal, knowing African American

English (AAE) as their first dialect. When students’ language styles are less aligned with the

ones required for classroom instruction, they may be prevented from reaping the benefits of

education.

In this project, we investigate the ability for a virtual peer, Alex, to promote students’ use of

science discourse. Virtual peers are a type of pedagogical agent that are designed to be partners in

learning. Alex was designed on principles of guided peer learning, and models science discourse

during an interactive dialogue that involves asking questions, proposing alternate explanations,

and co-constructing ideas. When well supported, these techniques have been shown to help

students organize their understanding through giving explanations, learn from negotiating their

arguments with someone of a similar level, and so forth. Peer learning has also been linked with

social benefits, with some scholars arguing it can help students find their voice in science or see

themselves as a scientist.

With this foundation in place, we also use Alex to investigate one controversial theory that

has been argued to be able to support the learning of bidialectal students: dialect integration.

Scholars have argued that integrating students’ home language style into the classroom can pro-

mote students’ active participation, domain performance, and positive affect. Certain approaches

have even been widely shown to promote students’ use of SAE. Despite this, many traditional

science classrooms have become particularly unwavering in their insistence that sounding like a

scientist is a non-negotiable part of knowing science. Students’ home dialect are rarely included

(and often banned from use) during instruction. As one well-meaning educator once told me,

3
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“you can’t learn anything in broken English.”

We explore the potential role that educational technologies may be able to play in supporting

the educational achievement of marginalized youth in science. Though it has been over 50 years

since the historical desegregation of white and African American students, we have yet to make

sufficient progress in understanding how educational environments can better support the needs

of these students. As educational technologies become increasingly prevalent, these systems may

provide new opportunities for us to examine the conditions under which marginalized students

learn best. Doing so may be able to both help us support students directly through the deployment

of the intervention, as well as reveal how to best support marginalized students in classrooms

more widely.

4
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Each year, the United States shifts further toward becoming a majority multilingual, multicultural

society [Garcia and Cuellar, 2006, Council et al., 2001] . It is estimated that more than half of all

Americans will be people of color by 2050 [United States Census Bureau, 2012], and that this is

already the case within an increasing majority of public elementary schools [National Center for

Education Statistics, 2015]. Despite this, standardized measurements of educational achievement

continue to demonstrate the purported under-performance of Black and Hispanic ethnic groups

[National Center for Education Statistics, 2015]. In 2015, the test scores of Black fourth graders

across the country fell behind those of white fourth graders by 24 points in math, 26 points in

reading, and 33 points in science. This pervasive performance difference has long been referred

to as the achievement gap [Jencks and Phillips, 1998, Condron, 2009, Levitt and Fryer, 2004].

Scholars have spent decades investigating the factors that may be contributing to the achieve-

ment gap, chief among them socio-economic status (SES) and access to academic resources

[Rothstein, 2004, Rumberger and Palardy, 2005]. The recognition of the potential roles played

by these factors are not unwarranted; one in three young black students grows up in an impov-

erished household [United States Census Bureau, 2017], and such conditions can multiply the

prevalence of risk variables like access to health care that are also linked to under-performance

[Garbarino, 1999, Harry et al., 2002]. Despite this, SES alone does not sufficiently explain the

5
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test score gaps above. Middle-income African American students are more likely to perform

similarly to low-income white students, rather than the middle-income white students that would

be expected [Craig, 2008]. Findings such as these have led scholars to argue that there is more

to the story than socio-economic status (and its associated risk) factors alone. Here, we study

science literacy, the achievement gap, and the role of educational technology in addressing the

issue that has dominated education policy for decades [United States Congress, 1994].

1.1 Language in the classroom

What exactly science literacy entails has been fairly poorly defined. There are a number of

interactional and linguistic behaviors that have been stated as critical components to science lit-

eracy, including students’ epistemological reasoning structures [Nainby et al., 2003], the ability

to demonstrate dialogic inquiry with a partner [Wertsch et al., 1993, Rosé et al., 2008, Chi et al.,

1989] such as by asking (and answering) deep questions [King, 1997, Chi et al., 1994], using

the appropriate types of discourse structure [Emdin, 2010, Cazden, 2001, Michaels, 2013], and

the use of specified vocabulary [Brown et al., 2005]. The Next Generation Science Standards for

elementary school state that “every science or engineering lesson is in part a language lesson...

from the very start of their science education, students should be asked to engage in the commu-

nication of science” [National Research Council, 2012]. In this thesis, we focus on a subset of

these science language behaviors that we refer to here as science discourse.

1.1.1 Discourse and dialect

In science discourse in the classroom, children talk together to exchange ideas, information, per-

spectives, attitudes, and opinions. Through the dialogue exchanged between learners, students

have opportunities to elaborate on their own ideas, thus both organizing their knowledge and

rehearing previously learned information. It also provides opportunities for successful construc-

6
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tion of new information, such as during inquiry-based science activities where students are asked

to generate their own understanding of a specific aspect within a domain. We broadly define sci-

ence discourse as the grammar of science, or the sorts of discursive behaviors that Lemke [1990]

refers to as making someone sound like a scientist. In many traditional science classrooms,

teachers have become particularly unwavering in their insistence that sounding like a scientist is

a non-negotiable part of knowing science [Lemke, 1990, Barton and Tan, 2009, González et al.,

2001].

Dialogue-based learning has been associated with potential ways to afford students with a

greater sense of authorship, meaning, and more equitable opportunities to learn [Resnick et al.,

2015]. The features traditionally associated with dialogic learning typically entail students hav-

ing opportunities to negotiate their everyday and scientific reasonings, managing alternative

viewpoints, appropriating the cultural norms and discourses of the discipline, and building posi-

tive personal dispositions and identities towards science [Mercer et al., 2009, Scott et al., 2006,

Boykin and Noguera, 2011].

Yet children are socialized into certain ways of being in their homes and communities that

impact how they ask and answer questions, explain their ideas, approach academic tasks and

so forth [Heath, 1983, Emdin, 2010, Michaels, 1981, Ladson-Billings, 1998]. Despite this di-

versity of students’ home or primary dialects, schools predominantly require all communication

to exclusively follow the rules of Standard American English (SAE) [Kroch and Labov, 1972],

traditionally the only dialect formally recognized within most schools. African American En-

glish (AAE), by contrast, is a dialect that shares both similarities and distinctions from Standard

American English. Distinguishing features of AAE include word pronunciation, grammatical

constructions, phrases, intonations, lexical items, norms for politeness, turn-taking, rhythmic

and stylistic timing conventions, conversational topic changes, and narrative style, and so forth

[Adger and Christian, 2007, Alim, 2006, Cazden, 2001].

The predominant approach for promoting students’ use of Standard American English is a
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monodialectal immersion approach. It is rare for educational institutions to provide special pro-

grams or teaching approaches to help students acquire the standard dialect as their second dialect.

Most children are taught how to read and write in the standard as if they already know it, and in

some contexts, alongside children who do already know it [Siegel, 2010, 2001]. These types of

approaches have also been called eradicationist approaches or deficit approaches. Scholars have

argued they may have negative impacts on students. During classroom interactions, children

who use non-standard dialect may be corrected by teachers in ways that lead them to withdraw

into silence [Wheeler and Swords, 2004] or begin to disidentify with school [Ogbu, 1999, Sweet-

land, 2006, Smitherman, 1977]. Teachers communicate their negative attitudes towards students’

stigmatized vernaculars through explicit denigration (e.g., “ain’t ain’t a word”), as well as tacitly

through the use of published curricula which require the use of Standard English for an answer to

be considered correct Sweetland [2006]. Across much academic work that has studied teachers’

communication about language towards students, there are many published examples of teach-

ers referring to students’ language as bad grammar, broken English, ghetto language, or worse

[Siegel, 2002]. Meier [1999] observes, “these are all ways of delivering the same message: what

you speak is not really a language.”

There is a prevalent ideology among educators that the role of school is to help prepare

students for the real world. In this real world, educators recognize that there are certain ways

of being, acting, and speaking that can make students seem educated, competent, and worthy

of class mobility. As in the interactions described in the prologue, school is in part, or perhaps

even predominantly, an institution to acculturate students into ways of being seen as respectable,

and to relieve students of behaviors that may be counter to this goal. As Mrs. Greenfield once

confided in me after one of my classroom observations, “If children keep speaking like they

belong on the streets, they’re going to end up on the streets.”

The academic research does not back this ideology. Students who do not yet fully possess

fluency in SAE may demonstrate lower performance outcomes on assessments in any domain
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that requires traditional knowledge of SAE, even indirectly. For example deVilliers and Johnson

[De Villiers and Johnson, 2007] found that AAE-speaking students who are not yet fully fluent

in SAE may struggle to understand the linguistic rule of third person singular -s in ways that

negatively impact sentence comprehension in some academic tasks. Similar results are reported

by Terry and Smith [Terry et al., 2010], who find that when students do not demonstrate fluent

comprehension of third person singular -s, they are more likely to score poorly on math problems

that involve the use of this linguistic feature. The authors argue for a cognitive load explanation

for this result, indicating that the linguistic mismatch added additional challenges necessary for

completing the task. Additionally, classroom-facing ethnographic investigations have served a

critical role in helping to make visible differences in student experiences that might otherwise go

unnoticed [Rogoff, 1990, Michaels, 1981, Gutiérrez-Clellen et al., 2004]. These and many other

studies will be detailed in subsequent chapters of this thesis.

1.1.2 The bidialectal approach

With these results in mind, the teaching of science discourse runs headlong into classroom be-

liefs around dialect and cultural synchrony, the complex and integrated factors that have been

identified to contribute to students’ classroom interactions. Many scholars have long-argued for

learning experiences that integrate in aspects of students’ home culture, including their language

system [Fradd and Lee, 1995, Brown and Spang, 2008, Lee, 2003, Boykin, 1994, Seiler, 2001,

Ladson-Billings, 1995a, Au et al., 1981]. These interventions have been global and varied, but

largely share several similarities. Broadly, they are focused on supporting the achievement of

historically marginalized populations, and they do so by lessening the rigid barriers that so fre-

quently separate students’ home culture from the cultural expectations of the classroom.

Code switching or dialect shifting is the process of shifting between styles of language based

on context, which could be impacted by speech partner, topic of conversation, conversation set-

ting, what groups the speaker is looking to align (or dis-align) with, and so forth. There is some
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evidence that aligning your own dialect with someone else’s within the same linguistic commu-

nity can serve positive social functions, and that girls are more likely than boys to demonstrate

this type of accommodation [Van Hofwegen and Wolfram, 2010, Van Hofwegen, 2015]. Studies

of intra-person dialect use have consistently found that use of AAE features are not random, and

likely serve communicative functions like signaling group identity, denoting emphasis, adjusting

the rhythm and feel of a phrase, or aligning with a particular idea.

Research by Charity et al. [2004b] demonstrated that for 217 African American children from

kindergarten to second grade, greater familiarity with SAE corresponded to higher achievement

in reading as measured by standardized tests. Craig and Washington [Craig and Washington,

2004] found that students who reduced their AAE in school and shifted to SAE performed six

times better on standardized reading tests than those who maintained AAE use and did not shift.

This shifting towards SAE was also associated with positive results on tests of vocabulary devel-

opment.

Analyses from Terry and Scarborough [2011] identified that students often knew the stan-

dardized English form for words, even when they were not employing these forms. For example,

in two studies with children in preschool - second grade, these authors found that children who

spoke AAE frequently displayed considerable knowledge of SAE forms on non-word repetition,

picture naming, and naming judgment tasks. That is, children who used AAE in overt speech

had precise lexical knowledge of phonological SAE forms. This knowledge, regardless of its

use or lack thereof in a given exchange, was found to be positively associated with academic

achievement.

The research above reveals an important distinction: in traditional school systems, it is not

that the use of AAE is a negative predictor of success; rather, it is that the use of or knowledge

of SAE is a positive predictor of success. In other words, if students are able to demonstrate

knowledge of and use of SAE in the contexts in which it is required, their use of AAE in other

contexts does not negatively predict performance. In fact, the linguistic flexibility to use both
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dialects based on context seems to be associated with greater academic performance than among

African American children who spoke consistently low levels of AAE [Craig et al., 2009b].

For this reason, many scholars have focused their efforts on promoting students’ use of SAE

without eradicating their use of AAE. In other words, many of these approaches have focused on

promoting students’ demonstrations of code switching, and have shown themselves effective. In

the next section, we explore the implication of these results on discourse, peer learning, and their

impact on the achievement gap in science literacy.

1.1.3 Peer learning and dialect

Often, peers are perceived to have either high or low social capital, an invisible imagined amount

of social currency (such as popularity, or lack thereof). Social impact theory suggests that popular

peers are especially influential and may have a disproportionate impact on how likely their own

behaviors are to be emulated by others [Cillessen and Rose, 2005]. Conversely, social misfit

theory posits that students who stray from the norms of social expectations, especially in a way

that marks someone as low status, may promote both social or physical aggression [Dodge et al.,

1990, Farmer and Rodkin, 1996]. This theory posits that while demonstrating the behaviors that

are a mark of in-group behaviors may not consistently reward students with social capital and

group acceptance, demonstrating low-status behaviors may result in students responding with

rejection or repulsion [Wright et al., 1986].

From this angle, the dialogue partner in a learning exchange may differently impact the

students’ own behaviors based on factors like the partner’s perceived social status [Latane, 1981],

similarity to themselves [Byrne, 1971], or the level to which they expect that emulation of the

partner’s behaviors will grant them social capital [Cillessen and Rose, 2005]. According to these

perspectives, we may be more likely or less likely to engage in an interaction with a partner based

on who a given student is, who they perceive the partner to be, and what they believe they might

have to gain or lose, socially, from interacting with this particular in a particular type of way.
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This moderates the impacts of how effective a peer learning exchange might be.

When we deem someone like ourselves in a salient way, we may be more likely to feel a

sense of belonging [Meyerhoff, 1996]), choose them as friends [Byrne, 1971], accommodate our

speech patterns to be better aligned with their own language use [Abrams et al., 2002, Fought,

1999, Eckert, 2008], or emulate their behaviors [Berndt, 1999, Berndt and Keefe, 1996, Jones

et al., 2012]. In learning contexts, these broad concepts of positive social environments have been

associated with being a supportive environment for learning [Frisby and Martin, 2010, Madaio

et al., 2016, Palinscar and Brown, 1984].

From this angle, the dialogue partner in a learning exchange may differently impact the

students’ own behaviors based on factors like the partner’s perceived social status [Latane, 1981],

similarity to themselves [Byrne, 1971], or the level to which they expect that emulation of the

partner’s behaviors will grant them social capital [Cillessen and Rose, 2005]. According to these

perspectives, we may be more likely or less likely to engage in an interaction with a partner based

on who a given student is, who they perceive the partner to be, and what they believe they might

have to gain or lose, socially, from interacting with this particular in a particular type of way.

The following theories have broadly been argued to moderate the impacts of how effective a peer

learning exchange might be.

Assessments of social influence moderators like popularity, attractiveness, romantic inter-

ests, or interpersonal peer group clique tensions have rarely been considered in traditional peer

learning investigations. And yet, for anyone who has been in a grade school classroom, it seems

intuitive that students’ own social agendas are at the very least just as likely to influence their

behaviors as the goals their educators hold for them [Brown et al., 2017a]. Though much re-

mains to be understood about how these processes work and why exactly they might moderate

students’ behaviors, evidence exists that there is some impact on how students carry themselves

in peer learning exchanges. For example, rapport and friendship status have been evidenced to

be correlated with how dialogic behaviors like feedback, hints, and instructions are provided dur-
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ing the exchange Hartup [1996], Parr and Townsend [2002], Madaio et al. [2017]. Conversely,

when students feel socially threatened by a learning partner, they may develop “non adaptive”

behaviors that limit the potential for learning [Newman, 2002].

In light of all this, we must hedge the praise given to peer learning opportunities as being

simply that: opportunities. Largely, studies of the success of peer learning opportunities has

found that students do not know or do not choose to engage with an other in the sorts of ways

that are associated with academic success. Students working in groups may be more focused

on just identifying the right answer rather than demonstrating the sorts of discourse patterns

which are associated with achievement [Vedder, 1985]. Similarly, though the above section

lauded the potential for these environments to promote students’ thoughtful elaboration, such

idea justifications are typically only elicited by thoughtful questions, and students don’t simply

come with the ability to collaborate well off the shelf.

1.2 The role of educational technology

The driving motivation of this thesis is the investigation of how theories of dialect-integrated

instruction may also have pedagogical implications in the design of educational technologies.

Because the experimental variables we investigate in this work (science discourse and dialect

use) are both based on language, we situate our intervention in a dialogic peer learning design.

A pedagogical agent is any character with a visual presence in the learning environment

that is specifically designed to facilitate learning [Johnson et al., 2000, Moreno and Flowerday,

2006, Schroeder et al., 2013, Schroeder and Adesope, 2014]. There are many ways agents can

aid the learning process, from specific actions such as signaling [Craig et al., 2015, Johnson

et al., 2013b], through motivational speech [van der Meij et al., 2015], playing different roles as

a facilitator in the environment [Clarebout et al., 2002] or modeling learning strategies [Craig

et al., 2012, Twyford and Craig, 2017]. While initial systematic review indicated no differences

in learning with agents [Heidig and Clarebout, 2011], a more recent meta-analysis has shown
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that pedagogical agents can facilitate a significant, small positive effect on learning outcomes

[Schroeder et al., 2013]. However, researchers have also shown that the design of the pedagogical

agent, meaning its voice, speech patterns, or outward appearance, can influence how the agent

is perceived or how effectively the agent facilitates student learning [Baylor and Kim, 2004,

2009, Clark and Choi, 2005, Domagk et al., 2010, Kim and Wei, 2011, Moreno and Flowerday,

2006, Ozogul et al., 2013, Schroeder et al., 2017, Veletsianos, 2010]. These results highlight the

importance of purposeful, data-driven agent design.

We aimed to design an educational intervention that we expected to support student learning

based on principles of guided peer collaboration, as well as allow us to easily manipulate the

system’s dialect within an appropriate social context. Vygotsky’s widely cited initial conceptions

of learning from a more advanced other [Vygotsky, 1982] has inspired technologists to consider

how technologies might be able to play the role of that more advanced other.

We hypothesized that if agent dialect had no impact on student performance, as is the default

hypothesis in most technological learning environments that provide exclusively monodialectal

learning, students would learn from our pedagogical agent regardless of its dialect. Conversely, if

our analyses revealed that agent dialect plays a moderating role on student performance, it would

lend evidence to the argument that unquestioned culturally-marked design decisions in educa-

tional technologies, such as language, may have unrealized impacts on the success of marginal-

ized students.

1.2.1 Research questions

We answered the questions presented in this thesis through the use of a pedagogical agent named

Alex. Alex operates through a Wizard of Oz approach where a hidden experimenter listens in

and chooses Alex’s response out of over 1,000 pre-recorded options. We do this to avoid barriers

introduced by state-of-the-art automated approaches, which are limited both in social fluency and

speech recognition for young students who speak non-standardized English dialects.
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Figure 1.1: Alex, our virtual peer experimentation platform, talking with a 2nd grade student

We ran two investigations. In both studies, each session with Alex lasts about 20 minutes. In

the first half, the pair brainstorms ideas in an informal, open-ended peer dialogue. In the second

half, the pair takes turns pretending to be a teacher, asking and answering review questions

about the material. In each study, we manipulated the dialect pattern Alex demonstrated. In

one condition, Alex was monodialectal (that is, only spoke Standard American English). In the

second, Alex was bidialectal, speaking African American English during the peer brainstorming

task and then code switching to Standard American English for the teacher presentation task.

In other words, during the peer brainstorming task Alex spoke using SAE in the monodialectal

condition and AAE in the bidialectal condition. During the teacher presentation task, Alex spoke

using SAE in both conditions.

Because of the growing body of research indicating that guided peer dialogues with a vir-

tual agent can promote students’ learning, we hypothesized that Alex would successfully be able
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to promote students’ use of science discourse. However, because previous research with ped-

agogical agents has found that agent design plays a large role in how effective agents are, we

expected that Alex’s dialect might result in students’ demonstrating different behaviors towards

Alex during an intervention, and perhaps because of this, different levels of science discourse at

post-test.

There are many questions that could be answered with this data. For focus, I scoped our

primary analyses to the questions below.

1. After interaction with a pedagogical agent that models science discourse, do students show

improvement in their own science discourse at post-test?

2. Do students who work with a bidialectal agent demonstrate greater improvement in their

use of science discourse at post-test than those with a monodialectal agent?

These first two questions serve to make two contributions to the pedagogical agent commu-

nity in ways that may be applicable to educational technology more broadly. The first ques-

tion question investigates the impacts of a pedagogical agent learning environment on students

improvements to their science discourse. The second explores whether manipulating an often-

unconsidered design choice, dialect, may impact the effectiveness of this system for language

minority African American students.

There has been much discussion within educational technology communities, including schol-

ars who work with pedagogical agents, about how to support under-served students using these

systems. Often, the benefits of these systems are argue to be in their ability to increase ac-

cess to personal tutoring for those who cannot afford it, or in their ability to promote the sorts

of cognitive benefits hypothesized to be associated with learning in a “culturally neutral” way

(e.g., immediate feedback is useful). Despite this, additional evidence in the agent community

is demonstrating the ways in which design impacts student behaviors. In answering this second

question, this work contributes to our understanding about how intentionally designing for cul-

tural variations that are supported in the literature might translate to technology and promote the
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benefits for students using the system.

Second, we investigate the hypothesized theory that one of the benefits of bidialectal learning

environments are the benefits to socio-emotional well-being. Scholars have argued that culturally

aligned learning environments work in part through their ability to promote a sense of commu-

nity, or improve students’ identification with the classroom learning environment [Brown et al.,

2017b]. Similar claims have been made for the benefits of peer learning more broadly. In both

cases, there remains much to understand about the potential role positive social behaviors play

in students’ learning experiencces. This leads me to my next two questions:

3. Do students with the bidialectal agent demonstrate more rapport during the intervention?

4. Does increased rapport during the intervention lead to greater use of science discourse at

post-test?

To our knowledge, there have not been manipulations of dialect in a learning environment

that was not focused on helping students learn Standard American English. Specifically, this is

the first series of studies to investigate how a bidialectal pedagogy can promote students perfor-

mance in science achievement and the language of science literacy. In doing so, we may be able

to demonstrate another way to respond to the call from Lemke [1990] to “let kids talk in their

own language.” This call originally aimed to invite everyday reasoning into the science class-

room; here, we explore the separate impact of students’ home dialect in their classroom science

interactions.

We focus our investigations primarily on differences that emerge during a presentation task.

This allows us to separate the peer task, where students interact with Alex in ways that vary

by condition, from the more controlled teacher task, where Alex’s dialect was identical in both

conditions. Thus, we expected any difference in students’ performance during the teacher task

to be due to to the dialect Alex demonstrated in the previous task.

Even if this difference is shown, social reactions to a technology intervention can have sim-

pler explanations. For instance, the novelty effect of interacting with technology can produce
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short-term gains but vanish over time [Kiesler and Sproull, 1997]. Bidialectal pedagogy may

also accelerate familiarity with a new agent, presenting new concepts, but that effect may vanish

over time and converge with results from a monodialectal approach. Our final research question

aims to eliminate these possibilities through the exploration of bidialectal pedagogy over time.

5. Can novelty or familiarity effects be excluded as insufficient explanations for the impact

of bidialectal pedagogy?

Finally, we identified hypothesized moderating variables due to the social theories overviewed

in later chapters, such as the identification that low-ability students respond differently than high-

ability students to agents who seem particularly enthusiastic about doing the task, or that percep-

tion of in-group status might impact how likely students are to accommodate or emulate partner

behaviors. This opens up an extended research agenda for future research on educational tech-

nology and the impact of bidialectal pedagogy in the classroom. Though we cannot make strong

claims about the results identified in this area due to a limited sample size and the limitations

of running multiple analyses, we present the results of several guiding findings that could guide

future scholars to consider these student factors more directly in their own work.

1.2.2 Research contributions

The work presented in this thesis demonstrates that the dialect used by a pedagogical agent has

implications for the social behavior, and in turn the science performance, of language minority

African American students. We find that this result maintains over a six week longitudinal study.

We find that while students generally demonstrate within-subjects improvement regardless of

Alex’s dialect, these gains are greater for students with the bidialectal agent. This finding seems

to stem from our results in the two virtual peer experiments which demonstrate that students with

the monodialectal agent are more likely to demonstrate outwardly negative social challenging be-

haviors such as through insults, aggressions, and threats. We interpret these findings throughout

this thesis from both cognitive and sociocultural perspectives to add clarity about the relationship
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between the dialect used by a pedagogical agent, students’ social responses, and ultimately their

achievement within the task. In interpreting these results, we consider one additional finding that

emerged in this work: agent dialect also seemed to impact students’ self-reported language ide-

ologies during a post-test assessment. Students with the monodialectal agent were more likely to

demonstrate more negative attitudes about Standard American English at post test.

I believe this work provides three interdisciplinary contributions:

(1) These are the first studies to our knowledge that perform a controlled manipulation of the

dialect used within an educational technology to support the achievement of language minority

African American children. To my knowledge, it is also the first set of experiments that have

investigated the benefits of a bidialectal pedagogy approach towards a domain outside of Reading

Language Arts. We find that bidialectal learning environments are consistently associated with

improved science performance for African American students.

(2) We demonstrate that agent dialect has significant impacts on students’ social behaviors

with the agent. In turn, rapport is associated with improved science performance at post-test.

This adduces evidence for the hypothesis that there are quantifiable social benefits of bidialectal

instruction on language minority students.

(3) We demonstrate one way in which technologies are not immune to some of the cultural

critiques that have historically been given to brick-and-mortar school systems. Though perhaps

unintentionally, unquestioned design choices in the systems we deploy may be unintentionally

perpetuating cultural barriers that disproportionately impact marginalized students.

This work makes contribution to two primary communities. To the pedagogical agent litera-

ture, we find that manipulating agent dialect can promote significant improvements to students’

performance in science literacy. Culturally aligned technology can be conceptualized in more

deep-seated ways that support students in their growth as learners. To the broader education

community, this work provides additional clarity on the success of bidialectal pedagogy in sup-

porting underserved student groups. In addition, this work demonstrates one way in which peda-
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gogical agent interventions can be used to evaluate hypotheses that have been theorized in social

science literature, but that are hard to evaluate in more controlled settings. This work serves as

a call to educational technology communities to consider the design choices being included in

their systems, and whose culture is being privileged through its choice; at the same time, it is

also a call for technologists to be using these systems to investigate hypothesized variables that

have been intended to support the improved performance of marginalized youth.

1.2.3 Thesis organization

In this thesis, I present three investigations that aim to provide clarity to the debates surround-

ing the ways unquestioned design decisions about language in an educational technology might

moderate the learning experience for language minority students. Scholars argue that culturally

sustaining pedagogies, particularly ones that integrate students’ home dialect, may be able to

support the academic performance of language minority students. Despite this, learning environ-

ments largely demonstrate the exclusive use of dominant language practices. In this work, we

examine how students’ learning experiences may be impacted by the dialect used in the design of

one type of educational intervention called a virtual peer. If learning environment dialect is irrel-

evant for students’ learning, we would expect students to learn equally with the agent regardless

of its dialect; conversely, if there are observed differences that seem to be associated with agent

dialect, examinations of this data may reveal what mechanisms may be driving this observed

differences, and what student factors may moderate the extent to which this choice holds weight.

Throughout the remainder of this thesis, I present the background research from prior schol-

ars that has motivated our investigation of language as a potentially important factor in students’

learning [Craig et al., 2009a, Wertsch et al., 1993, Reveles et al., 2004, ?], the use of virtual

agents as experimental platforms [Moreno and Flowerday, 2006, Veletsianos et al., 2008], and

the pedagogical principles on which we based the design of our virtual agent as a way to pro-

mote its efficacy as an educational intervention [King, 1994, 2002, Rogoff, 1990, Lee et al.,
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2013, 2005]. I describe three studies which were completed in order to answer the question of

whether or not agent dialect impacts the efficacy of a learning environment. This work bridges

multiple “fields” and disciplinary boundaries, and I aim to review them each below so as to be

thorough in my explanations of both the motivations and interpretations of this work. For clarity,

the outline below describes the order in which I present the information in this thesis, as well as

the argument flow this thesis intends to follow.

Chapter one: Introduction. There remains a difference in standardized achievement between

White and African American students. Scholars have argued that culturally sustaining instruc-

tional techniques may hold benefits for marginalized students. Despite this, the majority of learn-

ing environments (both physical and digital) are designed to be “culturally neutral.” In this work,

we investigate how manipulating the design of one often-unconsidered but culturally-marked de-

sign choice, dialect, might impact the effectiveness of an educational technology for language

minority African American students. e answer this question using a virtual dialogic agent de-

signed to promote science discourse. Virtual agents have both been shown to be able to support

student learning as an intervention, as well as serve as an experimentation platform for controlled

manipulations of social factors. For these reasons, dialogic virtual agents may be a compelling

platform to investigate the potential impacts of technology dialect on student performance.

Chapter two: Background. In this chapter, I review the social and cognitive mechanisms

that have been associated with the benefits of peer learning approaches, pedagogical agents, and

language aligned learning environments. I draw on these concepts towards my interpretation of

the presented results.

Chapter three: Measures. I define here the two language variables which we most directly

target in this work: science discourse and dialect use.
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Chapter four: Study 1. Before building our agent, we performed a simple “manipulation

check” study with a non-interactive agent. This allowed us to evaluate our conceptions of di-

alect and science discourse, and collect student language data that would allow us to build the

design of our subsequent dialogic agent. This study revealed that students who had heard a non-

interactive “worked example” of science discourse in African American English demonstrated

approximately twice the amount of science discourse as those who heard the same content from

an agent who exclusively spoke using Standard English. This study inspires our next questions:

what driving mechanisms, either based in cognitive or sociocultural factors, may best be able to

explain why this might be?

Chapter five: Methods. In this chapter, we introduce the research questions that motivate

our following two studies: what can analyses of the dialogues between the student and an agent

reveal about what impacts technology dialect has on student performance? I here present the

design of our virtual agent Alex, and how we chose an intervention paradigm which we hoped

would be able to reveal insights about this relationship.

Chapter six: Study 2. In this study, 30 African American 2nd graders interacted with either

a monodialectal or bidialectal version of Alex for one 20 minute session, and were given post-

test science assessments the next day. This study revealed that students with the bidialectal agent

demonstrated more rapport with Alex during the intervention, as well as greater improvements

to their science discourse on a next-day post-test.

Chapter seven: Study 3. In this study, we present a longitudinal six-week investigation with

11 students to understand how agent dialect might have different impacts on students over time.

This study was done with the recognition that after six weeks, a potential novelty effect may
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wear off, resulting in the lessened performance of those with the bidialectal agent, and thus no

difference between conditions. Conversely, we posited that we might also find that students with

the monodialectal agent might eventually catch up to those with the bidialectal agent, such as if

it simply took them longer to build rapport. However, our analyses revealed that there were dif-

ferences in social behavior by condition throughout the six week experiment. We found salient

differences in the amount of “social challenges” (sometimes referred to as “agent abuse”) by

condition. Students with the monodialectal agent demonstrated almost ten times the amount of

these resistance behaviors on average across the six week intervention. These behaviors were

most commonly demonstrated by students who reported less positive attitudes about Standard

English at pre-test.

Chapter eight: Discussion. In this discussion, I look at the three studies presented in this thesis

holistically and identify what mechanisms may be best able to explain these results. Because

there were differences in the exact implementation of the dialogic agent, I aim here to be careful

not to overstate any potential findings. However, across both studies with the agent, the primary

take-away of our results appears to be that agent dialect does impact the interactions of some

students during an intervention, and that these behaviors are in turn associated with post-test

performance. Brown [Brown et al., 2017a] argues that science discourse may carry ideological

baggage for some under-performing African American students, and Fordham [Fordham, 1998]

argues that students who are faced with socially threatening academic learning environments

may respond with resistance behaviors that distance themselves from participation. Our findings

adduce evidence for the possibility that perhaps a bidialectal agent mitigates this face-threat for

under-performing students. It might also be the case that the monodialectal agent actively con-

tributes to this face-threat by representing a character who might “look like the students,” but not

demonstrate behaviors that might for some students not feel culturally appropriate.
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Chapter nine: Concluding remarks. I conclude this thesis by opening questions to educa-

tion researchers about the role that culture plays in our designs of learning environments. What

are the steps that must be taken for learning scientists and designers of educational environments

to assure that their systems are promoting educational equity? I conclude that the choice of lan-

guage in an educational technology, more often simply having not made a choice at all, may

impact the social reception of the intervention and, thus, its effectiveness. For these reasons, I

argue that factors may be often dismissed in analyses of data, such as disengagement or agent

abuse, may not be noise, but rather an indication that there are students’ whose social needs

are not being supported. By recognizing those students, educational technologies can support a

global mission towards equity.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

As this thesis engages with the interwoven effects of dialect, science discourse, and educational

technology in the classroom it is useful to separate the issues and describe our current under-

standing of each topic. This chapter surveys each topic and provides a crosswalk to identify

bridging research between subfields.

2.1 Supporting language minority students

2.1.1 Science discourse

Lemke, a prominent scholar of science education, argues that our narrow techniques for promot-

ing science among students have been historically ineffective [Lemke, 1990]. He argues that part

of our difficulty in helping to teach students science discourse is in our recognize the ways in

which it is a type of second language. He argues that the language of science may feel foreign

and uncomfortable to most students, and that allowing a bridge between students’ colloquial

language and the language of science may be able to promote achievement.

Following Lemke’s call, some scholars are beginning to examine the impact of helping stu-

dents make connections between their own colloquial language and science language [Brown,
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2004, 2006, Reveles et al., 2004, Varelas et al., 2002]. For example, Brown et al. [2017b] investi-

gated computer-mediated science learning experiences that either exclusively used the language

of science, or first taught students science concepts and then introduced the rules of science

discourse. These investigations on elementary school African American students found that

those who were only asked to use science discourse later on demonstrated better science domain

knowledge and an increased use of science discourse.

Brown refers to these approaches as having disaggregate instruction. Disaggregate approaches

to science learning are successful for two reasons. First, by separating the conceptual and lan-

guage components of science, students may be better able to understand the concepts behind the

terms being used, and then learn how to translate them into science discourse. Second, Brown

et al. [2017b] argues these approaches may be able to support students in shaping their attitudes

and identities within science.

Similarly successful approaches were also identified by Reveles et al. [2004], who examined

a teachers strategic approach to showing students a vision of how their everyday terms were

similar to those used in science. The teacher in their study promoted students use of science

discourse by drawing parallels between their everyday language and the language of science.

Students were given opportunities to explain and discuss science ideas in everyday terms, and

were then asked to translate them into science discourse. The works above, as well as Emdin

[2016], demonstrate that African American students benefit from learning environments that

integrate students’ more comfortable language styles into science pedagogy.

Science discourse interfaces with student perceptions of identity and dialect. Brown et al.

[2017b] introduces one interpretation for why science learning interventions might be successful:

“people view language as symbolic of cultural membership; therefore, when they encounter

alternative languages, these encounters may signal identity mismatch”. This matches Lemke

[1990]’s argument that science discourse is embedded within a larger set of cultural practices

and values; for this reason, speaking science discourse may involve the taking on of that cultural
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baggage.

2.1.2 Culture, dialect, and pedagogy

Students who do not speak SAE at home come to school as second dialect learners, with separate

but interlocking ways in which they are disadvantaged in that new environment [Siegel, 2010].

First, they have to read and write in a language variety that they do not already know (in this

case, SAE), and they have to learn content in subjects such as mathematics in that variety as

well. Second, since they are not considered to be language learners, they are not given any

special instruction to help them achieve fluency in the target dialect. Third, they may become

frustrated by this type of correction and their inabilities to express themselves comfortably during

any classroom interaction.

These disadvantages are at odds with monodialectal classroom teaching, the prevalent peda-

gogy today. The primary argument given by educators in response has been referred to the time

on task hypothesis [Cummins, 2000], with the argument that the greater amount of time instruc-

tion is in SAE, the better students will demonstrate use of that dialect. The alternate, more firmly

stated argument for monodialectal pedagogies is that use of students’ home dialects interferes

with students’ abilities to fully learn the target dialect. In other words, the interference hypothe-

sis provided by educators is that it would be too confusing for students if they are allowing to use

both language systems, and that monodialectal learning environments can help students better

recognize the boundaries of SAE [Siegel, 2010].

Student beliefs vary. Some, but not all, African American students view AAE as an important

and valuable language style [Godley and Escher, 2012, Ogbu, 1999, Sweetland, 2008]. For

example, Godley and Escher [2012] identifies that high school African American students who

are demonstrating high levels of academic success within the school system may be less likely

to both use as well as hold positive attitudes about AAE.

In contrast to primarily “monocultural” learning experiences that are common in traditional
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classrooms, bidialectal approaches to achievement have most commonly taken the form of in-

tegrating in aspects of students’ home dialect into instruction towards the target dialect (in this

case, SAE), and they have primarily been investigated in English classes.

These approaches have been shown to be successful for promoting school-ratified literacy

among a number of language minority groups. Au et al. [1981], for example, conducted a

case study of the Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP), a language arts development

project, to examine how to best teach native Hawaiian children to read. Au and Jordan found

KEEPs method of reading instruction to be successful in part because of how reading lessons

were conducted. The instruction was designed to incorporate the linguistic patterns frequently

found in native Hawaiian culture, namely talk stories, which focused on co-construction and

social relevance.

Similarly, Mohatt and Erickson [1981] similarly found that Native American students demon-

strated improved academic performance when teacher-student interactions incorporated “mixed

forms” of language. When teachers demonstrated a combination of Native American and An-

glo language patterns, students demonstrated increased participation and increased learning out-

comes.

Ladson-Billings [1995b] uses the phrase “culturally relevant teaching” in her descriptions

of what makes successful teachers of African-American students. She describes this approach

to teaching as one “that empowers students intellectually, socially, emotionally, and politically

by using cultural referents to impart knowledge, skills, and attitudes.” Through this framing,

she points out that bidialectal approaches to literacy instruction may be beneficial because they

support students in both the cognitive and social factors that may be associated with students’

use of SAE.

Some authors have suggested empowering students to use their linguistic expertise through

inquiry-based instruction [Wolfram and Christian, 1989]. Alim [2009] led students through

Critical Hip Hop pedagogies, in which they analyzed the music style for linguistic variation.
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Chisholm and Godley [2009] taught Critical Language Awareness strategies through student

inquiry-based instruction. In this work, students used their metalinguistic awareness to discuss

language variation, identity, and power in the United States. These instructional techniques have

been associated both with improved student performance as well as improved student motivation.

Contrastive analysis

Many scholars have specifically focused on bidialectal pedagogies not just to promote student

achievement and engagement more generally, but also to promote students’ use of SAE. These

approaches have largely involved a technique called contrastive analysis, which involves helping

students translate between SAE and AAE, and have largely demonstrated success [Wheeler and

Swords, 2004, Fogel and Ehri, 2000, Sweetland, 2006]. For example, Taylor [1989] designed

a writing curriculum designed to teach SAE grammatical structures. In the business as usual

classrooms, the composition curriculum taught ten Standard English features explicitly. In the

experimental condition, he used an approach called contrastive analysis that compared and con-

trasted features of SAE with AAE. At the conclusion of the eleven week curriculum, students in

the experimental group demonstrated a reduction of AAE features within their composition by

58%. Conversely, those in the business as usual condition showed a significant increase in their

AAE use by 8.5%.

Sweetland [2008] performed a similar experiment with classrooms of African American el-

ementary school students that involved a contrastive analysis approach. The writing curriculum

also included class time devoted to reading books and listening to audio recordings of other non-

standardized language varieties, such as Southern English. Classroom teachers were randomly

assigned to either teach using this culturally relevant curriculum or a traditional one that removed

the marked references to language diversity.

Sweetland demonstrated that students in a culturally aligned curriculum demonstrated much

stronger use of SAE on their writing assignments, as well as generally writing longer essays. She
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also identified that students seemed warmer and more engaged throughout the ten week period

over which her curriculum was deployed. An important results from Sweetland’s study was that

through the measuring of teacher attitudes in both conditions before and after implementation

of the curriculum, teachers who had taught using the culturally aligned curriculum also reported

more positive attitudes about AAE themselves.

Fogel and Ehri [2000] designed a large-scale study involving twelve 3rd and 4th grade class-

rooms of African American students that also investigated the contrastive analysis approach.

Classrooms were randomly assigned to receive one of three types of writing instruction: (1)

exposure to SAE grammatical features, (2) exposure to SAE and explicit instruction on how to

identify features of SAE, or (3) both of the above interventions, as well as guided practice trans-

lating AAE grammatical structures into SAE. Students who additionally received contrastive

analysis guided practice demonstrated significantly more instances of SAE features and a better

ability to translate sentences into SAE at post-test. These authors emphasize that there was no

difference in students’ use of AAE features from pre-test to post-test when students exclusively

received exposure to Standard English. The authors argue that teaching linguistically-diverse

students SAE requires guided practice and immediate feedback, and that contrastive analysis

techniques appear to be particularly successful at accomplishing this goal.

2.1.3 Explanations to date

Though there’s evidence that bidialectal pedagogies may support student achievement, much re-

mains to be understood about why this might be. The benefits of bidialectal pedagogy have been

attributed to improving students’ comprehension of instructional material [Nieto, 1999, Cum-

mins, 1979], improving their metalinguistic awareness of their own dialect production [Edwards

et al., 2010].

As classroom-level experiments demonstrate, the mechanisms through which bidialectal ped-

agogies support students’ use of SAE might either be cognitive (such as helping them better iden-
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tify linguistic differences through contrastive analysis) or socio-emotional (such as improving

students’ perceptions of the classroom climate, making them feel culturally validated, improving

their desire to participate, and so forth) [Lee et al., 2005, Sweetland, 2008, Wheeler and Swords,

2004, Ladson-Billings, 1995b, Boykin, 1994, Siegel, 2010]. As Ladson-Billing’s argues herself

in her initial conceptions behind the success of culturally relevant pedagogies, these curricula

should be designed to support students through both cognitive and sociocultural mechanisms.

However, for these reasons, bidialectal or culturally aligned pedagogies may seem in part like

a black box. From a perspective of praxis, these interventions have demonstrated the potential

for bidialectal approaches like contrastive analysis in supporting student achievement. From a

research perspective, additional work to better understand what factors might mediate the rela-

tionship between these interventions and student performance may help us better design the most

promising interventions for students who are not currently achieving in traditional learning en-

vironments. In the same ways, it is also important that the work of scholars designing culturally

relevant curricula do not take essentialist perspectives that consider all students from language

minority groups equally at-risk of under-performance, nor that all students may benefit equally

from the same approaches (or even for the same reasons).

Cognitive perspectives

In cognitive perspectives, the metaphor that drives the conception of learning is that of acquisi-

tion [Mason, 2007]. If a student is not demonstrating a desired skill, it is because they do not

yet possess fluent knowledge of that skill. Failure to demonstrate academic discourse would be

considered due to students’ forgetting specific language expectations, or students still acquiring

meta-linguistic awareness of their own language behaviors. From a cognitive perspective, stu-

dents’ failure to demonstrate academic discourse in a particular instance would be the result of a

cognitive mechanism such as forgetting, lack of meta-linguistic awareness, distraction, cognitive

load, or lack of fluency in the language style [Siegel, 2010].
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From a cognitive perspective, dialect integrated learning environments may support student

achievement by improving their comprehension of instruction [Nieto, 2015], such as through re-

ducing the cognitive load involved in comprehension [Sweller, 1988]. Edwards [Edwards et al.,

2010] argues that each student may be at distinct stage of acquiring fluent bidialectal profi-

ciency. Prior to achieving fluency in two language styles, code switching may entail needing to

consciously override a dominant response, which may take substantial cognitive effort [Betten-

hausen and Murnighan, 1991, Feldman, 1984, Bialystok, 2009]. Scholars have argued that for

young students, continued use of AAE in the classroom, even after it has been clearly disallowed

by their educator, may be due to students’ lack of the metalinguistic awareness to differentiate

between the two language systems [Edwards et al., 2010, Delpit, 1995]. Thus, from cognitive

perspectives, dialect integrated environments may also support student achieving by improving

their metalinguistic awareness, thus making it easier for them to comprehend and produce SAE

during subsequent classroom instruction [Sweetland, 2008, Edwards et al., 2010].

Sociocultural perspectives

Scholars from sociocultural perspectives would posit that other factors might also explain in-

stances where students do not produce the expected academic discourse. Scholars of socio-

cultural perspectives highlight the historical contexts, attitudes, and identity orientations that are

embedded into all interaction, including learning [Brown et al., 2005, Mason, 2007]. Within

these perspectives, the metaphor driving learning is not acquisition but participation [Mason,

2007]. Brown et al. [2005] argues that educators should not presuppose that all students can

take on the language requirements of the classroom free from social complication. From this

perspective, language has the power to indicate social group affiliation and membership, even

within (or, from some lenses, at the expense of) educational environments [Fishman, 1989]. For

example, Godley and Minnici [2008] presents an ethnography on high school students wherein

students reported they could speak SAE, but that they reserve its use for important things like job
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interviews, not just classroom interactions. Similarly, Ochs [2005] identified that some students

associate AAE with their disidentification from an academic identity.

In this thesis, we focus on how a design choice about the agent, its dialect, moderates the ef-

fectiveness of the same instructional paradigm across a group of students. In doing so, we situate

this work in an emerging body of literature that has examined how aspects of a character’s design

may carry social weight or activate social schemas that influence students’ learning performance.

To better examine these explanations and test hypotheses, we turn to virtual agents.

2.2 Dialogic learning with (virtual) peers

Pedagogical agents have taken the form of tutors, coaches, and actors [Payr, 2003], experts, moti-

vators and mentors [Baylor and Kim, 2005], learning companions [Kim et al., 2007], and lifelong

learning partners [Chou et al., 2003]. Pedagogical agents have been shown to support students by

delivering content and supporting both cognitive and metacognitive skills [Clarebout and Elen,

2007] through scaffolded guidance [Biswas et al., 2005]. In some cases, pedagogical agents have

been able to monitor and adapt to students’ behaviors in order to individualize instruction [Sklar

and Richards, 2010, Woo, 2009].

A common example of an effective pedagogical agent is AutoTutor, whose pedagogical

strategies include the use of dialogue, feedback, corrective statements, hints, fill-in-the-blank

questions, and requests for more information from the user [Graesser et al., 2008]. Pedagog-

ical agents such as AutoTutor work, scholars argue, by guiding students through a productive

dialogue where the technology serves the role of ensuring that the interaction is the sort of inter-

action that has been linked to learning. According to the authors, AutoTutor has been tested on

over one thousand students, and produces learning gains of appropximately one letter grade over

traditional classroom learning environment outcomes. They also report that students who work

with AutoTutor demonstrate better learning outcomes than those who work with novice human

tutors, and almost reach the bar of expert tutors [VanLehn et al., 2007].
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Scholars who examine the pedagogical effectiveness of virtual agents have identified that

the way these systems are designed may impact how students perceive them, and that these

factors ultimately moderate how effective the system is at promoting learning gains [Baylor and

Kim, 2004, 2009, Clark and Choi, 2005, Domagk et al., 2010, Kim and Wei, 2011, Moreno and

Flowerday, 2006, Ozogul et al., 2013, Schroeder et al., 2017, Veletsianos, 2010]. For this reason,

pedagogical agents may be able to serve as experimentation platforms where we can evaluate the

theories that have been identified as potentially important in supporting the needs of marginalized

students.

Understanding how students may respond differently in different pedagogical agent learning

environments may help us understand the mechanisms and moderating factors involved in human

peer learning with greater nuance. Doing so may be possible in part because there is a large

body of evidence documenting the social cues we take from virtual agents during interaction

[Bailenson et al., 2003, Bickmore et al., 2005, Cassell et al., 2002, Gratch et al., 2007, Krämer,

2008].

When designing and researching virtual humans, researchers often focus investigations on

increasing understanding of instructional design principles and effects, and how they influence

cognitive outcomes for learners with different cognitive characteristics, in differently paced envi-

ronments, or with content from different knowledge domains. Mayer [2014b] provides detailed

overviews of many of these research-driven principles.

2.2.1 Explanations to date

Cognitive perspectives

Dialogic learning environments evoke opportunities for students to organize their own reasoning

and recognize misconceptions through their ability to explain their ideas to another person. This

idea has been corroborated through the evidence that students are more likely to learn from giving

explanations than receiving them Webb [1989], Chi and VanLehn [1991], King [1990], Swing
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and Peterson [1982]. There is additionally evidence that the type of dialogue being produced by

students is proportional to their learning outcomes. This provides evidence to the idea that some-

thing happens through the process of dialogue generates knowledge or solidifies understanding

in a way that may be demonstrated in subsequent assessments.

King [1989] refers to thought provoking questions as questions which ask students to make

a claim and support that claim with reasoning. If students successfully respond to these dia-

logue opportunities with explanations, justifications, or other such elaborated reasoning, they

are more likely to demonstrate positive learning outcomes [King, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, Chi

and VanLehn, 1991]. Chan et al. [1992] found similar outcomes, identified that when children

demonstrated deep thinking responses, similar to King’s elaborated reasoning, there were di-

rectly observable links to students’ outcome learning.

Scholars from cognitive perspectives additionally recognize the ways in which thinking aloud

may have positive benefits in and of itself. For this reason, dialogic learning may be successful

in part because of the opportunities it arises to support students in thinking aloud. Studies of

individual thinking aloud have demonstrated that these interventions (though perhaps less nat-

ural than dialogic explanation) can successfully elicit students’ idea elaborations in ways that

help them reconceptualize their understanding that are positively related to post-test learning

outcomes [Bargh and Schul, 1980, Ferrara et al., 1986].

Sociocultural explanations

The idea that our social identities emerge through our language use has been argued using mul-

tiple frameworks and across multiple sources. Barton and Tan [2010] frame identity as what

emerges when novices take on ”position identities” made available in a particular practice [Hol-

land et al., 1998]. Identity-in-practice develops through ”how novices choose to accept, engage,

resist, or ignore” social cues about appropriate dispositions and behaviors within a given situ-

ation [Barton and Tan, 2010]. However, we often don’t notice these identity factors in others
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unless it is salient to us, such as if it goes against our expectations or attitudes about what is

appropriate in a given situation, or if we view it as personally validating and supportive to our

own non-normative ways of being. When we deem someone like ourselves in a salient way,

we may be more likely to feel a sense of belonging [Meyerhoff, 1996]), choose them as friends

[Byrne, 1971], accommodate our speech patterns to be better aligned with their own language

use [Abrams et al., 2002, Fought, 1999, Eckert, 2008], or emulate their behaviors [Berndt, 1999,

Berndt and Keefe, 1996, Jones et al., 2012]. In learning contexts, these broad concepts of posi-

tive social environments have been associated with being a supportive environment for learning

[Frisby and Martin, 2010, Madaio et al., 2016, Palinscar and Brown, 1984].

Often, peers are perceived to have either high or low social capital, an invisible imagined

amount of social currency (such as popularity, or lack thereof). Social impact theory suggests

that popular peers are especially influential and may have a disproportionate impact on how likely

their own behaviors are to be emulated by others [Cillessen and Rose, 2005]. Conversely, social

misfit theory posits that students who stray from the norms of social expectations, especially in a

way that marks someone as low status, may promote both social or physical aggression [Dodge

et al., 1990, Farmer and Rodkin, 1996]. This theory posits that while demonstrating the behaviors

that are a mark of in-group behaviors may not consistently reward students with social capital

and group acceptance, demonstrating low-status behaviors may result in students responding

with rejection or repulsion [Wright et al., 1986].

AutoTutor, like many other technological and non-technological dialogic learning environ-

ments, are often in strong adherence to the cognitive elements underlying the benefits of dialogic

learning. However, the developers of these systems often recognize the roles that emotions or

affective states play throughout the learning process [Boekaerts, 2007, Calvo and D’Mello, 2011,

DMello and Graesser, 2012, Pekrun and Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2012]. For example, a subsequent

version of AutoTutor referred to as Affective AutoTutor was designed to be able to regulate stu-

dents’ perceived negative emotional states such as boredom and frustration in order to increase
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engagement and task persistence.

2.3 Virtual agents and identity

The persona effect is the name that has formally been given to the idea that the social cues which

are exhibited by pedagogical agents can increase learners’ motivations [Barlow et al., 1997],

cognitive engagement [Johnson et al., 2000, Mayer et al., 2003], self-efficacy [Atkinson, 2002],

and transfer achievement [Moreno et al., 2001]. This theory has been argued due to research

that broadly shows that students learn a computer-based lesson more deeply when it is presented

in a social environment than when it is presented through traditional text-and-graphics methods

[Moreno et al., 2001]. Dismissing the argument that these environments were simply more fun,

[Kim et al., 2007] report that they found that learners saw the agents as social models, expecting

their agent to have a personality. For this reason, it has been argued that the design choices made

in the creation of a virtual agent has the potential to activate these different social expectations

[Haake and Gulz, 2008, Baylor and Kim, 2003, Veletsianos, 2010]. Despite this, [Schroeder

and Gotch, 2015]’S review found that many agents were simply information delivery vehicles

rather than facilitators of learning through complex pedagogical processes like demonstrating or

scaffolding. It also demonstrated that agent design characteristics are often not considered for

their potential sociocultural impacts.

Researchers have investigated topics such as the agent’s physical appearance in relation to

the context of the learning materials [Veletsianos, 2010], as well as their gender, age, or eth-

nicity [Johnson et al., 2013a, Kim and Wei, 2011, Moreno and Flowerday, 2006, Ozogul et al.,

2013]. According to Veletsianos [2007], an agent’s appearance could make a difference in how

it is perceived, and thus influence learning. In a review done by [Heidig and Clarebout, 2011], it

was concluded that the choice of agent design reflects the social perceptions such as competency

and appeal, which in turn promote or hinder learning. This may be in part because the activa-

tion of social expectations is triggered by the visual and vocal characteristics of a virtual agent
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[Haake and Gulz, 2008, Baylor and Kim, 2003, Veletsianos, 2010]. Agent design choices such as

appearance, clothing, hairstyle, voice recording or generation process, sentence bank, and non-

verbal behavior patterns may impact how users perceive the agent’s gender, intelligence, ethnic

background, hobbies, and education level. These perceptions, in turn, are linked to differences in

users’ perceptions of the agent’s task competency, emotional state, or trustworthiness, and other

putative psychological states.

Domagk et al. [2010] conducted a study investigating the impact of learning with likeable,

dislikable, and neutral agents. In her study, she investigated how these different types of agents

influenced learners’ motivation as well as their learning outcomes. Through two experiments,

she found that while these social cues did not impact learners motivation, they did impact stu-

dent learning. The students who worked with agents that had both an unappealing voice and

appearance had lower transfer test scores than those in the other agent groups. Based on her

findings, she concluded that “while differently appealing social cues might all trigger social re-

sponses, their effect may differ in the degree to which the learner is willing to actively engage in

the learning process. Hence, unappealing social cues might even hinder learning [Domagk et al.,

2010].

2.3.1 Virtual agents and dialect

Having reviewed recent results in both dialect in the classroom and the implications of virtual

agents in the classroom, we can now turn to their intersection. Kuhne et al. [2013], for example,

presented an experimental study examining the effects of dialect regarding linguistic alignment,

the likeability of the agent and the perception of the interaction based on whether the agent spoke

high German, the prestige dialect in the study’s region, or low German, a stigmatized regional

dialect. The study involved adults who were from the region where they presumably had been

exposed to the low German dialect. The authors found that linguistic alignment occurred in

both conditions. People who talked with the High German-speaking agent used fewer dialectical
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words, those who talked to the dialect- speaking agent used more dialectical words than they

had at pre-test. Kuhne et al. [2013], for example, report that the dialect-speaking agent was

rated more likable than the High German-speaking agent, arguing that this is due, in part, to

the we-feeling that is evoked when one interacts with an other that speaks with similar salient

language features that someone associates with being an index of membership into one of their

own perceived social groups [Aronson and Carlsmith, 1968, Bichel, 1973]. Kuhne et al. [2013]

also found that those who talked with the High German-speaking agent linguistically aligned to

a greater extent than people who talked to the dialect-speaking agent. They argue that this result

is intuitive, “because in general dialect-speaking Germans are used to adapt to High German

when speaking with Germans not from their dialectal region.” Interestingly, the authors also

found that despite this improved liking, participants rated the interaction with the High German

speaker as more positive overall. The authors hypothesized that the serious appearance of the

agent didn’t fit to the rather chummy verbal behavior as which the Rhine-Ruhr dialect might

have been perceived. In other words, there was a hypothesized mismatch between the agent’s

dialect and the rest of the agent design characteristics or task context, similar to the mismatches

referenced in the above section.

In a separate study, Astrid et al. [2010] demonstrated that speakers of a non-standard German

dialect demonstrated rated a virtual agent as more likable when the technology spoke that same

dialect, rather than standard German. Krenn et al. [2014] compared the social perceptions of an

agent who spoke Austrian standard, colloquial Viennese, and dialectal Viennese. Agents who

spoke dialectal Viennese, the most socially stigmatized of the three varieties, were perceived as

sounding the least educated, but also having the best sense of humor. In free response follow-

up questionnaires, the agent who spoke Standard German was most commonly assessed to be

an academic who lives in the city, while the agent who spoke the stigmatized dialect was most

commonly assessed to be a peasant who likes to go to the pub. Findings like this indicate that

differences in user responses to an agent based on its dialect may not necessarily be due to the
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dialect itself, but rather differences in the perceived social categories that are stereotyped to be

associated with that dialect. In other words, it may be more accurate to say that, in this study,

participants rated an agent more likable when that technology “sounded like someone they’d

hang out with at a pub” than one who “sounded like an academic.”

A few recent studies have found that an agent’s voice might have impacts on a user’s expe-

rience with the technology. This has been referred to as the voice effect [Mayer, 2014a], and it

posits that student learning will be improved when a standard-accented recorded human voice

is used by an agent rather than a computer-generated voice. The majority of work on voice

in this field has focused on comparisons between so-called “standard-accented” and computer-

generated voices, finding that the human voice improve the users’ sense of trust, as well as

increasing the amount of interaction users demontrated with the system [Cherif and Lemoine,

2017]. Mayer et al. [2003] similarly found that students who watched videos narrated by a hu-

man voice rather than a computer-generated voice resulted in better retention and transfer of

learning materials. In a follow-up study, Atkinson et al. [2005] replicated the experiment on 40

high school students and found similar effects for both immediate and delayed tests of knowledge

transfer.

There has been substantially less research investigating “the voice effect” on non-standard

voices, largely limited to cases I have identified earlier, where authors have investigated the

impact of agent dialect have reported differences in users’ behaviors [Kuhne et al., 2013]. The

authors of that work argue that this finding is in line with other work that has looked at speech

accommodation with computer systems, including Branigan et al. [2010] and Brennan [1998],

which both review a series of studies that find that humans demonstrate speech alignment in

interaction with computers to the same rate (or a greater rate) than they do with other humans.
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Cultural Agency Theory

These findings are broadly in line with the theories posited by social agency theory [Louwerse

et al., 2005, Mayer et al., 2003]. Social agency theory suggests that social cues in a multimedia

message can prime the social conversation schema in learners in ways that may impact their

interactions. Importantly however, social agency theory states that agents are able to take on

the cultural or social factors that users associate with them based on their voice, appearance,

behaviors, or so forth. For example, there is evidence that learners stereotype agents based on

their appearance [Veletsianos, 2010]. This may have benefits, such as an increased potential for

acting as a social role model if they are perceived to be within the students’ same social group

[Kim and Baylor, 2006, Rosenberg-Kima et al., 2008].

Arguing in support of these theories, Rosenberg-Kima et al. [2008] finds that a learner’s

interest and self efficacy in a domain task will be enhanced when they observe virtual models

whose characteristics resembled them successfully perform a particular task. Their experiment

showed that female college learner’s interests and self-efficacies were positively influenced by

the presence of a peer-like agent rather than an expert-seeming agent. Students of color were

more likely to choose pedagogical agents that share the same ethnicity with them [Moreno and

Flowerday, 2006], and college students preferentially chose agents whose gender and ethnicity

matched their own [Kim and Wei, 2011].

In spite of this body of work, results with culturally aware technology have been mixed.

Henderson (1990) began arguing for a more nuanced recognition of students’ cultural and iden-

tity backgrounds in educational technology research more than 20 years ago. In her work, she

argues that designers of educational technology may be particularly guilty of two types of mis-

takes in their systems. The first is a deracialization approach, where all aspects of the design

of the system are those that align the system with the unmarked and default preconceptions of

what a “normal” child will need. In these cases, “normal” is largely code for child who be-

haves in ways that align with dominant societal expectations, and simultaneously values those
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behaviors. The second mistake is essentialization, where one stereotyped aspect of a cultural

group is overemphasized to the exclusion of all other nuance. Interacting with a system where

your own cultural background seems trivialized and stereotyped may be particularly insulting or

distracting, or may cause the student to disidentify from the learning experience.

For example, Moreno and Flowerday (2006) evaluated how well students learned with virtual

agents that either shared, or did not share, their gender and ethnicity. Half of their subjects were

randomly assigned a same or different agent, and the other half were free to choose the agent

of their choice. These authors found that students of color largely chose an agent who matched

their own demographics from an initial image. However, they also reported that these students

scored lower in learning achievement than those who were either assigned a white agent or

voluntarily chose to work with a white agent. The authors concluded that this was because the

social cues interfered with the students’ ability to focus their attention on the learning material.

They posit that the learners may have been focusing their attention on how the pedagogical agent

represented them, and thus that working with a same-ethnicity agent had been harmful to their

learning performances.

Looking at this example more deeply, as Moreno and Flowerday mention themselves, the

authors changed the physical appearance of the characters, but there were no differences in lan-

guage or behavior in each agent. Thus, what the authors describe as students’ distraction by

seeing how they were represented, may perhaps more accurately be described as students’ dis-

appointed recognition or disidentification with a learning process through which their identities

were being trivialized, marginalized, and essentialized. The authors posit this explanation in their

discussion, citing relevant work that posits that if the social cues provided in “same-ethnicity”

pedagogical agents are not consistent with students expectations, their perceptions about the pro-

gram are likely to hurt as well (Shneiderman, 1997). Further, the authors compare that there were

differences in performance among students of color who chose to work with an agent of color

than those who chose to work with a white agent. It may also be the case that there is relevant
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social information between students who would or would not choose the same-ethnicity agent,

such as how much they are aligning with that particular identity category in that instance.

Finally, I also point out here that student factors may moderate the effectiveness of an agent.

For example, Sullins et al. [2009] randomly assigned participants to receive a narration on com-

puter literacy by an agent presenting positive emotions by smiling and nodding or negative emo-

tions by frowning and looking skeptical. They found that low ability students were positively

impacted by an agent with an outwardly negative affect. In short, low ability students that re-

ceived information along with an agent expressing negative affect performed significantly better

than those in the positive affect group. One potential explanation for this might be that low abil-

ity students themselves did not feel positively about the learning experience, and thus were more

willing to engage with a peer who also seemed to be doing the task begrudgingly, rather than one

who seemed chipper about collaboration.
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Chapter 3

Language annotation methods

In this chapter, I provide an overview of specific operationalized choices that span across studies

presented in this work. The science domain that we study is held constant across interventions,

aligned with age-appropriate expectations of students. Similarly, primary behavioral and atti-

tudinal measures of interest are invariant across studies. Throughout this thesis, I present our

findings about students’ own language behaviors in this science domain and in terms of their

attitudinal features. The measures presented here were broadly identified through the research of

previous scholars, and then customized for our own purposes based on classroom observations,

teacher interviews, and our abilities to reliably annotate for certain language features of interest.

The ways in which I have conceptualized science performance have shifted as I have become

more familiar with the language behaviors consistently demonstrated among students in our pop-

ulations, and as I’ve gained more nuanced hypotheses about students’ language productions. For

example, in initial conceptions of this work, I did not focus on science discourse, but rather what

I had referred to as school-ratified science arguments, which were blocks of student reasoning

that contained both what I now refer to as science discourse and simultaneously the presence of

certain types of school-ratified evidence-based science reasoning. As I gained a greater theoreti-

cal background about the ways in which students’ use of evidence-based reasoning may involve

different processes than their discourse genre, I decided to separate out these two factors. At this
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time, prior data was re-annotated to align with a more nuanced understanding of these language

variables.

Similarly, our earlier analyses of this research aimed to investigate students’ dialect use both

in terms of their morphosyntactic features (e.g., grammatical structures) as well as their phono-

logical features (e.g., accent and pronunciation). However, we ended up narrowing our inves-

tigation to exclusively morphosyntactic features, for two reasons. First, there was theoretical

evidence that young students demonstrate a greater ability to demonstrate code-switching of

their grammatical structures than their pronunciation, and that the majority of code-switching

work with young students in education looked primarily at their production of Standard English

morphosyntax. Second, we found it difficult to achieve inter-rater reliability on identification

of students’ phonological features. Doing so reliably, with objective boundaries between stan-

dard and non-standard pronunciation variants, often required the use of additional technologies

that visualized the wave forms of students’ language. The combination of these factors together

resulted in our choice to focus exclusively on students’ dialect use as defined by their morphosyn-

tax.

In this chapter, I present the final form of how science discourse and dialect use were oper-

ationalized and annotated across each of the studies presented here. At the time of this thesis

presentation, all annotation across each of the three projects was done using the same opera-

tionalizations of both science discourse and dialect use.

3.1 Pedagogical domain

We situate our educational interventions in a science domain for several reasons. First, science is

one of the academic domains in which we have historically failed to achieve equity for students

of color Boykin and Noguera [2011], National Center for Education Statistics [2017]. Second,

as science is a domain largely mediated through language and with specific expectations about

language, it is a compelling domain in which to examine students’ dialogic processes with a
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virtual agent.

The educational interventions used in this research involved exposing students to school-

ratified science arguments, using both science discourse and evidence-based science reasoning.

We worked with teachers to identify age-appropriate science literacy expectations, using the Next

Generation Science Standards (NGSS) as a guide. The NGSS are the product of a multi-state

collaborative effort between the National Academy of Sciences, Achieve, the American Associ-

ation for the Advancement of Science, and the National Science Teachers Association to create

national teaching standards for science education. The goals of the NGSS are to standardize

learning objectives as well as to foster and support interest in science, by building science-based

skills in specific content areas and skills in “critical thinking and inquiry-based problem solving”

[The Next Generation Science Standards For States, 2014]. The standards are specific to grade-

level, and are divided into the topics of Life Science, Earth and Space Science, and Physical Sci-

ence, each including sub-domains like Interdependent relationships in ecosystems, Inheritance

and variation of traits, or Forces and interactions.

For each topic, there are specific performance expectations. For example, for the topic of Inter-

dependent relationships in ecosystems, the following expectations are listed:

(1) Construct an argument that some animals form groups that help members survive

(2) Analyze and interpret data from fossils to provide evidence of the organisms and

the environments in which they lived long ago

(3) Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some organisms

can survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all

(4) Make a claim about the merit of a solution to a problem caused when the envi-

ronment changes and the types of plants and animals that live there may change

We used these above science guidelines, with input from teachers, to design the specific

content of the tasks students worked on with our virtual agents. We then applied our own ex-

perimental constraints towards these science activities. These constraints were enforced to help
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ensure that the data produced from the intervention would allow us to answer our target questions

as cleanly as possible, and included the task should be predominantly mediated through language

(rather than object manipulation), the tasks should not require specific domain content knowledge

to complete successfully, and the tasks should allow opportunity for both everyday science lan-

guage as well as school-ratified science discourse. For each study in subsequent chapters, we

will describe the specific tasks completed by students.

3.2 Language Measures

This work relies heavily on verbal annotation protocols (see [Chi, 1997] for an overview). For

each student utterance, we annotated science discourse, science reasoning, and task contribution.

Verbal annotations are not always easy to define due to false starts or links between ideas that

were difficult to interpret. This is particularly true in annotating for student language, as doing

so often requires the ability to interpret some amount of attending meaning from the students’

speech; and furthermore, is more difficult in dialogic exchanges, where students and our virtual

agent collaboratively built upon ideas together. Bereiter [Bereiter, 1994] called this “progressive

discourse,” where sharing, questioning, and revising of opinions leads to new understandings

that are built up over the course of the dialogue, move by move, so that new meanings are

consistently emerging [Wells, 1999]. While annotations were made at the utterance level, all

quantitative results are normalized by duration rather than utterance count, and is therefore less

sensitive to the definition of utterance breaks.

3.2.1 The language of science

In the science domain in particular, collaborative speech among students can be messy and gen-

erative [Edwards and Mercer, 1987], and science understanding is talked into being [Ash, 2004,

Gallas, 1995, Green and Dixon, 1993]. Wenger [Wenger, 1998] argues that when looking at how
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a particular exchange is either demonstrating an appropriate discourse (or not), it is important to

look at the context of the full exchange in which an utterance is situated.

We annotated for each of the feature categories described in Figure 3.1 to quantify students’

science language production. In this work, we separately define and annotate science reasoning

and science discourse. Students could demonstrate school-ratified evidence within an everyday

discourse genre, or use a science discourse genre for non-school ratified evidence types. In subse-

quent chapters, we primarily focus our results on students’ demonstrations of science discourse,

including its use with non-school ratified evidence. This was in part to allow us to keep a more

specific focus on the bar of science discourse being a type of language style, without additionally

confounding that with students’ demonstrations of (or acquisitions of) school-ratified evidence.

We also made this choice because it helped to control for differences in students’ prior knowl-

edge, whereby students who have stronger backgrounds in science might have better access to

some types of domain evidence.

For all annotations described in this section, undergraduate students first achieved a Krippen-

dorf’s α > 0.7 on a subset of the data. All data was then split among students and each utterance

was annotated by a single annotator. Utterances from the training subset were re-annotated by

this same process to ensure consistency.

Science contributions and science reasoning

Performative science language has been measured across a broad range of different types of

measures including school-ratified epistemological structures [Ballenger, 1997, Warren et al.,

2001], reasoning styles [Bazerman et al., 1988], and presentations of evidence Germann and

Aram [1996], Jackson et al. [1993]. We first annotated for students’ science contributions, where

individual utterances were marked as having science content as long as there was any reference

to the task. We then extend this definition to science reasoning when students used this content

from the task as part of the application or justification of an objective claim.
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Figure 3.1: Broad feature annotation scheme for students’ science language production.

Science discourse

If we here define science reasoning as the application of information from a science task to justify

a claim, then science discourse is defined in parallel as the language style used to present that

reasoning. Some scholars argue that science discourse is less a specific checklist of language

moves and rather the set of language patterns that make one “sound like a scientist” [Lemke,

1990, Lampert, 1990, Yackel et al., 1990, Halliday and Martin, 1993, Heath, 1983, Norris and

Phillips, 2003]. For this reason, some scholars have avoided fully quantitative metrics of this
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variable. For example, Brown [Brown et al., 2017b] and Mercer [Mercer and Dawes, 2008] use

discourse analysis techniques to provide a picture of how students are talking within an exchange.

In our operationalization of this variable, we took science discourse to be the demonstration

of the grammar of science. Based off of prior work on students’ epistemological reasoning struc-

tures [Ballenger, 1997], field work with teachers, and the Next Generation Science Standards, we

defined science discourse as connections between a claim and provided evidence that relies on

causal explanations using dominant patterns of Western reasoning. These largely included struc-

tures such as ”I think [x] because [y]”, ”If [x], then [y]”), ”[x], and so [y],” and other linguistic

structures that capture causal reasoning.

Science arguments

We also report students’ use of science arguments. Science arguments were defined here as ut-

terances that involved both science reasoning and science discourse together. Science arguments

would be the only student utterances largely recognized as fully successful science literacy. In

all studies, our virtual agents exclusively demonstrated school-ratified science arguments in both

conditions. In other words, all science reasoning from virtual agents was evidence-based, and it

was always presented in science discourse.

However, due to strong theoretical motivation to believe that science discourse would be

impacted more easily than science reasoning (because it required no additional prior knowledge

over the “grammatical construction” of the sentence), in all studies we first report on students’

science discourse as our primary hypothesized finding. We largely make this distinction due to

limited experimental power, and a consistent desire to reduce the number of primary analyses

run in each experiment.
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3.2.2 Dialect density

Standard American English (SAE) and African American English (AAE) were previously de-

fined in the introductory chapter. Rickford Rickford [1999] provides a list of phonological, mor-

phological, and syntactic features that are common to AAE. Green [Green, 2002] supplements

this with an even more detailed account of linguistic features typical of AAE speakers, includ-

ing an in-depth specifications of lexical, semantic, syntactic, morphosyntacic, and phonological

properties. In this work, we focus on the morphosyntactic, rather than phonological, features of

AAE and SAE. This is both because they are easier to annotate, as well as because they are easier

for children to use intentionally Craig and Washington [2006].

As non-standard English dialect use is so controversial, we began this research by gaining

additional insight about how students use dialect in-vivo, and how teachers responded to this

dialect use. Our classroom observations took place across four local charter schools, where

we focused our observations on eight elementary school teachers. The educators we worked

with were representative of their school and national demographic statistics of public school

teachers ?. These schools report African American student populations of between 65% to 100%

and provide between 75% to 99% of students with free or reduced lunch. These features were

identified through initial classroom observations, were iterated over the course of this work based

on the observed frequency among our participants, and are described in Table 3.1. The presented

variants are the most common AAE features observed in our sample of 2nd - 4th grade students

in Pittsburgh, and were finalized in our analyses following our data collection efforts.

Utterances were annotated for presence of these features in either SAE or AAE variation.

Unlike other annotations described in this chapter, all annotators of grammatical features were

senior undergraduates pursuing degrees in Linguistics. With this constraint, inter-rater reliability

for all eight features was reliable (α > 0.7); without specialized annotators, annotations were

unreliable. Once reliability was attained, all data was distributed among these specialized anno-

tators and received one annotation, including the subset initially used for training.
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Table 3.1: Morpho-syntactic SAE and AAE variants annotated
Feature Definition SAE variant AAE variant

Copula The omission of the conjugated form of a “to be

verb, joining a subject and a predicate

He is a predator He a predator

Auxiliary The omission of auxiliary verbs, often called

“helping verbs (e.g., can/could, have/has,

do/did, etc.)

How do you think he

eats?

How you think he eats?

Subject verb The presence of a subject and corresponding

verb that differ in grammatical marking for

number and / or person

He looks fast He look fast

Past tense The omission of past tense marking (-ed) on

verbs, or adding an -ed to an already past-tense

word

Last time you said he

was a carnivore

Last time you say he

was a carnivore

Possessive The omission of inflectional -s to indicate pos-

session

The creatures spikes ar-

ent that sharp

The creature spikes ar-

ent that sharp

Plurality The omission of -s when indicating the plural

form of a noun where the SAE variant marks -s

He has all those spikes He has all those spike

Negation The presence of a double-negation or use of the

word aint to mark negation

He doesnt have any fur He aint got no fur

One of the most prevalent ways of quantifying students’ use of either SAE or non-standard

variants such as AAE is the Dialect Density Measure (DDM) [Craig et al., 1998]. The initial use

of this instrument was to gauge a speaker’s composite use of AAE. This methodology involves

annotating the number of identified AAE features, and dividing by a normalization token, such

as number of utterances or number of words. In the work presented here, we divide AAE tokens

by total count of identified grammatical features from the set listen in Table 3.1. This was an im-

portant decision in this work, as more complicated reasoning structures generally involved more

grammatical features. Dividing by number of utterances, or even words, could have conflated

sentence complexity with AAE use. Here, our DDM variable results in a composite score of

the percentage of grammatical features produced in AAE. By comparing students’ DDM scores

across conditions, we can evaluate the impact of a virtual agent’s dialect on students’ own dialect

production. By comparing students’ DDM scores within conditions, we can evaluate the level to

which students demonstrate code switching.
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Chapter 4

Study 1: Dialect as an elicitation technique

The goals of this initial experiment were to understand the immediate impacts of agent dialect

pattern on students’ language production and social perceptions. There were three primary goals

of this study. The first was to perform a manipulation check on our instantiations of dialect and

students’ science demonstrations as a way to refine our understandings of these variables moving

forward. As our primary questions throughout this work were built around understanding why

bidialectal learning experiences seem to have benefits for students, this initial study was to assess

to see if this was in fact a replicable result in our own conceptions of these variables. This study

also served as an opportunity for us to collect samples of students’ science production we could

use to build a virtual agent.

For these reasons, this study was done prior to us fully building the interactive virtual peer

we used for our next two experiments. We used a non-interactive character (“Jamie”) that was

presented to students as the pre-recorded speech of another student from another school, sort of

like a pen pal. This experimental design choice allowed us to control for what students heard.

While our next two studies using the virtual peer had introduced inherent confounds due to the

nature of dialogue, this first experiment used non-interactive, pre-recorded speech such that all

students heard identical content.

In doing so, this study was the first experimental manipulation of learning environment di-
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alect on students’ resulting science language behaviors. However, there was a foundation of

research (both between human interlocutors and between a human and a virtual agent) that led

us to hypothesize there would be an impact of agent dialect. The voice effect refers to the phe-

nomenon that demonstrates that the voice of an agent seems to impact students’ interactions with

that agent, though his has largely referred to human-esque or machine-generated agent voices

[Mayer, 2014a, Cherif and Lemoine, 2017]. At the same time, dialect differences both in hu-

mans and computers can impact someone’s social perceptions of an other [Giles and Marlow,

2011, Kuhne et al., 2013]. Kuhne [Kuhne et al., 2013] and von der Putten [Astrid et al., 2010]

both identified that bidialectal human interlocutors accommodated their own dialect styles to the

dialect used by a virtual agent, in these cases either Standard German or Dialectal German.

4.1 Study overview

In this study, we used a non-interactive agent named Jamie that served as a worked example of

science discourse [Atkinson et al., 2000]. In a worked example, an “expert takes a well-formed

problem and displays it as a model for learners in terms of how that problem is approached,

thought about, worked over, and solved. The worked example is meant to model for newcom-

ers how an expert thinks, values, and acts in a given domain. For this initial experiment, we

showed all students identical pre-recorded examples of science discourse in either SAE or AAE

to minimize confounds.

In this study, students were told that they would be working with an assigned partner from

another school just like theirs, and that they would be exchanging speech samples with their

partner “kind of like a pen pal.” In reality, all students were assigned identical partners (Jamie)

that were different only in dialect use. Students were shown identical cartoon images of their

partner, and were told that their partner designed their avatar to look like them. Students were

told that at the end of the class period, they would be able to design an avatar of themselves to

send back to Jamie, along with their recordings. Jamie’s speech was pre-recorded by a bidialectal
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African American confederate.

The experiment involved both a social introduction task and a science presentation task.

Though the content was identical, it was provided to student using one of three dialect patterns:

monodialectal SAE, monodialectal AAE, or bidialectal. In the bidialectal condition, students’

heard a social introduction in AAE, but the science example was in SAE. Thus, in this instantia-

tion of our bidialectal condition, students exclusively heard the agent talk about science in SAE,

using the same recording as the agent from the monodialectal SAE condition. Students were

asked to provide their own social introduction after hearing Jamie’s social introduction, as well

as their own science presentations before and after hearing Jamie’s science example.

This experiment also served to identify whether students’ science production would be im-

pacted by an agent who spoke AAE in the social task but SAE in the science task, or if there

would only be differences in students’ language production when the agent spoke AAE in the

science task. This would elucidate whether or not hearing an agent speak AAE at any point

would impact students’ science production, or if there would only be benefits when the agent

used AAE during the science task.

Because of the brief and non-interactive design of this experimental paradigm, we expected

any differences observed here in students’ language use to be better attributed to imitation than

learning. For example, in sociolinguistics research, one measure of assessing students’ linguistic

competence is by altering the social context of a dialogue and evaluating differences in students’

subsequent language production. For example, when Kindergarten students are asked to act

out a hospital visit with dolls, they are more likely to hedge requests when they are pretending

to be a nurse, and issue direct orders when they are pretending to be a doctor. Students may

demonstrate sociolinguistic variation based on the social context in which they are speaking,

such as toddlers speaking more slowly to adults with unfamiliar accents [van Heugten et al.,

2015], or consistently altering their use of discourse markers (”because” vs. ”so”) based on the

genre of the conversation [Sprott, 1993].
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Relevantly to the work presented here, there is also evidence that students’ perceptions of

their interlocutor might impact their production of certain language features. For example, Alim

[Alim, 2009] identified that high school students adjusted their density of AAE use based on their

familiarity with an interlocutor, or the level to which they perceived their interlocutor would have

knowledge of hip-hop. Similarly, Eckert [Eckert, 2000] argues that as students approach adoles-

cence, students begin to place a premium on the language styles that earn them social access

among their peers. Ogbu [Ogbu, 1999] and Godley ([Godley and Escher, 2012] both provide

qualitative evidence that African American high school students may choose not to use Stan-

dard English in some contexts where doing so would challenge their personal sense of identity.

Among elementary-aged students, there has been no experimental work to my knowledge that

aims to understand if the dialect used by an interlocutor impacts their own subsequent language

use - whether these differences are attributed to learning, imitation, or sociolinguisitc elicitation.

Though it has been limited, learning from observing actions or behavior has been linked

to improved student learning in some instances. For example, there is some evidence that one

may be more likely to pick up aggressive behaviors after witnessing these behaviors in an other

[Bandura, 1969, Bandura and Cervone, 1986]. Some of the social theories of learning reviewed

in chapter 2 provide additional theoretical explanations for these imitative behaviors, such as peer

imitation being more likely if a student feels that the peer is similar to them, or is someone who

has increased social capital [Berndt, 1999, Berndt and Keefe, 1996, Jones et al., 2012, Cillessen

and Rose, 2005].

Most of the research on peer learning demonstrates that learning is most likely to be influ-

enced by how actively a student is participating in the interaction. In a brief non-interactive

worked example, there were no opportunities for students to directly interact with the science

model being presented. Rummel et al [Rummel et al., 2009] demonstrate evidence that it is pos-

sible to learn watching an example of someone else learn (what she referred to as vicarious peer

tutoring), though she found that watching these tutoring sessions collaboratively with an other
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improved the effectiveness of the model at promoting learning.

For these reasons, we expected any differences in students’ language use in this study to

be due to imitation or elicitation rather than learning. Though these distinctions are hard to

separate, we expected that a brief, non-interactive worked example would likely not be able to

promote students’ improved acquisition of these language styles (or, if so, that they appear to be

incredibly easy to teach). Instead, we expected that any differences in students’ own language

use following the model presented by the agent would be the result of them imitating salient

aspects of Jamie’s language, or perhaps Jamie’s language creating a sociolinguistic contexts that

elicited students’ use of language features they were already capable of producing. If our results

revealed differences in students’ language use based on the agent’s dialect, it might mean that

agent dialect impacts the level to which students’ accommodate their own speech to the agent’s

(either consciously or otherwise).

4.1.1 Research questions

We used this design to be able to answer the following questions:

(1) Does the dialect (SAE or AAE) in which an imagined “peer” provides a sci-

ence example impact students’ subsequent science discourse? We hypothesized that

students who heard an agent use AAE at any point in the experiment would demon-

strate more science discourse than students who were assigned a monodialectal SAE

agent.

(2) Are there differences in students’ own dialect based on whether the “peer” mod-

els monodialectal AAE or bidialectalism? We hypothesized that if students had flu-

ency in both SAE and AAE, they would be more likely to code switch into SAE after

seeing an example of code switching from the code switching agent.

(3) Does this peer dialect impact students’ social perceptions of the character? We

hypothesized that students with the AAE-integrated conditions would self-report that
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their “peer” partners were more likable than the monodialectal SAE agent, but also

less intelligent, in line with other research on dialect and social perceptions (Giles,

2001; Kuhne, 2014).

We argued that the brief nature of this intervention language exposure would demonstrate

which of students’ own language features were sensitive to agent dialect. Because we modeled

a brief, non-interactive worked example of a very short period of time, we did not necessarily

expect that students would learn anything new from the agent within traditional conceptions of

learning as a complex cognitive process. Most accounts of how students learn from models focus

on the importance of active participation and co-construction as a way to generate and integrate

new knowledge [King, 1992, Chi et al., 1989]. This design did not allow substantial opportunities

for this type of interactive cognitive work.

Instead, we expected that if students were sensitive to agent dialect, condition differences

would be due to elicitation or imitation, rather than teaching. In other words, we expected any

differences in this study to be due to differences in effort, motivation, engagement, desire to

emulate (or distance) from the agent, or unconscious accommodation of language production,

rather than complex processes of learning.

4.2 Methods

This study took place within the science classrooms of a local, Afro-centric charter school with

lottery admittance that serves students kindergarten through 5th grade. The school demonstrates

100% African American student population, with 99% of students qualifying for free or reduced-

cost lunch. This school served as one of our primary partner sites during our early qualitative

work which is described in Chapter 5. This study took place approximately three months into

that qualitative work, during which we had sat in on several of the students’ science classes.

At the time of this study, we had not had any substantial interaction with any of the students

directly. When our classroom observations had began months before, we had been introduced by
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their science teacher as “people from Carnegie Mellon who are here because they want to help

figure out how to make science class more fun, like with computers and stuff.”

The study described here took place during both normally-scheduled 3rd grade science classes

in students’ typical classroom. So as to not influence students’ behavior during the intervention,

the science teacher left at the beginning of the class period with the students who did not return

signed parental consent forms. Of the 45 total students enrolled in 3rd grade, 29 had returned

signed forms and participated in our intervention. Technology failure rendered the data of six

students unusable, leaving us with data from 23 participants. Students all completed the inter-

vention at the same time on individual computers, and were arranged to minimize the proximity

to others. The full intervention was completed by students within their 50-minute science period.

At the beginning of the class period, we told students that we were working on a technology

that would let students from different science classes send messages to each other, “sort of like

pen pals.” We told students that we were working with a few other schools just like theirs, and

that today they would hear messages from a partner, and record messages that we would share

with the partner later on. We used this manner of deception to minimize the potential confound of

students’ beliefs about a technology using non-standard English. To our knowledge, no students

outwardly demonstrated that they believed their partner was not actually a human peer. We refer

to this paradigm as a distant peer paradigm.

Students were told that they were each randomly assigned a partner, and that their partner

had made an avatar to represent themselves. Students were told that they would get to make their

own avatar at the end of the activity before we sent their messages along to their partner. They

were told that first they would listen to an introduction that their partner recorded for them, and

that they would be able to record an introduction themselves. They were told that we would do a

science activity with their partners after everyone had introduced themselves.

The only difference in Jamie between conditions was Jamie’s dialect pattern. Every student

heard two examples of Jamie’s speech, in the form of four-minute monologues. The first example
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was a social introduction, and the other was an answer to a science prompt similar to the one

students would be asked to respond to both before and after hearing Jamie’s example. See figure

[x] for a representation of this procedure.

In the Standard American English (SAE) condition, Jamie used SAE during both the social

task and the science task.

In the African American English (AAE) condition, Jamie used AAE during both the social

task and the science task.

In the Code-Switching (CS) condition, Jamie used AAE during the social task and SAE

during the science task.

Figure 4.1: Procedure for the distant peer study across three conditions

4.3 Science activity

The science activity used in this initial analysis was designed to meet expected goals set by third

grade learning standards. In each instance of this task, students were given two laminated prints

of identical environments, each one with a different imaginary creature shown inside. Students
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were asked to come up with as many hypotheses as they could for which creature they thought

would be a better fit for that environment, and why. Students were shown one set of images for

the pre-test, and another isomorphic set at post-test. The order of the image sets between pre-

and post- were counter-balanced across students.

This was our first iteration of a potential task for students to complete with our eventual

virtual peer. In this way, this experiment also served as a way for us to collect corpus data of what

sorts of language students demonstrated in reasoning about ecological principles. We used this

to refine our conception of age-appropriate science discourse and iterate on our understanding of

students’ science language production in line with our research questions.

Students were given one minute to look at their pictures before they began recording their

answers. Once students confirmed that they did not have any questions, students’ individual

four-minute timers were started. After four minutes, students were told that they were now going

to hear an example that their partner did last week. Jamie’s science example was also a four-

minute monologue, and included eight instances of science reasoning. More detail about the

science content in this task is provided in section 4.x. Depending on their condition, students

heard Jamie’s science example in either SAE or AAE.

Following the example, students were asked to do the science activity one last time. They

were again told that their recording would be shown to their partner, similar to how they just

heard Jamie’s recording. As described in chapter 4, students’ recordings were annotated for

science reasoning, science discourse, and AAE dialect density to determine if Jamie’s dialect

impacted any of these three features in students’ post-test performance.

The creature set used in Jamie’s example were designed to demonstrate features that were

not directly present in the students’ image sets. This was done to minimize students’ ability to

simply repeat domain words or phrases directly from Jamie in their own post-test recordings.

Students’ task sets displayed creatures living on land environments, and Jamie’s task set dis-

played creatures living in an aquatic environment. Each example of science reasoning that Jamie
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Figure 4.2: Science task images used in dialect elicitation study. Sets A and B were counter-

balanced across pre- and post-test.

demonstrated was specific to this aquatic environment which students’ did not have in their own

task environments.

4.3.1 Agent science model

Visual appearance

Jamie’s visual appearance was determined through a previous in-lab pilot study. We wanted to

ensure that the avatar was gender-ambiguous to reduce the potential for gender-based confounds.

In this pilot, students were shown six different characters, and were asked to write a one-sentence

description of each one using the form “she is...” or “he is...”. We looked at students’ pronoun

choice for each character to determine whether they perceived it to be male or female. The

avatar chosen for use in the study was the one most commonly perceived to be the same gender

as the child participant. Five of five boys perceived this avatar to be male, and three of five girls

perceived the avatar to be female. (As an interesting aside, the only avatar that fared better among
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girls was identified with feminine pronouns four of five times, but was not identified as male by

any of the male participants).

Dialect use

Jamie was voiced by a local, bidialectal African American woman, who produced an SAE and

AAE version of both the social content and the science content. The content was initially written

in SAE, and then translated to AAE with the help of our voice talent. This translation was done

alongside the bidialectal voice actress, and was based on the common AAE features identified by

prior scholars [Renn, 2010, ?] and our classroom observations. The voice actress worked with us

to ensure the AAE speech sounded natural, and that the AAE features were used authentically.

Jamie’s dialect use was set using the Dialect Density Measure (DDM). The target percentage of

DDM was based upon previous calculations of DDM among this age group within the literature.

With a target of 8-9%, the DDM in the AAE version of our social task recording was 8.6% and

the DDM in the AAE version of the science task recording was 8.2%.

Social introduction

To inspire the content of Jamie’s social introduction, we had asked the students in our pilot study

to tell us about their families, their friends, what movies they liked, what they did in school, etc.

We used the most common themes in Jamie’s social script. The four minute social introduction

provided by Jamie included information like how many siblings she has (three), her favorite

movie (Madagascar), and her favorite sport (basketball). She shared that her cousins used to live

nearby but that they’re moving soon, and that she’s going to miss them. She shared how she felt

about math class (it’s okay) and recess (it’s the best).

Prosodic analyses determined that there was no significant difference in the volume, speed,

or pitch fluctuation of these recordings to help us ensure that we were only manipulating the

presence of dialect, and not other audio variables.
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Science task

Jamie’s four-minute science example included 35 total utterances, eight instances of school-

ratified science reasoning, and twelve instances of school-ratified science discourse. Because all

instances of reasoning occurred with science discourse, this means that Jamie also demonstrated

eight total school-ratified science arguments, with a science discourse density of 1.5. In other

words, there was an average of 1.5 instances of science discourse per instance of students’ science

reasoning.

The other utterances included other on-topic science content including observations (it looks

like the creature has gills), comparisons (one creature looks like it can stand up on both legs,

but the other one looks like it can only swim), and questions (I wonder which one is more

dangerous...). Each of Jamie’s instances of science reasoning involved science discourse. Jamie

did not provide any instances of everyday reasoning.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Science discourse

We measured students’ demonstration of science discourse during pre-test and post-test to under-

stand if the dialect in which Jamie demonstrated science discourse impacted the likelihood that

students demonstrate this discourse style at post-test. We used one-way ANOVAs to measure

differences among the three conditions.

There was no significant difference in students’ use of science discourse at pre-test by condi-

tion, with students on average demonstrating 2.77 instances (SD = 2.97). A within-subjects t-test

across all conditions demonstrated that, on average, students produced more science discourse

after hearing Jamie’s example, regardless of dialect (t(25) = -2.91, p <.01). Across conditions,

students demonstrated an average of 4.85 instances of science discourse at post-test (SD = 3.0).

A one-way ANOVA on students’ science discourse post-tests revealed that condition signif-
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icantly impacted the extent to which students improved from pre-test (f(2, 23) = 6.85, p <.01).

A Tukey post-hoc test revealed that there were significantly more instances of science discourse

among students who heard Jamie’s science example in AAE (M = 7.11, SD = 2.32) than those

who exclusively worked with an SAE-speaking Jamie (M = 2.6, SD = 1.41, p <.01). Students

who worked with the code-switching agent (and thus heard the science example in SAE) had sci-

ence discourse post-test scores between the other groups, not significantly different from either

(M = 4.56, SD = 3.32).

Within-subjects gain was examined by condition with a paired-subjects t-test by condition.

This test revealed that while students in the AAE-only condition demonstrated a significant gain

in science discourse from pre-test to post-test (t(8) = -7.16, p <.0001), the other two conditions

did not (p >.05).

We additionally assessed students’ use of everyday discourse as an alternative way of support-

ing science arguments. While an argument made with science discourse might be “The creature

looks like a predator because it has sharp claws,” a similar argument made with narrative dis-

course might be “Whenever I see something with claws like that, I know I have to run run run

because it’s gonna be definitely something that eats everyone around it.”

As with science discourse, narrative discourse was coded independent to science reasoning.

There was no significant difference in students’ production of narrative discourse by condition

at either pre-test or post-test. At pre-test, there were an average of 2.2 instances of narrative

discourse (SD = 2.15), and at post-test, an average of 1.5 instances (SD = 1.48).

4.4.2 Science arguments

As outlined in the Chapter 3, science arguments are instances of school-ratified science reason-

ing that were additionally communicated using science discourse. Though we were primarily

targeting students’ use of science discourse as our primary outcome variable under investigation,

we additionally present here our findings regarding science argumentation.
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Figure 4.3: Pre and post test assessments of students’ science reasoning and science discourse

by condition

We first look directly at students’ science reasoning regardless of science discourse. There

was no significant difference in students’ use of science reasoning at pre-test by condition, with

students on average demonstrating an average of less than one instance of reasoning at pre-test

(M = .69 instances, SD = .97). A within-subjects t-test across all conditions demonstrated that,

on average, students produced more science reasoning after hearing Jamie’s example, regardless

of dialect (t(25) = -5.48, p<.0001). Across conditions, students demonstrated an average of 4.08

instances of science reasoning at post-test (SD = 3.03).

A one-way ANOVA on students’ science discourse post-tests revealed that condition signif-

icantly impacted the level to which students improved from pre-test (f(2, 23) = 4.14, p <.05).

A Tukey post-hoc test revealed that there were significantly more instances of science discourse

among students who heard Jamie’s science example in AAE (M = 6, SD = 2.55) than those who

exclusively worked with an SAE-speaking Jamie (M = 2.25, SD = 1.59), p <.05). Students who

worked with the code-switching agent (and thus heard the science example in SAE) performed
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between both groups, not significantly different from either (M = 3.78, SD = 3.5).

Within-subjects gain was examined by condition with a paired-subjects t-test by condition.

This test revealed that there were significant gains in science reasoning among students in the

AAE condition (t(8) = -7.16, p <.0001) and the SAE condition (t(7) = -2.81, p <.05)), though

not among those with the code-switching agent (p >.05).

While students in both the monodialectal SAE and monodialectal AAE conditions demon-

strated increases in science reasoning from pre-test, only the monodialectal AAE condition

demonstrated within-subjects increases in their science discourse. Additionally, students who

heard the science example in AAE demonstrated significantly more instances of science reason-

ing and science discourse than those who worked with the SAE-only character. We examined if

this was due to a difference in amount of speech, and determined that there was no significant

difference in word production at post-test by condition. In fact, while students with the AAE-

only agent demonstrated an increase of 45 words from pre-test to post-test (SD = 84.9), those

with the SAE-only agent demonstrated a generally larger, but also non-significant, increase of 88

words (SD = 122.7).

To investigate the relationship between science reasoning and science discourse, we exam-

ined their co-occurrence as a measure of their science argumentation. While our results demon-

strated that students with the monodialectal AAE character demonstrated more instances of sci-

ence reasoning, were they additionally applying science discourse at a greater rate than the stu-

dents with the SAE character?

To do this analysis, we assessed the percentage of students’ school-ratified science reason-

ing that additionally contained science discourse - in other words, the percentage of arguments

involving school-ratified reasoning that were also produced using science discourse. Science

arguments were marked as having science discourse if at least one instance of science discourse

occurred within the set of utterances composing the reasoning. Arguments were marked as hav-

ing science discourse even if they co-occurred with instances of narrative discourse.
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For example, the following lines were produced by a student working with the monodialectal

SAE agent.

“And then I’d tell her that the right ones were gonna get ’em the fastest because

they have those spi- spikes that can protect ’em from the other- the predators that are

gonna be chase-chase-chasin’ ’em around.”

This instance was marked as having school-ratified reasoning because of the use of school-

ratified evidence (the spikes that can protect from predators). It was also marked as having both

science discourse (the right ones are fastest because they have spikes for protection from preda-

tors) as well as everyday discourse (the predators are gonna be chasin’ ’em around). (Note, the

use of chase-chase-chasin’ here was unanimously agreed upon by annotators to be for narrative

effect, rather than the result of false-starts or stuttering).

Paired-samples t-tests revealed that across conditions, students demonstrated a significant

increase in their instances of science argumentation, from an average of .58 at pre-test (SD =

.76) to an average of 2.7 at post-test (SD = 2.3), t(25) = -4.1, p <.0001. On average, those

who exclusively heard the agent speak in SAE demonstrated 1.3 additional science arguments

from pre-test to post-test (SD = 1.8), while those who exclusively heard the agent speak in AAE

demonstrated 3.3 additional science arguments at post-test (SD = 2.6). Similar to the previous

results, those who worked with the code switching agent (and heard social talk in AAE but the

science in SAE) performed between the two groups, gaining 1.7 additional science arguments at

post-test (SD = 3.0). A one-way ANOVA revealed no significant differences between these gains

by condition (p >.05).

Science argument density

Because our prior results revealed that students with the monodialectal AAE agent demonstrated

more instances of science reasoning than those with the monodialectal SAE agent, we calculated

the density of science argumentation. We expected that if students were learning from Jamie,
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Figure 4.4: Instances of science arguments (left), and percentage of arguments involving science

discourse (right)

they would demonstrate an increased percentage of reasoning that included science discourse

than the rate of science discourse use at pre-test. If they were simply demonstrating more science

with Jamie (but perhaps not categorically different science with Jamie), we would expect there

to be no difference in the density with which students accompany their school-ratified science

reasoning with science discourse.

Our results revealed that at pre-test, students across conditions applied science discourse to

49% of their school-ratified science reasoning instances. There was no significant difference by

condition in the density with which students’ applied science discourse. At post-test, our results

revealed that students significantly increased their rate of science argumentation density across

conditions, with 75% of school-ratified science reasoning examples co-occurring with science

discourse, t(25) = -2.8, p = .011). One-way ANOVAs revealed that this increase in density was

not significantly different by condition. In other words, across all conditions, students demon-

strated a significant increase in their rate of science discourse application from 49% of science
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arguments to 75% of science arguments (SD = .47).

Taken together, these additional analyses demonstrate that students who heard a science ex-

ample in AAE were more likely to demonstrate science reasoning at post-test (M = 6, SD = 2.55)

than those who worked with a character that exclusively spoke SAE (M 2.25, SD 1.59). Both

groups were equally likely to apply science discourse towards those arguments 75% of the time

at post-test, significantly more than at pre-test (49% of the time). Thus, we take these results

to mean that students generally demonstrated a stronger density of science argumentation after

hearing Jamie’s model. However, the students who heard Jamie demonstrate the model in AAE

produced more instances of these arguments than those who only heard Jamie speak in SAE.

We interpret these results to mean that Jamie’s dialect may have impacted how much reasoning

students demonstrated, rather than what type of discourse students demonstrated.

4.4.3 Dialect use

Students dialect density was assessed for each of the three recordings students produced: their

social introduction, their science pre-test, and their science post-test.

These three variables were averaged together to provide a preliminary understanding of stu-

dents’ dialect across the full experiment. Across all 26 participants, the average DDM was .04

(SD = .031). By condition, students who worked with SAE Jamie generally trended to demon-

strate a higher dialect density (M = .047, SD = .04) than those with AAE Jamie (M = .024, SD =

.01). These average distributions are demonstrated in graph [x].

To determine if Jamie’s dialect impacted students’ dialect, we performed a one-way ANOVA

to measure differences in students’ DDM in the two task contexts immediately following ex-

posure to Jamie’s speech. These tests demonstrated that there was no significant impact of the

intervention dialect on students’ own dialect production (p >.05).

We then evaluated if students’ own dialect use moderated the impact of agent dialect. Terry

and Smith [Terry, 2010] proposed that if an intervention is resulting in increased cognitive load
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for students, there would likely be an interaction effect between the students’ own dialect use and

their performance within the intervention. A linear model revealed that there was not a significant

interaction between students’ own dialect use and their condition on their science performance.

4.4.4 Social perception

Following the intervention, students were given a short survey about their thoughts on their

partner. To encourage honest answers, we assured students we wouldn’t share their responses

with anyone else, and just wanted to make sure we’d be able to give them a partner they really

liked next time. Students were asked several questions about Jamie, such as “How fun was

your partner?” and “Did you like your partner?” Of these, we were most interested in students’

responses to their perceptions of Jamie’s intelligence and friendliness. Several other scholars,

such as Bernstein [Bernstein, 1960], have found that speakers of stigmatized dialects are more

likely to perceive other speakers of that dialect as less intelligent than standard speakers, but

more friendly. Questions were answered using a 1-4 scale that students were taught how to use

prior to taking the survey. Students were also asked several free response questions about Jamie

to see if anyone would mention dialect.

Across the board, students almost exclusively selected the maximum option (4) for each of

our questions. There was no significant difference in response by condition (p >.05). Across

students, Jamie’s friendliness was rated as an average of 3.7 (SD = .89), and her intelligence as

3.8 (SD = .33).

On the free response surveys, five of the fifteen students who heard the agent speak AAE at

some point (across both the AAE and code-switching conditions) indicated that Jamie did not

sound smart. The free response question asked “If you think Jamie sounded smart, why? If not,

why not?” We annotated students’ responses for whether or not they referred to the character’s

dialect in some way. See figure [x] for examples of student responses. We performed a chi-square

analysis to understand if students who heard the agent speak AAE were significantly more likely
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to indicate that Jamie’s dialect made her sound not smart, but the differences were not significant

(p >.05).

Figure 4.5: Students’ perceptions of how smart Jamie sounded when they heard Jamie speak

AAE (left) or when Jamie only spoke (SAE). Though Jamie’s dialect was only negatively called

out in the code-switching and AAE conditions, there was no significant difference of these com-

ments by condition.

4.5 Discussion

This study was done to examine the sensitivity of students’ science language variables and their

dialect use to a short peer example. We also emphasize here that we had only 26 participants,

with either 8 and 9 students per condition. Thus, while the results presented here are significant,

the small sample size may contribute to a higher potential for Type I (false positive) error.

This study demonstrated that the dialect in which students hear examples of school-ratified

science argumentation moderates the level to which students demonstrate their own science rea-
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soning and science discourse at post-test. While students across conditions were more likely

to communicate their science reasoning within science discourse more after hearing the agent’s

example (from an average of 49% of the time at pre-test to 75% of the time at post-test), those

who heard the model in AAE demonstrated significantly more instances of science reasoning

and science discourse (and thus expectedly, science argumentation). However, the small number

of average instances of science argumentation among students in the monodialectal SAE condi-

tion may limit our ability to interpret that finding. Students in the monodialectal AAE condition

demonstrated an average of less than 2 instances of science arguments at post-test. This is a

significant increase from their pre-test performance (which averaged at less than one instance),

but in practice, there may not be a strong theoretical difference due to such few instances of

argument production, even at post-test.

Conversely, students who heard the science example in AAE demonstrated an average of 3.8

(SD = 2.5) instances of science argumentation at post-test. Our interpretation of these results

is that agent dialect may have impacted how much reasoning students demonstrated at post-test

rather than what type of discourse students demonstrated. This may mean that rather than teach

students science discourse or perhaps even elicit students’ use of science discourse at a greater

rate, the impact of agent dialect may have been more specifically impacting how many instances

of school-ratified reasoning students demonstrated within their four minute window.

These results also demonstrated that exposure to Jamie’s dialect did not have significant im-

mediate impacts on students’ own dialects in either the social task or the science task. As a

common critique of exposure to dialect in the classroom is that it will increase students’ pro-

duction of dialect [?], this demonstrates that students’ dialect production after brief exposures

may not be so sensitive. These data also demonstrate that students continue to use some amount

of AAE even in an SAE-only environment, adding further to the argument that exposure alone

may not result in classroom AAE reduction. Of course, this study was intentionally designed

to understand only the immediate impacts of brief exposure; while these results may indicate
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that students’ dialect was not sensitive to partner dialect under these conditions, the impact of

intervention dialect over a longer span of time remained at this point unclear.

Students who worked with the bidialectal agent heard Jamie’s social introduction in AAE,

but their science example in AAE. There was no significant difference in science reasoning or

discourse among these students at post-test compared to those from either of the monodialectal

groups. The range of reasoning gain among students in the SAE-only condition was between “-1”

and “4,” and the range of reasoning gain among students in the AAE-only condition was between

“1” and “8.” Conversely, the reasoning gain among those in the code-switching condition ranged

from “-3” to “9.” This may be due to there being different mechanisms for why an AAE speaking

agent helped students, such as some students simply needing the motivation of hearing the agent

speak AAE during a social introduction, while others benefited from the dialect in which the

science information was provided. It may also just be due to the small number of participants in

the sample. This specific question remains an interesting topic for future work.

The social perception results were not significant, perhaps also due to the small number of

participants in the sample. However, qualitatively, the presence of 5 students who heard the

agent speak AAE volunteering that the agent’s dialect contributed to Jamie not sounding smart

is in line with Kuhne’s [Kuhne et al., 2013] finding that dialect-speaking agents are perceived

as less intelligent. Similar results have also been found from the social science literature, where

standard speakers were generally perceived as intelligent, while dialect speakers were generally

perceived as likable [Giles and Marlow, 2011]. However, in this study we have no evidence that

students’ demonstrated different affective feelings about either version of the agent.

4.5.1 Open questions

The results demonstrated here indicate that agent dialect does in fact influence the science per-

formance behaviors of African American students. This science task was very unguided; Stu-

dents were told their assignment and then given four minutes to complete their answers without
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prompts for particular responses to give. Students were able to say as much or as little as they

wanted within this window. However, differences in students’ reasoning performance was not

due to students saying more in the AAE-only condition. In fact, while these students demon-

strated an average increase of 45 words from pre-test to post-test, those with the SAE-only agent

demonstrated an average increase of 88 words. Thus, those with the AAE-only agent said less,

but a larger percent of what they said was towards the production of science arguments.

Overall, this experiment is in line with the prior literature outlined in the introductory chap-

ters: there appears to be a benefit of bidialectal interventions on students’ learning outcomes.

What remained to be understood, however, is why this might be. Broadly, there have been two

competing (though likely synchronous) hypotheses proposed by scholars: decreased cognitive

load and increased social alignment.

Terry et al [?] posited that one way to identify if cognitive comprehension factors are mod-

erating students’ performance in a learning environment is to investigate if there is a linear asso-

ciation between students’ dialect density and their performance. We did not find any association

between students’ dialect production and their performance outcomes based on agent dialect

condition. While our data does not adduce specific evidence for this cognitive hypothesis, it can

not be fully ruled out. It may be the case that our measurement of students’ dialect was too

crude, as we only measured morphosyntax and not other features of AAE, such as phonological

distinctions.

Another possibility is that this analysis failed to capture students’ dialect in an appropriate

setting. In our analyses, we investigated the potential moderating impact of students’ dialect

both during a social task (presumably when they would have felt more comfortable producing

more dialect) as well as during the science pre-test (which would perhaps be a cleaner measure

of the dialect students use in tasks that traditionally require SAE). However, both of these di-

alect measures were taken after students had already heard the agent speak. It is possible that

students demonstrated some amount of accommodation to the agent’s dialect (though there was
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no significant difference by condition), which muddied this interpretation.

Regarding this study’s potential support for social hypotheses, there remain two possible in-

terpretations. Many scholars who posit bidialectal approaches argue that this improves students’

social affect and sense of emotional identification to the classroom [Ladson-Billings, 1995b,

Sweetland, 2006, Wheeler and Swords, 2004, Mallinson and Child, 2007, Cummins, 1979]. In

line with this explanation, it may be that students liked the bidialectal agent more, and thus

demonstrated more reasoning. This would also be in line with peer emulation theorists [Bandura

and Cervone, 1986, Berndt, 1999, Baron and Kenny, 1986], who argue that students are more

likely to model peer behaviors produced by a peer who they believe to have social capital (e.g.,

popularity). If students perceived Jamie to be more popular or to have more social capital when

he produced science in AAE, they may have been more likely to emulate his model. However,

we did not find any difference in students’ social assessments of Jamie by condition. This may

be because all students marked their perceptions near ceiling. It is possible this social perception

questionnaire was not designed in a way that captured any differences in students’ perceptions.

An alternative interpretation of this social mechanism is derived from contemporary inves-

tigations of stereotype threat theories. According to these theories, some students may respond

better after being exposed to a potential stereotype that implicates the student. This has been

found in more recent analyses of African American students, particularly in situations where

there are strong community contexts, such as at a Historically Black University [Solorzano et al.,

2000, Steele, 1997]. The authors of these studies interpreted that African American students’

increased performance after being exposed to a negative stereotype about African American

populations is due to their desire to disidentify with the stereotyped community and defeat this

expectation [Steele, 2003, Aronson et al., 2002]. In other words, this possibility would posit that

students who felt negatively about Jamie’s non-standardized dialect use may have chosen to re-

spond with increased science reasoning as a way to mark their own participation in an academic

community (one which Jamie, due to her dialect, was clearly not a part).
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In our own results, it is possible there were aspects of this at play. As demonstrated by the

free response answers pictured above, a number of the students who heard Jamie speak in AAE

wrote that Jamie doesn’t speak correctly and wasn’t talking like we talk at our [sp: or] school.

Particularly salient in that second example is the use of the word our, with that student thus

identifying himself as a member of the school community which does not advocate for AAE

use [Brown et al., 2017a]. Despite this, each of these three students did demonstrate AAE use

themselves throughout the intervention. This is in line with Edwards’ [Edwards et al., 2010]

proposal that students may not have yet fully acquired the metalinguistic awareness to recognize

which dialect features they themselves are producing, though they can recognize them in others’

speech.

These results generally support the calls to action provided by proponents of culturally-

aligned pedagogy, who argue that integrating students’ home dialects into the learning envi-

ronment may result in benefits such as increased reasoning [Webb and Webb, 2008] or perhaps

task engagement [Sweetland, 2006]. They do not however explain why students who heard Jamie

presented the science model in AAE demonstrated more instances of science discourse, science

reasoning, and science argumentation than those who heard the model from an agent who only

used Standard English. Gaining additional clarity about these results became the focus of our

two following experiments that used a dialogic virtual agent.
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Chapter 5

Designing a bidialectal, dialogic agent

In the prior four chapters, I have aimed to communicate the arguments that have been made by

linguists and cultural theorists who study educational achievement: the language styles explicitly

or implicitly included in or validated through a learning environment seem to impact the resulting

effectiveness of that learning environment for some students. To my knowledge, these theories

about bidialectal pedagogy and the hypothesized benefits for language minority students have

not been evaluated with regards to educational technology interventions.

In this chapter, I first provide a brief overview of other educational technologies that have

integrated aspects of students’ culture into their design. While some of these systems have ac-

knowledged and manipulated non-standard dialect features as part of the design, the language

style used was typically one of several features manipulated. While the complex and integrated

facets of culture mean that this was likely a positive choice from an intervention design stand-

point, it limits our ability to identify the relative benefits of various specific choices. Regardless,

to better situate Alex in a body of work investigating culturally sustaining educational technolo-

gies, I begin with a brief overview of the state of this field.

Following that, I then provide an overview of virtual peer system and our experimental design

paradigms. I describe the science activities we designed into the agent based off of our iterative

pilot testing, and present an overview of what prototypical exchanges look like with the agent.
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Finally, I conclude by scoping out the specific research questions we address in this work.

I also outline the interactional factors I hypothesized might mediate the relationship between

agent dialect and student performance, including several metrics of task participation [Wheeler

and Swords, 2004, Fogel and Ehri, 2000, Sweetland, 2008] and social behavior [Boykin, 1994,

Fordham, 1999, Brown et al., 2017a]. I also outline the student factors I hypothesized might

moderate the impact of agent dialect, such as students’ own dialect use [Terry et al., 2010, ?],

students’ dialect attitudes [Ogbu, 1991, ?, Brown, 2006], and students’ standardized reading level

[Craig et al., 2009a, Godley and Minnici, 2008, Charity et al., 2004a].

5.1 Alex: a bidialectal virtual agent

In this chapter, I overview the design of our virtual peer, the design of our science activities, and

the design of our experimental paradigm.

Figure 5.1: Alex, our virtual peer experimentation platform, talking with a 2nd grade student
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5.1.1 Experimental paradigm

Alex was set up in an isolated location in our partner schools (e.g., a small conference room or an

empty gymnasium), and an experimenter pulled students out of class one at a time to work with

the agent independently for about 20 minutes each session. Science activities were designed to

be open-ended discussions that were in line with the broad science standards for students in 2nd

and 3rd grade. We designed the science activities to involve two types of dialogue tasks within

each session (10 minutes each). For each student, the intervention involved both an informal

peer task that involved brainstorming ideas together, followed by a more formal teacher task

that involved taking turns asking each other questions in preparation for their subsequent final

presentation. In the monodialectal condition, Alex spoke Standard American English (SAE)

during both tasks. In the bidialectal condition, Alex spoke African American English (AAE)

during the peer brainstorming task, and then switched to SAE during the teacher presentation

practice task.

This intervention choice of first brainstorming and then reviewing answers was done for two

reasons. First, it allowed a manipulation of formality which would provide a reason for Alex

to demonstrate bidialectalism. As prior research evidenced that African American college stu-

dents felt positively about recordings of characters that demonstrated code switching according

to broad social norms but negatively about characters that demonstrated code switching away

from social norms [Koch et al., 2001], the bidialectal character demonstrated AAE during the

peer brainstorming task, and then switched to SAE during the teacher presentation task. Second,

we also made this design choice because it allowed Alex to speak with identical dialects during

the teacher presentation task in both conditions, which allowed for a cleaner comparison across

conditions.

As described in Chapter 3, we designed the science activities with the virtual agent to involve

two tasks that varied in formality as a way of demonstrating bidialectalism in context. For each

student, the intervention involved both an informal peer task that involved brainstorming ideas
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together, and a more formal teacher task that involved taking turns asking each other questions

in preparation for their subsequent final presentation. In our instantiation of the business as

usual virtual agent, Alex demonstrated monodialectal use of SAE in both task contexts. In our

instantiation of the AAE-integrated virtual agent, Alex bidialectally demonstrated AAE in the

informal peer task and SAE in the formal teacher task. In doing so, the AAE-integrated agent

demonstrates a form of code-switching, where the formality of the task context influenced the

agent’s dialect production. The peer task took place over the first ten minutes of the intervention,

and the teacher task took place over the remaining ten minutes of the intervention. Thus, to

clarify, for the first ten minutes of the intervention, students in the monodialectal condition heard

Alex speak SAE and those in the bidialectal condition heard Alex speak AAE. However, during

the teacher task over the remaining half of the intervention, Alex used SAE in both conditions.

In other words, Alex being identical during the last ten minutes of the intervention across both

conditions.

5.1.2 Guided science activities

We designed three science tasks that Alex is able to complete. For each one, we first investigated

real students participating in the task to build a corpus of what realistic child-child dialogue

looks like within the domain and underwent several iterations of piloting our utterance library.

For each utterance we added into the agent’s dialogue bank, the process included recording it in

both AAE and SAE with our bidialectal voice actress, generating lip syncing behaviors for both

dialect versions so that the language looked realistically spoken by the agent, and then modeling

nonverbal behaviors that accompanied the language. Thus, the process of building each task

was quite lengthy, and often required several iterations of recording new utterances based on

unexpected contributions presented by students in our piloting sessions. The three tasks we

completed for Alex to participate in with students are overviewed below.

The Creature Task depicted a fictional creature within its natural environment. Students were
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Figure 5.2: The three science tasks Alex works on with students

asked to make inferences about the creature’s survival habits with regard to food, protection, and

movement based upon its appearance and habitat pictured. Alex guided questions in this task like

“How do you think the creature can protect himself in the night time?” and “Where do you think

the creature sleeps?” Alex focused on building dialogue with students about how aspects of the

creature’s physical attributes could be applied to promote survival (e.g., “I think he probably only

eats worms because he has long nails to help him dig holes, and his fingers are long enough to

help him pick up things really easily so he doesn’t have to fight.”

The Bridge Task shows a girder and beam bridge made from square blocks. The abutments

and piers are of unequal widths and are spaced unequally. Students are asked about structural

changes that would allow the bridge to support more weight. Alex guided questions in this task

like “Which beams should we make thicker to help it hold up the weight in the middle better?”

and “Do you think we should connect this middle beam to anything?” Alex focused on building

dialogue with students about how design choices regarding symmetry, bottom-heavy building

choices, and low centers of gravity could maintain stability (e.g., ”I think we should probably

make these side beams lower so that there’s less wobbling room at the top when we put new
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weights on it.”)

The Ramp Task depicted a ramp with a tennis or golf ball that could roll down the ramp. The

length and degree of incline of the ramp are shown to be adjustable. The students are asked to

determine how the ramp parameters could be set to maximize for speed of a ball rolling down the

ramp. Alex guided questions in this task like “Do you think the ball goes faster when the ramp

starts high up or low?” and “Do you think the fuzzy stuff on the tennis ball would make it go

faster or slower?” Alex focused on building dialogue with students about how longer and higher

ramp designs would promote ball speed, especially with the heavier ball (e.g., ”I think that when

the ball is heavy, it’s gonna get faster and faster with every roll because then the gravity can keep

pulling it down, so we probably should pick a long ramp and the heavy ball to make it fastest.”)

5.1.3 Dialogue design

The agent’s language was designed to demonstrate the principles of science discourse as defined

by the NGSS. As such, utterances by the agent demonstrate science vocabulary and reasoning

structures. However, while they were chosen to model these features, all instances of speech

were taken directly from actual utterances spoken by students performing these tasks during

pilot studies and then adapted to fit our operationalizations of science discourse defined more

below.

Alex’s dialogue was pre-recorded by a professional African American bidialectal voice ac-

tress named Siovhan Christensen. 1 During our recording sessions, Siovhan worked alongside a

linguistics post-doc to help ensure that the dialectal differences between the AAE and SAE utter-

ances in the agent were consistent, sounded authentic, and followed grammatical structures that

would sound unmarked to a native speaker. This collaboration was instrumental to our utterance

design process as I am not a native speaker of AAE. Frequently, several times within a single

1Siovhan Christensen (not a pseudonym) worked as our voice talent, and she has appeared in both film and

television productions. Her work can be viewed here: http://vergiasiovhan.wixsite.com/mysite
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recording session Siovhan would identify that an AAE utterance we had written based on our

understanding of dialect rules just didn’t sound right, and in these instances, we would follow

her recommendations for restructuring the utterance to sound realistic.

After our science tasks were completed after multiple rounds of iteration, Alex was able

to demonstrate 1,020 utterances. The break down of Alex’s utterances are shown in the figure

below.

Figure 5.3: Category counts of Alex’s dialogue options

As shown in figure 4.x, in addition to domain task utterances, a significant portion of Alex’s

utterances served to provide social fluidity. While there were several scripted exchanges Alex

had with students to build a social connection in small ways (e.g., asking all students in the very

beginning of the interaction what they had just been doing in class), many social exchanges were

introduced by students. Through our pilot testing, we identified that Alex’s failure to comply

appropriately to some of these requests could derail the dialogue in ways that were difficult to
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recover. For this reason, we added 149 utterances into the system that aimed to be appropriate

blanket responses to students’ questions either through being broadly general enough to seem like

an appropriate reply (e.g., ”I did once last year”), or to deflect the question (e.g., ”It’s different

when you live in a computer world like me.”) As I describe more in the social measures section

below, these responses (and how well students accepted them as answers) seemed to play a strong

role in the effectiveness of the intervention for some students.

Alex was operated using a Wizard of Oz approach where an experimenter, hidden from the

students’ view and listening in through a web cam and microphone, would choose Alex’s re-

sponse out of the available set. In the majority of our pioting and each of the experiments pre-

sented here, I served as the controller of Alex’s dialogue options. To promote consistently across

conditions, I had designed a dialogue tree to plan out how Alex would generally respond to dif-

ferent student utterances at various stages of the interaction. However, because of the intention

for dialogue with Alex to seem fluid and peer like, and due to the complex nature of free speech,

I aimed to make dialogue choices that prioritized communicative fluency rather than using the

dialogue tree guide as a prescriptive pattern.

Figure 5.4: General scheme for dialogue between the agent and student
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The benefits of this methodology were that due to our frequent piloting during the task de-

sign stage and my personal extended practice operating Alex during these dialogues, many of

the exchanges between students and Alex were surprisingly fluent. However, it introduces two

limitations. The first is that as I operated as both the dialogue operator as well as the primary

investigator of this work, there were opportunities for bias in my response choices. After each

experiment, we performed post-hoc tests to confirm that there were equal numbers of utterance

types produced by Alex across conditions. As I will present in each experiment described below,

there were no differences by condition in terms of how many utterance types Alex demonstrated

in any of our post-hoc analyses. However, these dialogue options were correlated with rapport,

regardless of condition. I describe why this might be, and the potential implications on our

results, in the discussion sections of the following experiments.

The second limitation of our agent dialogue design was also a result of the pre-recorded na-

ture of Alex’s responses, though this is true of both conditions. While the scripted responses

allow the agent to respond appropriately and maintain fluent conversation when on-task, the re-

sponses do not always provide for direct response to off-task discussion and questioning. Though

we aimed to account for this through piloting, there were occasions where students made con-

versational demands of Alex that he was unable to answer. We describe this further in our

measurements section below.

5.1.4 Prototypical agent dialogues

To help provide context, I present here prototypical examples of what unmarked (or “expected”)

interactions looked like between students and Alex. As I describe in the next session, there were

variations in these interactions based on what may have been differences in students’ perceptions,

differences in students’ interactional goals, differences in students’ personalities, or other factors

we were not able to quantitatively confirm. However, to better explain these variations, we

first present typical exchanges during various stages of the agent interaction. Each of these
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excerpts are taken directly from real student interactions that are representative for the majority

of unmarked interactions with the agent. These examples are taken from the bidialectal agent to

demonstrate the use of Alex’s dialect, however I demonstrate in bold what the utterance would

have been in the SAE condition.

Initial task introduction

Alex: Hi. How’s is going?

Student: Hi? Good?

Alex: Me too. I’m Alex. What’s your name?

Student: Hi Alex. Um, Destiny.

Alex: Hi. What [were / was] you doing in class before you got here?

Student: Um, reading?

Alex: Cool. The rest of my class is in [their / they] math groups now.

Student: Oh. Do you like math?

Alex: It’s okay. My teacher [pulled / pull] me out to do this. You?

Student: Oh, yeah, the lady pulled me out too.

Alex: I think [we’re / we] supposed to figure out how the creature like, [eats / eat]

and [moves / move] around and stuff.

Student: Um, yeah I think so too.

Alex: Okay... the [spikes / spike] on his back, they look almost like a porcupine, but

not as sharp.

Brainstorming in the peer task

Alex: What do you think those [spikes are / spoke] for?

Student: Protecting hisself?
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Alex: Me too, ’cause then if an animal [comes / come] after him, he can stop them

from running into him

Student: Yeah, and then the bigger animals ain’t getting him either

Alex: Do you think he can protect [himself / hisself] from the bigger animals, um...

predators?

Student: Yeah I think he can ’cause that’s what he use the spikes for, the predators,

and staying safe from them

Alex: [Do / - ] you think he [has / got] other ways to stay safe?

Student: I think um - night probably?

Alex: [Why’s / why] that?

Student: I think he go out at night ’cause he got that stripe in his eye for seeing at

night, like for night vision

Alex: Yeah! And because [his fur is / he fur] dark, then [ - / ain’t] no one can see

him!

Student: Me too! And then he can uh camouflage

Alex: That makes sense. I think he can camouflage at night because he [has / got]

that stripe in his eye, like a cat... and with cats, I think the stripe [helps / help] them

see at night

Transitioning to the teacher task

Alex: I think [we’re / we] doing good.

Student: Me too! I like the ideas.

Alex: I think now we gotta practice our final presentations for the teacher.

Student: Okay.

Alex: Wanna take turns asking each other these questions? First I’ll pretend to be the
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teacher and I’ll ask you questions, and then you can be the teacher and you can ask

me questions!

Student: Like the questions we’ve been asking?

Alex: Yeah. Let’s ask them like a teacher would ask them.

Student: Okay.

Alex: My teacher likes it when I use my school English whenever I have to do

presentation stuff like this.

Student: Yeah.

Alex: Yeah. Okay, first question...

Teacher presentation practice task

Alex: What sorts of food do you think the creature eats, and why?

Student: Uh, I think... worms? And the rabbits.

Alex: Uh huh? And why?

Student: I think he can eat the rabbits ’cause - because - no he can’t eat the bunnies

because he ain’t got legs fast enough to ca- to catch them.

Alex: Good answer! I think so too. I don’t think the creature looks like he can run

very fast because his legs are so short.

Student: Yeah. My question is, why do you think he - what can he do with those

short legs?

Alex: Hmmm... I think the creature looks like a very good climber, because he has

long arms and short legs like a monkey, and because he has good toes for gripping

on stuff.

Alex followed this script outline for students in both the code-switching and monodialectal

conditions. For the monodialectal agent, there was no change to the character’s dialect. For
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the code-switching agent, the character stopped demonstrating AAE features at this point in the

dialogue. From this point forward, for the last ten minutes of the interaction, Alex was identical

in both conditions.

5.2 Rapport

Krämer [2008] has demonstrated that agent dialect impacts its social reception. Some scholars

additionally argue that part of the impact of culturally-aligned learning environments is due to the

social importance of feeling your language style is respected and represented Sweetland [2006].

Boykin and Noguera [2011] even more specifically contends that collaboration among peers that

seem similar is especially important for the academic performance of African American children.

If part of the success of linguistically-aligned interventions is due to social factors such as these,

we would expect differences in students’ social behaviors toward the agent to emerge over the

course of a collaborative dialogue, and for these social differences to be associated with students’

performance differences.

Rapport was evaluated using a “thin-slice” approach, with rapport measured on a Likert scale

from 1-7, from the lowest possible rapport to the highest possible rapport. Rather than measure

specific behavioral cues as markers of rapport, these measurements provided a holistic quantita-

tion of rapport. Thin slice approaches are based upon the principle that minimal amounts of data

can lead to rapid and accurate inferences in judging the overall state of a situation.

Videos of the interactions were divided in 30-second slices and provided to undergraduate

interns who served as third-party raters. The video slices were also shuffled in order, such that

the raters were not biased by the change in rapport from the previous slice. Three raters were able

to achieve inter-rater reliability of Krippendorf’s α = 0.89 for each experiment discussed within

the respective section for each experiment), with group discussion to resolve any discrepant

ratings. Once inter-rater reliability was achieved, all slices were each rated by a single rater,

including re-annotation of the original subset used for training.
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We compiled the thin slice ratings into an average rapport score during both the peer task

and the teacher task for each student. We additionally calculated utopy over the course of the full

session to assess the change over time. Utopy measures the likelihood that a dynamic variable

such as rapport is increasing from one thin slice to the next. This method was introduced by

Sinha et al (2017 cite). Scores closer to 0 indicate that rapport is not generally increasing over

time; scores closer to 1 or higher indicate that rapport is more likely to be increasing over time.

On a scale of 1-7, ’4’ was anchored to be expected levels of positive affect among students

working on a science task with a peer. The following three example frames are from three 30-

second thin-slice clips where rapport was annotated as 1, 4, and 7 respectively.

Figure 5.5: Frames demonstrating rapport at values 1 (low), 4 (neutral), and 7 (high)

5.3 Dialect attitudes

Earlier work has found that high school students have varied ideologies about what it means to

speak AAE [Godley and Minnici, 2008, ?]. Ogbu describes students’ assertions that speaking

SAE in certain situations would mark them as other among their peers, and that the decision to
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use AAE was a marker of community affiliation. Godley’s work adds additional nuance, uncov-

ering that traditionally successful African American high school students remark that AAE is

inappropriate, and that they do not identify as speakers of this dialect. Sweetland [2006] added

upon these results by talking to elementary aged students about their ideologies regarding dialect

after having participated in a language variation curriculum, and many identified as successful

code-switchers who spoke both AAE and SAE based on the context after the intervention took

place. Eckert [2000] proposes that early adolescence marks the time when students begin priori-

tizing their peer community language expectations over the traditional language expectations of

the classroom. For this reason, additional work understanding the ideologies of elementary aged

children (especially prior to receiving a language variation curriculum) might provide interest-

ing insights the potential social factors that may be guiding language use decisions or behaviors

among these students.

We wanted to investigate students’ language attitudes towards SAE and AAE before and after

their interaction with our virtual agents to evaluate if language exposure impacted their reported

ideologies. Unlike Sweetland’s intervention which was an explicit language variation curricu-

lum, this analysis would reveal if simply exposing students to a technology that demonstrated

language variation (even without any direct instruction about how to code-switch) could have an

impact on student attitudes.

We were sensitive to the concern that by elementary school, students would know that their

teachers expected them to use SAE. For this reason, we were concerned with the possibilities

for students’ experimenter expectation bias. To try and counteract this potentiality, we built a

computer application that asked students about their language ideologies without an adult in the

room during both pre-test and post-test. The application was voiced by a ten year old African

American bidialectal voice actress to promote feelings of peerness and social safety within the

application. Prior to working with the application independently, the program walked students

through an example of how to fill out Likert scales. The experimenter was in the room during
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this training so that the student could ask questions if they were unsure of what to do. After the

student completed the training, the experimenter told the student that they could fill out this next

part on their own, but that they would be outside if they had any questions. Once the student

confirmed that they understood, the experimenter left the room.

The ideologies application than gave the students the following instructions. “Now I wanna

ask you some questions about the way people talk! Lots of kids speak in lots of different ways.

One way is called Standard. Another way is called Dialect. Some kids only speak one or the

other. Some kids speak both. If I were speaking Standard I would say ’my brother is always

telling me he doesn’t have any candy, but I know he does!’ If I was speaking Dialect I would say

’my brother always be telling me he don’t got no candy, but I know he do!’ Hear the difference?

These next questions are about speaking Standard and speaking Dialect.”

The application then showed the students 13 questions about using SAE or AAE in different

settings, referring to them as Standard and Dialect. The questions were of the form ”sometimes

it’s good for kids to speak Dialect in the classroom” or sometimes it’s good for kids to speak

Standard when they’re hanging out with their friends.” Each question had a Likert scale option

from 1 - 5 that was identical to the one shown during their training, where 1 was labeled ”def-

initely no!” and 5 was labeled ”definitely yes!.” At any time, the students could click a help!

button that would re-play the examples of SAE and AAE sentences provided in the instructions.

Due to the inherent flexibility and variation of language, we began all questions with some-

times to intentionally measure students’ ideologies about whether or not this dialect was ever

able to be an option in this setting. Thus, a score of ”5” would mean ”I believe that there are

some situations where this dialect is okay in this setting.” A score of ”1” would mean ”this di-

alect is never okay in this setting.” Because of this built-in hedging, we identified that students

with positive language ideologies would mark ”5” for both AAE and SAE. In other words, a

score of ”5” would simply mean ”there are some situations in which this is okay,” thus making

it reasonable for students to have ”5” for both questions about SAE and AAE.
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The following questions within each dialect category were averaged together to produce a

score for students’ language ideologies within that category.

(1/2) Sometimes it’s good for kids to use [Dialect/ Standard] when they’re just hanging out.

(3/4) Sometimes it’s good for kids to use [Dialect/ Standard] when they’re in the classroom.

(5/6) Sometimes kids sound smart when they speak [Dialect/ Standard].

(7/8) Sometimes it’s good for kids to know how to speak [Dialect/ Standard].

Two questions were included to measure students’ expectations about dialect in media that

did not contribute to ideology scores. These were:

(9) Sometimes it’s good for books to use Dialect

(10) Sometimes it’s good for computers to use Dialect

Two questions were used to specifically measure students’ ideologies about bidialectalism,

including:

(11) It’s good for students to know how to speak both Standard and Dialect.

(12) It’s good for students to use both Standard and Dialect in the classroom.

Finally, the last question on this survey asked students ”I use dialect sometimes.” This was

not included in language ideology measures, but to assess students’ self-identification as a dialect

speaker.

To ensure our instructions were sufficient for 2nd - 4th grade students to understand what we

meant by Dialect and Standard, we piloted this application as part of our virtual agent piloting.

We held in-lab family / friend focus groups where we spoke to sixteen elementary aged students

across five different groups. We chose to include parents such that if students didn’t know what

we meant by Standard and Dialect, we could see how parents then explained it to their students.

This would also ensure that we had parent buy-in for the language we were using for this assess-

ment, and that if not, we could learn from their suggestions about how they would recommend

educators talking with their students about this kind of language variation.

After playing students the instructions, we asked them if they had ever heard the words dialect
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and standard before, and made the space for them to choose to respond to the instructions. We

did not ask about them directly at this stage. Then, we played voice clips from our virtual agent

in either SAE or AAE. We told the students that Alex could speak both ways, and asked which

way they thought Alex was speaking. While students did not always correctly identify Alex’s

sentences correctly on an individual instance level, students largely identified Alex as speaking

Dialect when he used a salient AAE feature. Regardless, there were no instances where one

of our pilot students did not demonstrate awareness that they knew what the instructions meant

categorically by Dialect and Standard.
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Chapter 6

Study 2: Interaction and transfer

Our prior study demonstrated that students who heard a science presentation from a monodi-

alectal African American English speaker demonstrated more instances of science discourse at

post-test than students who heard the presentation from a monodialectal Standard American En-

glish speaker. However, these presentations were given immediately after students heard the

agent’s model; for this reason, it is possible the effect we found might not having been learning

in a deep sense, but rather the result of sociolinguistic elicitation or subconscious accommoda-

tion. Similarly, because of the non-interactive nature of the design, it was difficult to gain insights

into what mechanisms may have been driving that relationship.

First, we investigated students’ use of science discourse during a pre-test the day before the

intervention, and a post-test the day after the intervention. We posited that any differences on

a next-day post-test would better represent learning than our prior study. Would agent dialect

impact students’ use of science discourse the next day?

Second, we investigated students’ rapport with Alex during the intervention. As reviewed

in the methods chapter, scholars who promote the use of culturally aligned pedagogies often

list the social benefits of these interventions, such as through students’ increased feelings of

representation. We posited that students would demonstrate increased positive outward affect

(here simply called rapport) with a bidialectal agent.
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Our final primary question under investigation was whether rapport would mediate all or

part of any relationship observed between condition and post-test science performance. Social

factors have been argued to impact the effectiveness of a peer learning environment, such as

with students demonstrating “non-adaptive behaviors” when working with partners they didn’t

care for. Similarly, the pedagogical agent design has been argued to impact students’ social

perceptions, and in turn, the level to which they benefited from the intervention. We hypothesized

that students who demonstrated more rapport with Alex would also demonstrate more science

discourse with Alex, thus improving the effectiveness of the intervention.

Further, we hypothesized that rapport may also impact students’ post-test science discourse

directly, not just through its potential for increasing practice with the agent. I posited that such a

finding would be in line with what Carol Lee refers to as a cultural apprenticeship effect, where

students directly and personally benefit from the experience of working on an academic task

productively with peers who they identify with [Lee et al., 2005, Brown et al., 2017b].

6.1 Study overview

We partnered with a local, no-cost charter school that primary serves African American students.

The school primarily recruits students from under-served neighborhoods, and reports that 99%

of students receive free or reduced lunch. Their website expresses that their science mission is to

design lesson which create “rich, academically oriented oral language experiences that promote

receptive and expressive language skills.”

Consent forms were distributed to 2nd and 3rd grade students. Due to the low return from

3rd graders, we chose to work exclusively with the 2nd graders. Of the 42 students enrolled in

2nd grade, we received signed consent forms from 30 students. All students enrolled in our study

were African American. All students demonstrated some use of grammatical features indicative

of both SAE and AAE in at least one sample of recorded speech during this experiment.

Of the 30 consented participants, there were 15 boys and 15 girls. Participants were randomly
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assigned to condition controlling for gender. Students had taken their standardized reading as-

sessments the week prior to the study, and we did not receive their scores until the rest of our

data had already been collected and annotated. Retrospectively, 8 girls were reading at or above

reading level, and 7 girls were reading one or two grades below reading level. Among the boys,

4 were reading at or above reading level, and 11 were reading one to two grades below reading

level. Within those who had been assigned to the monodialectal

Each session with Alex involved a peer brainstorming task (the first ten minutes) and a teacher

presentation practice task (the remaining ten minutes). The goal of the peer brainstorming portion

of the intervention was to demonstrate arguments for and against five open-questions in the task.

In this single-session study, Alex worked with each student on the creature task, an open-ended

science activity designed to promote argumentation about how an imaginary creature could best

demonstrate adaptation to its environment. Though the task was intentionally open-ended to

promote natural peer-like dialogue, Alex aimed to guide the dialogue to address five science

questions within the domain, such as what the creature might eat (bunnies or worms) or the

creature’s sleeping patterns (nocturnal or diurnal). Each question had two most likely answers

based on the design of the environment, and Alex was able to demonstrate arguments for or

against each of them.

Students’ participation in this study took place over three days. On days one and three,

students were given pre and post assessments of their science performance, dialect use, and

language ideologies. These assessments were given by a white experimenter who identified

herself to the students as a local teacher who was testing how students do science. On the

second day, students were pulled out of class to interact with Alex for a single 20 minute session.

The experimenter who pulled students out of class was African American, and did not mention

any association with the confederate teacher the students saw the day before. She was blind to

condition, and did not know which version of Alex students were working with. She explained

to the students that “this was Alex,” and that the two of them would be talking together to come
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up with their hypotheses about how this creature interacts in this environment. This task was

similar to the pre-test students completed the day before.

6.1.1 Research questions

In this study, we build off of these results through an experimental paradigm using Alex.

Our primary two research questions are address throughout this work are:

1. Do students improve their use of science discourse at post-test?

2. Does Alex’s dialect moderate how much students improve their use of science discourse at

post-test?

We additionally investigate how Alex’s dialect might impact students during the intervention.

We hypothesized that by condition, we would see differences in student behavior in two ways.

1. Students with the bidialectal agent would demonstrate more science discourse with Alex

2. Students with the bidialectal agent would demonstrate higher rapport with Alex.

6.1.2 Science discourse assessment

To assess students’ science reasoning and science discourse at pre- and post-test, students were

given a science task by the experimenter. The task was designed to measure the same type

of underlying skill that Alex aimed to scaffold in the intervention: production of hypotheses

supported by evidence from a task. Like with the task Alex spoke about with students, the content

of the task was based around the idea that animals can use their body to help them survive in an

environment. This is in line with the Next Generation Science Standards for 2nd and 3rd grade

[The Next Generation Science Standards For States, 2014]. As we wanted to measure transfer

rather than memorization, we aimed to make sure that the creatures and environments given in

the pre- and post-tasks were distinct from the ones present in the intervention. This prevents

students from simply reiterating information that was said in the intervention on the post-test.
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The results from the previous dialect elicitation study found that students who heard the

science task in AAE demonstrated more instances of reasoning during a free-form monologue

task. In this study, we chose an assessment design that would provide some additional control

on the amount of reasoning students were given the opportunity to produce. Thus, we could

better understand students’ use of science discourse during five specific questions, rather than in

a more open ended monologue environment. In doing so, we aimed to see if students’ improved

the percentage of their responses which used science discourse.

The pre-tests and post-tests were provided to students by the experimenter who had intro-

duced herself as a teacher from Pittsburgh Public Schools who was here to see how students

do science. We wanted to ensure that the task felt like a traditional instantiation of school, and

so the experimenter was instructed to maintain professionalism through her interaction with the

students.

The instructions for this task were as follows: This is an imaginary creature who needs to

live in one of these environments. For each environment, I’m going to ask if you think it would

be a good or a bad place for this creature to live in, and why. Then, at the end, I’ll ask which

is the very best environment for the creature, and why. Okay? The experimenter than asked the

students, for each environment, “Would this be a good or a bad environment for this creature to

live in, and why?” The experimenter was instructed to say “Uh huh?” at each student pause to

offer the student the opportunity to continue speaking if they chose. If they didn’t respond to that

prompt, the experimenter would ask “Anything else you want to say about this environment?”

When the student was finished, the experimenter would ask about the next environment. At the

end, the experimenter said “Out of all of these environments, which one would be the best for this

creature to live in, and why?” The experimentation script instructed the experimenter to stop the

student and go to the next question if any individual task response went on for longer than two

minutes, but that did not happen during either the pre or post-test. The experiment was blind to

condition during both the pre- and post-test.
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Across each of the five questions at pre- and post-test, we annotated students’ responses for

instances of science reasoning and science discourse. We used these measures to investigate two

science performance outcomes: (1) the total number of science discourse instances demonstrated,

and (2) the density of science discourse applied to instances of science reasoning. We refer to

these two measures as ”science discourse” and ”science argument density” respectively.

Figure 6.1: Pre- and post- science tasks to measure reasoning and discourse

6.1.3 Baseline dialect assessment

Students were given an assessment to measure their “baseline” dialect during the pre-test, during

a task designed to elicit students’ production of comfortable speech. We emphasize here that

dialect use is a complex process dependent on many factors, such as interlocutor, context, task

genre, and so forth [Craig and Washington, 2004]. Craig and Washington [Craig and Washington,

2004] assessed which of several contexts resulted in elementary-aged students demonstrating the

most AAE features. They found that students generally used the most AAE when describing a

provided picture with some complex interactions, taken from Bracken’s expressive language task

[Bracken, 2984]. They proposed that this might be due to the increased grammatical complexity

of describing interactions, as well as the potential for reduced attention to language that might be

occurring during tasks that seem more aligned with school, or in dialogue with an experimenter.

Charity [Charity et al., 2004a] also identified that students generally demonstrate more AAE dur-
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ing longer, more complex sentences than shorter and simpler ones. For this reason, students were

asked to complete a picture description task as their first assignment at pre-test. Students were

instructed to describe what they saw going on in the picture, and could talk about anything they

thought might be happening. Students were told they had four minutes to talk about the picture,

and that they could keep describing everything they saw in the picture until the experimenter

returned. The experimenter left the room and returned four minutes later to stop the recording.

Analyses by Craig and Washington [Craig and Washington, 2004] and Charity [Charity et al.,

2004b] both indicated that it isn’t students’ use of dialect in any context that is predictive of re-

duced academic performance, but only the use of dialect in specific contexts that called for SAE.

In fact, Craig and Washington [Craig and Washington, 2004] demonstrated that students’ demon-

stration of task-based code-switching was positively predictive of academic performance. Thus,

the two primary dialect use variables we investigate in our analyses below are students’ use of

AAE during the science pre-test (when, presumably, students might expect the situation to call

for SAE), and their demonstration of code-switching between the picture description task and the

science pre-test. The code-switching variable represented the delta in students’ dialect produc-

tion between both contexts, with higher variables indicating more task-based code-switching.

We measured students’ dialect by calculating a density dialect measure (DDM) during each

task. This annotation procedure is described more thoroughly in Chapter 3’s methods section,

but we additionally summarize it here. The DDM measure was calculated on eight grammatical

constructions which are frequent markers of AAE, and which we observed frequently among the

students in our target demographic through our qualitative studies and previous dialect elicitation

study. For each of these grammatical constructs, we annotated the students’ production of either

the SAE or AAE production of this feature, and measured the percentage of opportunities to use

this feature in which the student chose the AAE usage. Because there is substantial overlap

between AAE and SAE, and complex linguistic and social reasons why one might choose one

grammatical construction over another, it’s important to remember that DDM calculations repre-
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sent a simplified calculation of students’ dialectal production. We calculated a DDM during each

instance of students’ language production, including their pre- and post-test science assessments

and their interactions with Alex during the peer and teacher tasks.

6.2 Overview

For clarity, we re-state here that students’ 20 minute dialogues with Alex all involved a ten

minute informal peer task and a ten minute formal teacher presentation practice task. Students

with the monodialectal SAE agent heard Alex demonstrate SAE in both the peer and teacher

tasks. Students with the bidialectal code-switching agent heard Alex demonstrate AAE in the

peer task and SAE in the teacher task. We emphasize that Alex’s dialect was thus identical

across both conditions during the teacher presentation practice dialogue over the second half of

the session.

I report here an overview of students’ pre-test scores to better illustrate our student popula-

tion. Due to equipment failure, we lost the audio for the picture description task and science

pre-test for three participants at pre-test. In each of these three cases, students’ attitude surveys,

which were taken through a different app on that same computer, were recoverable. Unfortu-

nately, each of these three students had been randomly assigned to the bidialectal condition. I do

not believe there is a systematic reason behind this coincidence.

Figure 6.2: Student factors by condition

Independent samples t-tests revealed that there are no significant differences by condition in
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terms of students’ pre-test scores, dialect use, reading scores, or dialect attitudes.

From prior literature about students’ dialect attitudes [Godley and Escher, 2012], dialect use

[Charity et al., 2004b, Craig and Washington, 2004], and academic performance [Ogbu, 1999],

I expected that the higher students’ reading score, the more likely they would be to demonstrate

either code-switching or reduced AAE use during the science pre-test, and the more positive

attitudes they would have about SAE. Our correlation analyses of these features revealed that

the only significant relationship was between students’ attitudes about SAE and code-switching.

The more students report positive attitudes about SAE, the more likely they are to demonstrate

code-switching between the picture description task and the science pre-test. See figure x.x for

the correlation matrix of each of these variables.

Figure 6.3: Relationship between hypothesized student variables

There were no significant differences in the durations of students’ interactions with the agent

overall, nor during either the peer or teacher sub-tasks (p >.05). The mean duration for students

with the monodialectal agent was 20.03 minutes (SD = 2.6) and the mean duration for students
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with the bidialectal agent was 20.4 minutes (SD = 1.5). Though every interaction aimed to be 20

minutes long, differences in student behaviors or school logistics occasionally altered duration.

One student with the SAE agent kept asking the agent if she could leave, for example, and she

ultimately walked out of the room a few minutes prior to the experiment officially ending.

Due to extensive pilot testing and iterating of Alex’s dialogue options, the agent was able to

address many of the ideas students brought to the table that were more off-script For example,

one such unexpected student question was ”What is the creepy monster is just a big monster

who can destroy all the people who come near it?” In response, Alex countered ”Nuh-uh! He

doesn’t even have sharp teeth or claws or anything!” The student responded ”Yeah, okay, that

makes sense. Good point.” Alex responded, ”So, then probably - I wonder if he can just eat the

worms because he isn’t very sharp?” The student responded, ”Yeah, that makes sense, because

he doesn’t have sharp teeth.” The interaction was then back-on-track without explicit redirection

from the agent.

Occasionally, however, students were less easy to guide back into scripted dialogues. Here is

one such exchange from a student in the monodialectal SAE condition.

Tiera: ”Do you think the creature lives in the rainforest or the swamp?”

Alex: ”Hmm, it looks like he’s a really good climber because of his long legs, so... I

think he lives in the trees. You?”

Tiera: ”That’s not what I said. I said rainforest or swamp?”

Alex: ”I think the first one because there are so many trees there for him to climb on

to help him protect himself.”

Tiera: ”Okay but Alex you’re not listening. You have to say the rainforest.”

At this point, Tiera was visibly frustrated. Looking at thin-slice rapport annotations, the slice

prior to this exchange was labeled a 3 (slightly below neutral rapport) and this one was labeled

a 1 (the lowest rapport label). Though our prior pilot testing had confirmed to us that we needed

”filler answers” such as the first one, that one, the second one, the last one and so forth as a way
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to address questions such as these, Alex was unable to provide the words Tiera wanted to feel

satisfied with the interaction. After that last prompt from Tiera to say the words explicitly, Alex

responded with one of the utterances designed to admit inability to comply. We worked with our

voice actress to ensure that these utterances from Alex were able to seem mildly embarrassed,

so as to promote forgiveness from the student. In this case, Alex responded ”I’m sorry... I don’t

really know how to talk about that stuff. What do you think about it?” The student rolled her

eyes and sighed audibly, and did not answer the prompt.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Post-test science performance

Across all conditions, within-subjects t-tests demonstrated that there was a significant increase

in students’ use of science discourse from pre-test (M = 2.5, SD = 1.6) to post-test (M = 3.8,

SD = 2.3), (t(25) = -2.92, p = .007). There was also a significant within-subjects increase across

conditions of students’ use of science argumentation from pre-test (M = .4, SD = .26) to post-test

(M = .57, SD = .29), (t(25) = -2.1, (p = .048)).

There were significant differences in students’ demonstration of science discourse over the

course of the questioning, t(27) = -2.46, p = .021). Students’ with the monodialectal agent

demonstrated fewer instances of science discourse at post-test (M = 2.9, SD = 2.2) than those

with the bidialectal agent (M = 4.7, SD = 1.9). Our analyses reveal differences by condition

regarding the likelihood of students’ use of science argumentation at post-test as well, t(27)

= -3.08, p = .005. Students’ with the monodialectal agent demonstrated science discourse in

approximately 45% of their reasoning responses (SD = .23), and those with the bidialectal agent

demonstrated science discourse during approximately 75% of their reasoning responses (SD =

.3).
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6.3.2 Intervention science and rapport

In this section, we evaluate student utterances during the dialogue with our virtual agent, in

sections of the task where Alex is guiding the discussion. These utterances occur as part of the

intervention, prior to the administration of the post-test.

Intervention rapport

Across conditions, there was a positive correlation between students’ average rapport with Alex

throughout the session and the amount of science discourse they demonstrated at pre-test (r =

.38, p = .048).

Rapport was inversely correlated with social challenges (r = -.64, p = .002). This was in line

with word by [Creed and Beale, 2008, De Angeli and Carpenter, 2005], who argued that in their

analyses of their own data, these social challenges appeared to be “psychologically aggressive”

demonstrations of asserting their own power over the agent.

We began by assessing differences in students’ average rapport by condition overall, as well

as during the peer and teacher tasks independently. Across the full session, there was a significant

difference in students’ average rapport with Alex by condition over the course of the intervention.

Students with the monodialectal agent demonstrated an average rapport of 3.61 (SD = .96). This

was significantly lower than students who worked with the bidialectal agent, who demonstrated

an average rapport of 4.4 (SD = .86), t(28) = -2.4, p <.05. We note that on average, students’

rapport by condition generally centered around 4, which was the anchor of neutral. During

the teacher formal presentation task, when Alex spoke SAE in both conditions, those with the

monodialectal agent demonstrated an average rapport of 3.4 (slightly below neutral) and those

with the bidialectal agent demonstrated an average rapport of 4.3 (slightly above neutral).
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Figure 6.4: The impact of condition on intervention rapport

Intervention science

Independent t-tests revealed that there were no significant differences by condition on students’

demonstration of on-task talk, science discourse, or science argumentation.

6.3.3 Dialect density

As described in the beginning of this thesis, there are several studies that demonstrate integrat-

ing students’ most comfortable language style into curricula can increase their demonstration of

SAE during expected contexts [Wheeler and Swords, 2004, Sweetland, 2008, Fogel and Ehri,

2000]. In those interventions, AAE integration was primarily used in a technique called con-

trastive analysis, which explicitly compared AAE and SAE grammatical forms to highlight the

differences. In the bidialectal condition of this intervention, we did not explicitly teach the dis-

tinction between AAE and SAE, but Alex modeled switching from AAE to SAE based on task

context. As motivated in our first experiment using a distant peer “worked example,” we thus ex-
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pected that Alex’s dialect pattern would likely not help students acquire new dialect patterns, but

rather might be able to elicit students’ code switching between dialects if they already possessed

the metalinguistic awareness necessary to follow such a model. In other words, we expected that

Alex’s dialect pattern might elicit differences in students’ dialect use, either through a conscious

decision to follow peer dialect norms [Eckert and Rickford, 2001, Alim et al., 2008] or perhaps

an unconscious accommodation Alex’s speech [Giles and Marlow, 2011].

We calculated students’ percentage of AAE using a dialect density measure [Craig et al.,

1998] as described in Chapter 3. For each student, we assessed students’ DDM throughout the

whole session, during the peer task, and during the teacher task.

Figure 6.5: Dialect use with Alex by condition and task context

We performed independent samples t-tests to understand if there would be differences in stu-

dents’ dialect use based on Alex’s dialect patterns. While students with the bidialectal agent

trended towards using more AAE in the peer task and less AAE in the teacher task, these stu-

dents did not demonstrate significantly different amounts of dialect overall from students with

the monodialectal agent. However, there was a significant difference in students’ code-switching

between tasks, t(28) = .61, p = .013. In other words, students working with the monodialectal

agent used more consistent dialect regardless of task context. Conversely, those with the bidialec-
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tal agent demonstrated more context-specific dialect use, which is similar to the type of dialect

shifting Alex demonstrated. We emphasize that students with the bidialectal agent didn’t use less

dialect during the teacher presentation task than those with the monodialectal agent, but that they

demonstrated a greater decrease in the amount of dialect they used during the peer task.

Evidence also suggests that task context [Craig and Washington, 2004], idea complexity

[Charity et al., 2004b], formality perception [Godley and Minnici, 2008], or interlocutor [Alim,

2006] miight impact students’ dialect use. To understand the relationship between Alex’s dialect

pattern and students’ own contextual basis for dialect shifting, we examined the potential differ-

ences in code-switching between on-task and off-task talk within both task contexts by condition.

In other words, we examined if students would demonstrate different dialect shifting behaviors

between the peer and teacher tasks based on whether they were making on on-task contribution

(e.g., ”I think the creature eats worms”) or an off-task comment (e.g., ”Do you go to a school

too?”) We hypothesized that students with the bidialectal agent would demonstrate more code-

shifting of on-task comments, but that off-task contributions may not follow this same switching

pattern. If this were the case, it might indicate that students weren’t just mimicking Alex’s dialect

use directly, but rather were explicitly shifting their dialect for the on-task parts of the task.

We performed independent-samples t-tests on students’ amount of code-switching between

the peer and teacher tasks for their on-task speech and for their off-task speech. The data reveal

that students with the bidialectal agent demonstrate significant within-subjects code-switching

of their on-topic talk ((t(14) = 3.36, p = .005), but not their off-task talk (p >.05). There is no

significant code-switching within the monodialectal condition for either on or off-task talk. These

dialect differences are shown in figure x.x below. However, the data reveal that students’ DDM

were generally relatively low for off-task talk across conditions. This may perhaps be attributed

to the fact that these sentences were generally less syntactically complicated (e.g., ”where’s your

teacher?” or ”are we done yet?” than on-topic contributions. Even though the DDM measure

we used accounts for SAE features by assessing the percentage of grammatical structures that
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use AAE, this may not account for other context variables that impact dialect use such as speech

genre [Craig and Washington, 2004] or idea complexity [Charity et al., 2004b].

Figure 6.6: Code-switching with Alex by condition and task contexts

A common concern teachers’ have against dialect-integrated pedagogy is the possibility that

it will increase students use of AAE in other task contexts. As demonstrated in figure x.x, how-

ever, there was no difference in students’ dialect use during the science pre- and post-tests by

condition. We also performed paired-samples t-tests by condition to investigate if the interven-

tion had an impact on students’ within-subjects dialect use. There is not a significant increase in

students’ demonstration of AAE at post-test for students in the bidialectal condition. Similarly,

there is also not a significant decrease in students’ demonstration of AAE in the monodialec-

tal condition, indicating that more exposure to SAE does not necessarily contribute to students’

dialect use without additional instruction.

These analyses demonstrate that students seem to demonstrate more code switching between

the peer and teacher tasks with Alex when they are paired with the bidialectal agent. Importantly

however, they do not actually use significantly less AAE than those with the monodialectal agent.

Looking at the data more closely, it appears that students with the bidialectal agent use slightly

more AAE during the informal peer task and slightly less AAE during the formal teacher task,

compared to those with the monodialectal agent whose dialect stays consistent across both tasks.
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6.4 Secondary analyses to guide future investigations

I additionally present a section of secondary analyses where I aimed to investigate how three hy-

pothesized variables might moderate the amount of impact Alex’s dialect had on student perfor-

mance. I performed a backwards stepwise linear regression within each condition to identify how

students’ dialect use, dialect attitudes, and standardized reading level impact their performance.

However, due to our limited sample of students and the exploratory nature of that investigation, I

aim for these results to serve primarily as recommendations for future work to investigate more

directly.

6.4.1 Standardized reading level

Within the bidialectal condition, standardized reading level had no impact on students’ interven-

tion rapport and science discourse. In both of these areas, students reading below grade level

were indistinguishable from students at or above grade level.

Figure 6.7: The impact of reading level and condition on intervention rapport
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Conversely, with a monodialectal agent, there was a strong moderating impact of standard-

ized reading level on students demonstrated rapport with the agent (F(1, 13) = 6.1, p = .028, β

= -.565. We confirmed using independent samples t-tests that there is no significant difference

in rapport by condition among students who are reading at or above expected grade level. Con-

versely, within students who are reading under grade level, the impact of condition on rapport is

considered a very large effect, Cohen’s d = 1.8. This difference is visualized in figure x.x.

In other words, students who are considered on-track by their school’s standardized met-

ric of grade-level performance demonstrate equal levels of rapport with the agent regardless of

Alex’s dialect use. Conversely, students who are considered to be reading below grade level by

standardized metrics within their school demonstrate a large difference in rapport based on the

agent’s dialect. When students reading below grade level worked with the bidialectal agent, they

demonstrated rapport just as high as those students who are reading at grade level. Their coun-

terparts who were randomly assigned to the monodialectal SAE agent, however, demonstrated

substantially lower rapport than any other group of students.

This drop in rapport may explain why rapport during the teacher task was identified as a

significant mediating variable driving the relationship between agent dialect and students’ post-

test science performance. It appears that students who demonstrated this rapport drop were also

the students least likely to demonstrate learning gains at post-test.

In the prior section, we identified differences in students’ post-test science argumentation by

condition. Looking at students’ post-test performance by reading level demonstrate an interest-

ing distinction: it appears that students who report at or above grade level reading do in fact

demonstrate improvements to their science performance at post-test. However, students reading

below grade-level demonstrate no such gains. In the graph below I demonstrate these findings

for both students’ science discourse and science reasoning.
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Figure 6.8: The impact of reading level and condition on intervention rapport

6.4.2 Dialect attitudes

Within the bidialectal condition, students’ attitudes about Standard English emerged as a signifi-

cant predictor of their use of science discourse with the agent (F (2,9) = 7.4, p = .01), β = -.63. In

other words, in the bidialectal condition, students demonstrated more science discourse with Alex

when they reported less positive attitudes about Standard English at pre-test. This was in line

with our hypotheses about the role dialect attitudes might play in students’ science performance

with the bidialectal agent.

To explore the potential impact of students’ attitudes about SAE by condition, we used a lin-

ear model that took in condition, attitudes about SAE, and the interaction variable as predictors

of students’ use of science discourse with Alex. This model demonstrated a significant interac-

tion between these variables. In other words, as figure x.x demonstrates, students’ attitudes about

about SAE have different impacts on students’ science discourse based on the dialect pattern of

the agent.
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Figure 6.9: The relationship between attitudes about SAE and science discourse by condition

6.4.3 Dialect density

Students’ dialect use during the science pre-test significantly predicted students’ science dis-

course with the agent. This was a significantly predictive variable within the monodialectal

condition ((F(1, 13 = 7.8), p = .02, β = .6), as well as across all students regardless of condition

(f(17) = 6.69, p = .008). We performed a follow up analysis using a univariate linear model

to investigate if there was an interaction between condition, dialect pre-test, and students’ sci-

ence discourse with the agent. This model demonstrated that there was no significant interaction

between dialect use and condition. In other words, regardless of agent dialect, students who

demonstrated more AAE during the science pre-test also demonstrated more science discourse

with Alex.
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6.5 Discussion

The results above adduce evidence for the argument that agent dialect may play a moderating

role on students’ experiences during an intervention in a way that impacts the level to which

students demonstrate learning at post-test. Student science discourse and argumentation signif-

icantly increased in the bidialectal condition. This is not accompanied by a greater count of

science discourse during the intervention itself; rather, student science discourse in the interven-

tion is not significantly different by condition. Rapport, on the other hand, significantly differs

by condition. This rapport increase is accompanied by significantly increased amounts of code-

switching by students, while students dialect use during pre- and post-tests did not differ. This

result is inconsistent with the claims that have historically been used as supports for exclusively

monolingual classroom instruction.

6.5.1 Exploratory analysis discussion

Our exploratory analyses involving our hypothesized student factors revealed two potential rela-

tionships that could be explored more closely in subsequent work. Perhaps most importantly, it

appears that agent dialect may not be a saliently impacting factor on students’ performance when

they are reading at or above grade level, one potential mark of on-track academic success. How-

ever, the majority of students in our sample were reading under grade level; for these students,

agent dialect appears to have an impact on the intervention’s efficacy.

In other words, these data suggest that for students who are already demonstrating success

in at least one standardized area (reading), technologies that use AAE have no added benefit.

On the other hand, for these students who are already falling behind in school, the difference

is substantial. I also note again here that no part of this intervention (including the pre and

post assessments) required reading. For this reason, it is likely reading level acted as a proxy

for either a generalized measure of academic performance, or perhaps a representation of the

complex social factors that may be associated with under-performance, such as an increased
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disidentification from traditional academic experiences.

Students’ attitudes about SAE seemed to play a different role in students’ science discourse

use based on Alex’s dialect. In the monodialectal condition where Alex exclusively used Stan-

dard English, as would be the case in the majority of educational interventions, students’ attitudes

about SAE had no impact on their science performance with the agent. Conversely, for students

in the bidialectal condition, there was a strong moderating impact of dialect attitudes. These

analyses revealed an inverse relationship between students’ dialect attitudes about SAE and their

science discourse with Alex. In other words, the students who demonstrated more negative at-

titudes about SAE at pre-test where especially likely to demonstrate higher levels of science

discourse with Alex. As was reported in a prior section, higher levels of science discourse with

Alex was associated with higher levels of science discourse at post-test the next day. At the

same time, students who felt more positively about Standard English at pre-test were less likely

to demonstrate science discourse with bidialectal Alex.

These analyses also revealed that students’ dialect use during the science pre-test may have

also had a positive impact on students’ science discourse with Alex, regardless of the agent’s

dialect. One explanation for this may be within the findings presented by several scholars de-

scribed in Section 2.3.1, who find that students use of AAE may be positively predictive of their

educational achievement as long as these students are also familiar with SAE. It is possible that

these students do know SAE more fluently than they demonstrated here, and that they just did

not view the pre-test as requiring of its use [Godley and Minnici, 2008]. Another potential ex-

planation is that students who use more AAE during the science pre-test are students that are

exhibiting less personal policing of their own dialect use. Some scholars posit that another way

in which students may be negatively impacted by lack of SAE fluency is due to the cognitive

work of trying to manage their own dialect production. If this interpretation were true, it might

indicate that those students who demonstrate less AAE at pre-test are exhibiting fewer cogni-

tive resources for dialect management, and in turn, demonstrate science discourse with the agent
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more freely. It is also possible, of course, as with all of the results derived from these secondary

analyses, that this is a false-positive result due to the running of multiple analyses.

6.5.2 Open questions

Though it is difficult to identify from these data why exactly some students may have demon-

strated decreased rapport in the teacher task, we posit that there may also be several “”less

exciting” interpretations. I present these potential alternative explanations below.

The innovation hypothesis posits that the social reactions towards a computer are a temporary

phenomenon due to the novelty of the situation. This novelty effect vanishes once the user

becomes accustomed to the interaction with the technology [Kiesler and Sproull, 1997]. It is

possible that the differences in social behavior observed in this study were simply due to the

possibility that science dialogues are just not fun. It may be the case that the novelty of Alex’s

dialect in the bidialectal condition mitigated the perhaps inherently boring nature of the task.

This would also be one potential explanation for why students who were demonstrating at- or

above grade-level performance demonstrated more rapport on average regardless of condition. It

may be the case that the intervention was fun enough for students who were on-track in school.

Conversely, for under-performing students, a bidialectal agent (whether due to its “taboo” nature,

or simply its difference from the norm) might have just been better at keeping students interested.

If this were the case, we would expect that over time, under-performing students would get

desensitized to Alex’s bidialectalism, and demonstrate equally-low-rapport as those students with

the monodialectal agent.

Another potential explanatory factor could be the parasocial relationship hypothesis [Calvert

et al., 2014], which posits that students will be more likely to learn from virtual characters who

feel familiar to them. It is possible that Alex generated a sense of homophily among those in the

bidialectal condition due to the perceived similarity of dialect. Alim [Alim et al., 2008] posits

that some students use AAE as a way of demonstrating a sense of community; such perceived in-
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group language may have hastened the rapport building for students in the bidialectal condition,

while those with the monodialectal agent would simply need more exposure in order to catch

up with said rapport building. In other words, it’s possible that Alex’s bidialectalism generated

a sense of familiarity, which promoted students’ sense of sameness and, thus, rapport. If this

were the case, we might expect that with increased exposure and thus familiarity, those with the

monodialectal agent would improve their rapport with Alex over time.

Either of these two interpretations could be applied to both this study as well as the worked

example study presented in Chapter 4. If these explanations accounted for differences in stu-

dents’ performance by condition, we would expect that over time, differences in performance by

dialect would dissipate. This is an important factor to understand. If the findings represented

by dialect integration dissipate with time, then these techniques might be useful for short-term

implementation, but not as a broad factor to consider in a large-scale way. On the other hand,

we posit that if these differences do maintain over time, dialect integration may be an important

factor to consider moving forward in the design of educational technologies that promote equity.

For this reason, we present next a longitudinal study that followed students’ interactions with the

agent over six weeks.
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Chapter 7

Study 3: Longitudinal impacts

In this chapter, I present a longitudinal study we carried out to understand the potential impact

of agent dialect over six weeks. This longitudinal investigation was carried out to provide more

clarity on what impact agent dialect might have on student performance. By investigating the

trend over time, we would be able to test for several alternative explanations as to what was

driving the relationship between agent dialect and student performance. As described in the

discussion of the above study, we posited that our results may have been attributed to either a

novelty effect where those with the bidialectal agent would drop rapport over time, or a familiarity

effect where increased exposure would improve the rapport among those in the monodialectal

condition. In either case, we would then expect no differences in students’ performances by

condition after six weeks.

In this study, students interacted with Alex once a week for six weeks. Students worked with

Alex individually on the three different science activities initially described in Chapter 5, and

worked on each once over two sessions. Thus, weeks one and two were the creature task (the

same activity described in the prior experiment), weeks three and four were the bridge task, and

weeks five and six were the ramp task. The sessions each week largely took place identically to

the paradigm described in the prior experiment.

Because of the limitations of the school’s availability to host us in an isolated room, required
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class activities students had to attend during the week, and our desire to work with each student

once per week, we decided on a case study design where we worked with twelve students. Six

students worked with Alex in each of the two dialect conditions. The twelve students in our

study were given pre-tests, worked with Alex for six weeks, and then post-tests the following

week. We additionally gave pre- and post-tests to eight other students who did not receive any

intervention so that we could compare students’ post-test performances to a control condition to

account for time.

7.1 Research questions

As in our prior study, we investigate students’ science discourse, dialect use, and social behav-

iors with Alex during each session. We investigate if these behaviors change over time, with

a particular focus on understanding if any potential differences disappear after six weeks. We

hypothesized that any convergence between conditions could be due to two explanations. One

potential explanation for convergence could be the novelty effect wearing off and students’ par-

ticipation with the bidialectal agent decreasing over time. Another potential explanation for any

convergence could be due to students with the monodialectal agent building up their rapport and

participation with the agent over time. Such an explanation would be in line with explanations

of rapport that argue that those with more initial coordination (perhaps due to similar dialects)

might demonstrate a stronger initial rapport, but that coordination improves with repeat exposure

[Tickle-Degnen and Rosenthal, 1990, Calvert et al., 2014].

7.2 Methods

This study was carried out at the same school described in the prior study. Though the prior study

was done with second grade students, we worked with third grade students in this experiment

due to limitations regarding participant access. Work from prior scholars that have studied grade
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related changes in students’ AAE use found a slight decrease in students’ AAE use on average

between 2nd grade (4% morphosyntactic AAE features) and 3rd grade (3.5% morphosyntactic

AAE features). I note here that these authors normalized students’ counts of AAE features over

number of student words, whereas in our work, we normalized students’ counts of AAE features

over counts of SAE features. Regardless, we expected the 3rd grade students’ own AAE use

might be reduced in this study compared to the density of production from 2nd grade students in

the prior study.

In this study, we also did not obtain parental consent to collect students’ reading level scores,

and thus this data is left out of our analysis. However, from our qualitative work with the students

(e.g., certain students being called out of the classroom for particular events), we have some

insights into students’ academic standings in various ways. We include some of this information

in our case studies of the results in the results section below.

There were two procedural differences between this study and the one described above. The

first is Alex’s priming of dialect use. In the last study, Alex told students in both conditions

that “”My teacher likes it when I use my school English whenever I do presentation stuff like

this.” One hypothesis might have been that students in the monodialectal condition experienced

a drop in rapport because Alex prompted them to use “school English,” even though Alex was

speaking SAE the whole time. In doing so, it may have been seen as face-threatening, or perhaps

patronizing, to receive that type of linguistic prompt from someone who was not speaking within

their same discourse community. In this study, Alex did not reference dialect in any capacity

within the monodialectal SAE condition, and prompted the switch to SAE the same way as

described in the prior study. Thus, in this study, the monodialectal condition involved Alex only

speaking SAE and not referencing dialect at all, and in the bidialectal condition, Alex spoke AAE

in the peer task, prompted a switch to SAE for the teacher task, and then only spoke SAE for the

remainder of the session.

The second difference between the prior study and this one is that Alex prompted the students
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to give a science presentation in their own dialogue at the conclusion of each of the three science

activities (so at the end of the second, fourth, and sixth sessions). For every student, Alex first

presented a model presentation that covered the main science arguments that Alex aimed to guide

throughout the session. This science presentation was pre-recorded, and thus identical for every

student. After Alex concluded, Alex invited the student to give a presentation of their own.

Unlike the prior study, there were not specific question prompts given for the student to answer.

Alex’s presentations lasted approximately 40 seconds, and students were able to speak for as

long as they chose to on their own presentations.

7.3 Student case studies

Though we had a small number of participants, we were able to work with each student six

times through their interactions with Alex. To better explain our results below and offer our

interpretations, I begin this section by providing a brief qualitative overview of two students, one

per condition, that were extreme examples of the representative differences we found in across

this experiment. These two students each demonstrated salient behaviors with the agent that may

help provide qualitative interpretations of our results. All names have been anonymized. I here

present a short description of what we learned about this student through their dialogues with

Alex.

7.3.1 Jurnei (bidialectal agent)

Jurnei demonstrated consistently high rapport with Alex throughout the six week study. Jurnei

made several admissions over the course of her interactions with Alex that she doesn’t like paying

attention in school, that she’s “always in trouble”, and that her teacher doesn’t like her. Her

exchanges with Alex were also largely marked by their very social and communicative nature.

Alex began each session with every student with a small amount of introductory talk (e.g., ”how’s
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it going?”). While most students responded with a variation of “pretty good, you?”, Jurnei had

new insights about herself to share with Alex each week. During the morning of her 6th session

with Alex, at the beginning of reviewing the ramp task, they had this exchange:

Alex: How’s it going?

Jurnei: Well I was upstairs at school bef– upstairs before I got down here, and we

was setting goals for what we wanna be whenever we grow up

Alex: Oh! Cool.

Jurnei: I wanna be a basketball player.

Alex: I don’t play no sports this year, but last year I play basketball.

Jurnei: That’s what I wanna be when I grow up! A basketball player!

Alex: Cool! I like sports. I wish we had more time to talk about fun stuff.

Jurnei: I know, me too. So now we have to make all these ideas into our presentation

now huh?

At this point in the dialogue, students outside the door began talking and their exchange was

audible from within the enclosed room where the intervention was taking place. At this point,

Jurnei stopped and addressed the students.

Jurnei (looking towards the door): Hey! Keep it down back there!

Alex (ignoring the students outside the room): So... you think we should start with

the high one or the low one?

Jurnei: Wait, I’m sorry Alex, hold on a sec

Jurnei (again addressing students outside the room): I said keep it down out there!

I’m tryin’a do something with Alex!

Alex: Thanks!

Jurnei: It’s okay. Let’s do the high one first.

Jurnei also made several references about enjoying friendship with Alex over the course of

the session. The following example comes from the beginning of her fourth session with Alex.
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Jurnei: We was doin’ the daily five right now, I just got off the computer.

Alex: What’s that?

Jurnei (smiling): A computer? Alex! It’s a computer!

Alex: It work different when you live in a computer world like me.

Jurnei: Yeah. I wish you could sit right here next to me right now so it would be

easier.

Alex: Me too. That sounds fun.

Jurnei: We’da been best friends, like we are right now.

7.3.2 Terran (monodialectal agent)

Like Jurnei, Terran also made several references to not liking school. Conversely, Terran’s ref-

erences to not liking school often seemed to be situated in exchanges where Terran was also

communicating an outward dislike of Alex. While Terran only demonstrated a few instances of

aggression towards Alex on the first session, these behaviors increased over the course of the

session. Terran demonstrated frequent displays of what we called testing behaviors, a type of

social challenge that seemed to involve reminding Alex of his machine-nature or enforcing Alex

into his “role” as a computer.

In prior work about agent abuse, De Angeli and Carpenter [De Angeli and Carpenter, 2005]

explain that these types of behaviors demonstrated to computers often do not seem to show

frustration the way one might show frustration to a stalled car; rather, he argues, these behaviors

seem to demonstrate “psychologically sophisticated” aggressions that seem intended to cause

harm. While I state again that it is not possible to understand what a student is feeling but

simply their outwardly demonstrated behaviors, we are not able to fully interpret why students

demonstrate the behaviors that they do. However, I report here salient behaviors demonstrated by

Terran throughout his experiences with Alex. As I will describe further in the quantitative results

below, these behaviors were often labeled as social challenges, and were negatively associated
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with students’ science performance.

Though Terran demonstrated several social challenges towards Alex during the first two ses-

sions, these behaviors became particularly salient from the very beginning of the third session.

The following is the very beginning of Alex and Terran’s interaction during the third week.

Alex: Hey! How’s it going?

Terran: Blaaaaah

Alex: What were you doing in class before you came here?

Terran: None of your beeswax.

Alex: Um, okay.

Terran: What were you doing in class, before you came here?

Alex: The rest of my class is doing reading now.

Terran: I don’t see them.

Alex: My teacher pulled me out to do this.

Terran: I don’t see them. I don’t see them. Where are they?

Alex: My teacher pulled me out to do this.

Terran: Where are the students?

Alex: I think everyone else is doing math groups now.

Terran: Where are the students?

The above exchange demonstrates the occasional limits of Alex’s dialogue options. The ma-

jority of the team, the initial responses Alex gave were enough to quell students’ curiosities or

concerns. However, in the instances where students began to continue asking as Terran demon-

strates here, Alex failed to be able to successfully continue on the dialogue. In doing so, Alex’s

“machine state” becomes more immediately apparent. Over the course of Jurnei’s six week ses-

sion, Alex rarely or never was unable to respond to a question Jurnei asked. At one point, when

she did ask a follow up question that Alex couldn’t answer, Alex admitted “I don’t really know

how to talk about that stuff.” In return, Jurnei said “That’s okay Alex, let’s just get back to the
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science.”

Terran however was often not as lenient as Jurnei. Resultingly, Terran managed to often bring

Alex to dialogic states outside the bounds of which he could reasonably answer. When this hap-

pened, Terran effectively managed to break Alex’s ability to demonstrate fluency. As I described

during the discussion of the prior study, some scholars argued that academic tasks have inherent

power embedded within them [Cummins, 2000]. In a similar token, Fordham [Fordham, 1999]

reports qualitative findings that African American youth may demonstrate resistance behaviors

as a way of maintaining dignity when they are being asked to participate in an academic task that

they do not value.

Terran’s interactions with Alex were marked by rejections of Alex’s ideas, refusal to do

the task, and profane demands that inappropriate to repeat in this document. However, these

rejections were often not as simply as simply ignoring the agent, but often involved complex

demonstrations of tricks or traps that could be seen as efforts to catch Alex in a lie, or embarrass

Alex. Terran also demonstrated several instances of linguistically sophisticated move called

format typing.

Format typing is an intentional re-use of what has just been said in a dialogue, often for nar-

rative or emphatic effect. This language behavior in particular has been identified as a linguistic

strength of African American youth that has been observed as early as pre-school. For example,

Corsaro [Corsaro and Eder, 1990] identifies that African American pre-school children in a head-

start program would use format typing in their peer dialogues to a far greater extent than White

American children from a different pre-school program. One such exchange Corsaro reports is a

dialogue between two four year old children. The first says, “I don’t know what you’re laughin’

at.” The other responds, “I know what I’m laughin’ at, I’m laughin’ at your head.” I report below

two more brief exchanges between Alex and Terran, both of which involve Terran’s use of format

typing.

This exchange took place at the beginning of the fourth session with Alex during the peer
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brainstorming task.

Terran: Do you know my name?

Alex: Yeah, I remember it from last time.

Terran: What’s my name? What is it?

Alex: Yeah.

Terran: What’s my name? Say it.

Alex (smiling and looking down): I’m not sayin’

Terran: Please say my name ’cause I don’t think you know my name.

Alex: I wish we had more time to talk about fun stuff.

Terran: Say my name because you don’t know my name if you don’t say it.

Alex: I think we have to talk about the science stuff now.

Terran: I think we have to talk about my name.

About ten minute later, after Alex and Terran had switched to the teacher presentation task,

this exchange took place.

Terran: Now I’m the teacher. How many bags fit on the bridge?

Alex: Hmmm... four.

Terran: Actually six.

Alex: Why?

Terran: I’m the teacher, you can’t ask me why.

Alex: Okay. Can you teach me so I know it better for next time?

Terran: Uh like, you can fill up the bags for two more, like the top row and then the

middle row.

Alex (elongated): Ooooh.

Terran (also elongated, matching Alex’s prosody: Yeeaahh.

I present below one more set of excerpts from our data, again contrasting Jurnei and Terran.

In doing so, I aim for these examples to help provide additional context for the quantitative results
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I report in the remainder of this chapter.

7.3.3 “Alex, do you speak Spanish?”

I provide one additional set of examples here to provide an understanding of the ways in which

these sessions with Alex did not always go according to a pre-meditated plan. Students were

taking a Spanish class over the duration of their participation in this intervention, and several

students mentioned Spanish to Alex in various ways. I contrast here the ways that Jurnei, Terran,

and K’Mya asked Alex about Spanish as a representation of these differences in their behaviors.

This interaction took place during the sixth and final session with Alex, as they were transi-

tioning to the teacher task.

Alex: My teacher likes it whenever I use my school grammar whenever I have to do

presentation stuff like this.

Jurnei: Yeah, my teacher does too. It makes it like – it makes you make more sense,

like so the person can understand what you’re saying.

Alex: I can talk in different ways in different situations, like school English and

dialect.

Jurnei: Oh – can you speak Spanish and French?

Alex: No, I didn’t learn that in school. What about you?

Jurnei: I used to, when I was in, um, first grade and kindergarten. The only Spanish

I know is my numbers, for real- but I really –

Alex: That sounds fun.

Jurnei: You want to say ’em? Spanish numbers?

Alex: Yeah!

Jurnei: Uno, dos, *cues, cuatro, cinco, seis, *siente, ocho, nueve, diez

Alex: Cool - I like it!

Jurnei: Maybe you should learn ’em someday ’cause I know a lot of schools take
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Spanish classes I’ve been hearing

Alex: Yeah, that makes sense.

This exchange, from Terran, also took place during the fourth session. It occurred within

the peer brainstorming task. Alex and Terran were talking about how to improve the bridge’s

structural design so it would be stronger.

Terran: Fill it up for the middle.

Alex: Yeah, so then the beams can be really strong.

Terran: Do you know what this is? Disculpe.

Alex: Can you um teach it to me?

Terran: Si. You wanna learn Spanish? That’s what I was talkin’

Alex: Oh! Cool.

Terran: Si. Disculpe. Hombre. Mujer. Rojo.

Alex: That sounds fun. I didn’t learn about that in school.

Terran: Blah blah blah blah blah blah. Take some off. The blocks. Some blocks so

it’s even for the sides. Or add blocks.

Alex: Uh huh?

Terran: See the difference? Look at them, you’re not even looking at them.

Alex: Do you think the red and green side beams should be um the same size as the

rest of them, or-

Terran: You interrupt me. You interrupt me. You interrupt me. You interrupt me.

Alex: Sorry for interrupting!

Terran: You interrupt me. You didn’t look at the green or red side.

Alex: It looks like the green side beam only has one row, and the red beam has two

rows.

Terran: Ya think? Boy you’re stupid, so stupid. So stupid.

Alex (groaning): Mmmmm...
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Terran: Disculpe. Disculpe. Sı́. Stupid. You’re stupid. You’re stupid. Stupid.

7.4 Results

Throughout the remainder of this section, I report our quantitative results of the variables we have

addressed in our prior studies: students’ science discourse, science argumentation, and dialect

use. I present our broader interpretations of these results in our following discussion section.

Unlike in the prior study where students’ science performance was assessed the next day,

in this study students’ gave their final presentations to Alex at the end of the second, fourth, and

sixth session. In each of these presentation opportunities, Alex first modeled her presentation and

then students were asked to present their own. This was still done under the guise of practicing

a presentation they would later be able to give to a teacher. During the second, fourth, and sixth

sessions, Alex introduced the final presentation task approximately 15 minutes into the session

(five minutes into the teacher task).

I note here that one student who had been assigned to work with the monodialectal agent

only participated in three of the six sessions (the first, fourth, and fifth) due to frequent long

absences, at least one of which was due to suspension. We did not immediately realize this, as

the classroom teacher we were working with had (likely accidentally) sent a different student

in her place twice. This student had the same first name as the initial student, and had also

consented to participate in the study. However, because this student had been assigned to the

control condition rather than one of the agent conditions, she was not intended to work with the

agent. We did not realize our mistake until the fifth session when our initial student returned back

to class. Because of the nature of the analyses we did here aimed to understand change over time

with increased exposure however, we ultimately do not include the results from either of these

two students in our statistical analysis. Thus, the statistics presented below are from six students

who worked with the bidialectal agent and five students who worked with the monodialectal

agent.
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7.4.1 Science discourse

The effect of condition from our first study is replicated in the longitudinal study. In a model

including both session and condition, students in the bidialectal condition produce significantly

more science discourse (f(20.4) = 7.1, p = .015) and more science reasoning (f(29.1) = 13.2,

p = .001) than students in the monodialectal condition. There was no significant difference in

the number of students’ science discourse or reasoning across sessions or by condition when

analyzed over the full 20 minute interaction.

We then investigated potential differences in students’ science argumentation in both the peer

tasks and teacher tasks over time separately. Within the peer task, there was no significant effect

of either condition or session on students’ science argument production. Within the teacher task,

the linear model revealed a significant effect of session (p = .004), though no significant effect of

condition. We evaluated if this result would remain by excluding sessions two, four, and six, such

that we were then only comparing students’ use of argumentation during their first exposures to

each new task.

I then looked at students’ use of science argumentation during their final presentations to

Alex which were presented within a five minute window at the end of the second, fourth, and

sixth sessions. Repeated measures ANOVAs revealed no significant increases in students’ uses

of science reasoning, science discourse, or science argumentation over time over all, with no

significant interaction of condition.

7.4.2 Rapport

I then aimed to investigate whether rapport played the same predictive role on students’ sci-

ence presentation discourse as we found in our previous study. I ran a linear mixed model that

evaluated the results of condition, rapport, and an interaction variable for condition and rapport.

These results revealed a significant interaction between condition and rapport on students’ final

presentation science discourse. The data reveal that rapport did not seem to play a predictive role
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Figure 7.1: There was a significant impact of session on students’ science argument production

which seems to be lead by students’ final presentations the 2nd, 4th, and 6th sessions. There is

no significant impact of session after controlling for final presentations.

on students’ final presentation discourse, perhaps because the rapport within this condition was

fairly consistent. However, like in the study presented in Chapter 6, it appears that rapport was

far more variable among the five students with the monodialectal agent. For these students, rap-

port was strongly predictive of their final presentation discourse. I describe these results further

in the following section.

7.4.3 Social behavior

We ran linear models that investigated session as a repeated measure, and investigated the impact

of condition and session on students’ rapport with the agent in both the peer and teacher tasks.

These models revealed that there was a significant difference in rapport by condition in the peer
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Figure 7.2: Science reasoning and science discourse during final presentations

task (f(49.3) = 4.12, p = .047) and in the teacher task (f(49.2) = 12.12, p = .001). These models

revealed that there was no significant effect of session, where students generally demonstrated

less rapport over time, regardless of condition.

We also assessed the amount of positivity and negativity in students’ speech over time and

by condition. As described in Chapter 5, positivity consisted of praise (”I like your hair!”,

sameness of character (“I like basketball too!”), and sameness of cognition (“I was thinking that

same thing!”). Negativity consisted of social challenges (“Wrong answer, stop talking”) and

insults (“You are so stupid.”) Linear models revealed that there was no significant difference in

students’ demonstrations of positivity by condition or over time. There was however a significant

difference in students’ demonstrations of negativity by condition (stats).
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Figure 7.3: Rapport over time by condition

7.4.4 Dialect density

We performed linear models to investigate the difference in students’ AAE dialect density (DDM)s

in the teacher task and the amount of code-switching demonstrated by students through the course

of the intervention. These analyses revealed that students with the bidialectal agent used signifi-

cantly more dialect during the teacher task than those with the monodialectal agent f(48.6) = 4.9,

p = .032). There were not significant differences by session.

Because there was no difference by session, we report here students’ DDMs by task averaged

over the six sessions by condition. Across all six sessions, students with the monodialectal agent

demonstrated an average DDM of 8.3% in the peer task (SD = .08) and 5.5% (SD = .04) in the

teacher task. Students with the bidialectal agent demonstrated an average DDM of 8.3% in the

peer task (SD = .09) and 9.3% in the teacher task (SD = .08).

Across all six sessions, students with the monodialectal agent generally demonstrated a re-
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Figure 7.4: Percentage of student utterances containing positivity and negativity over time by

condition

duction in their dialect use by 2.3% (SD = .08). Those with the bidialectal agent demonstrated an

average increase in their dialect use by 1.1% (SD = .13) between the peer and teacher task. We

performed a linear model to assess if there were significant differences by condition in the amount

of code-switching demonstrate, and found that neither condition nor session were significant (p

>.05). In other words, though students with the bidialectal agent demonstrated significantly

more AAE during the teacher task, there were not differences in the amount of code-switching

between tasks completed by either group.
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Figure 7.5: Students’ dialect use between tasks and across sessions by condition

7.4.5 Language awareness and attitudes

Language attitudes

We measured students’ explicit and implicit attitudes about both SAE and AAE at pre-test and

post-test.

First we report on students’ attitudes about AAE by condition. There was no difference in

students’ explicit language ideologies about AAE at pre-test (f(2) = 2.116, p >.05). At post-test,

however, there was a significant difference between the three groups (f(2) = 7.208, p = .008.

Students in the bidialectal condition (M = 4.04, SD = .86) reported significantly more positive

attitudes about AAE than those in the monodialectal condition (M = 2.55, SD = .32) and the

baseline condition (M = 3.05, SD = .64). There was no difference between the post-test results

of the monodialectal and baseline conditions.

Additionally, a paired-samples t-test within the bidialectal condition demonstrated that stu-

dents significantly increased their positive attitudes about AAE from pre- to post-test (t(5) =
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-3.588, p = .016. Conversely, those in the monodialectal condition demonstrated significantly

less positive attitudes about AAE at post-test than they did at pre-test (t(4) = 3.413, = .027).

There was no change from pre- to post for the students in the baseline condition (p >.05).

We here present students’ implicit dialect attitudes. There was no significant difference at

either pre- or post-test in students’ assessment of speaker intelligence based on dialect (p .05).

However, across both conditions, there was a significant change in students’ perceptions of the in-

telligence of SAE speakers compared to AAE speakers at both pre-test (t(14) = -4.62, p <.0001)

and post-test (t(18) = -5.2, p <.0001). At both pre and post-test, students in all conditions rated

the intelligence of SAE speakers substantially higher than AAE speakers (M = 4.2, SD = .80)

than AAE speakers (M = 2.6, SD = .91).

7.5 Discussion

This study successfully replicated the main effect of condition from the first study of Alex. Stu-

dents in a bidialectal condition produce more science discourse and reasoning that students in

a monodialectal condition. Based on the repeated interactions in this new longitudinal setup,

we then effectively eliminate null hypotheses based on novelty or familiarity that could explain

this effect. Such hypotheses predict that the difference in student science discourse across con-

ditions would change over time. This does not occur; science discourse stays consistent across

conditions, with no effect of session.

By contrast, the amount of science discourse students demonstrate is more closely predicted

by the rapport they demonstrated in that session. As students gained familiarity with Alex over

time, they do not grow in rapport; in fact, rapport declines. The impact of rapport by condition

appears to be driven by social challenges, a behavior which appears disproportionately in the

monodialectal condition. In the context of virtual agents, this abusive behavior has a negative

effect on learning, predicting reduced science performance.

There is likely an introductory novelty or familiarity effect on rapport between students and
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virtual agents. However, this is insufficient to explain rapport differences by condition; after six

weeks, the difference remains significant. Given the data that is available from this study, it is

not possible to estimate whether conditions would become equal after more than six sessions.

Student attitudes about, and production of, AAE also differed significantly across condition

and were not subject to novelty or familiarity effects. Students in the bidialectal condition pro-

duced more AAE language while maintaining similar levels of science discourse and reasoning

compared to the baseline, and their attitudes on AAE became significantly more positive than

the attitudes observed in the monodialectal condition. Despite this, students in all conditions

continue to rate SAE as a substantially higher-intelligence dialect.

These results confirm that some effects of bidialectal agents are consistent across sessions

and over time, and that novelty or familiarity effects are insufficient hypotheses. The impact of

condition appears to be mediated by rapport, and in particular, by abusive social challenges in

the monodialectal condition. In the next chapter, we discuss the potential ramifications of these

results.
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Chapter 8

Research discussion

In each of the three studies presented in this thesis, we found an impact of our experimental

manipulation on students’ production of science discourse. First, in each of the three studies,

there were within-subjects differences between students’ use of science discourse from pre-test to

post-test regardless of condition. Next, students benefited from a bidialectal pedagogy. Students

in both conditions demonstrated more science discourse; students who worked with a bidialectal

agent demonstrated more science discourse. This confirms the goals of both of our primary

questions for this thesis.

An improvement in rapport with Alex, varying by condition, is an explanation of these results

supported by the data. Students built more rapport with Alex in the bidialectal condition; then,

rapport was positively correlated with the amount of science discourse they demonstrated at post-

test. This is best understood through the lens of social challenges, which are more common in the

monodialectal condition. The bidialectal condition also has an impact on student attitudes about

AAE; students in this condition used more AAE grammatical features and held more positive

beliefs about the dialect.

This result persists across time. In the final, longitudinal study that we present, the impact

of the bidialectal condition on science discourse was replicated and shown to persist across six

sessions. The downward trend of rapport over time was not affected by condition. This rules
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out novelty or familiarity effects as a simpler explanation for the results observed in the transfer

study. These results, both collectively and individually, are consistent with our research hypothe-

ses on the impact of bidialectal pedagogy in the context of a pedagogical agent.

8.1 Science discourse

Student performance in science discourse varied by dialect condition in each of our three studies.

Importantly, we found this result even for the distant peer study, which used a brief and non-

interactive paradigm. In other words, we found that students who heard a non-interactive, four

minute audio recording of “a student” demonstrated more instances of science discourse from

pre-test to post-test, even when the speaker used SAE. The implications of this may be useful for

interpreting the results presented here. Learning is largely considered an active process, where

increased participation can lead to post-test performance [Wertsch et al., 1993, Chi et al., 1994].

If students’ own science language production was so sensitive to hearing a model that there were

differences after such a light intervention, it is likely that students already had “access” to a

sociolinguistic repertoire of science discourse. In this understanding, Jamie’s model may have

elicited their use of that repertoire, rather than taught them that repertoire.

The distant peer study revealed that while there were within-subjects gains in both groups,

there were larger gains when the recording was heard in AAE. At post-test, students who heard

the recording in AAE demonstrated approximately twice as many instances of science discourse

as students who heard recordings from a monodialectal SAE speaker. We are not able to tell

why students improved after hearing a student model, nor why the differences would be so much

greater for the students who heard the model in AAE.

I note here also that the limited number of subjects within the distant peer experiment may

have increased the possibility of false positives. Interestingly though, these results happened

to “survive” two iterations of annotation. When this work was first carried out, I had a broader

definition of what I was referring to as school-ratified science argumentation which involved both
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discourse and reasoning. As I continued to carry out this work however, I realized that separating

out these variables may give additional clarity on what we were seeing. Years after the initial

distant peer data was collected, a new team of annotators who had been hired to annotate for our

most recent study had also re-annotated the distant peer data using the same scheme. We did

this to ensure consistency between the three studies. These annotators were blind to condition

and to the initial annotations of the distant peer work. The initial result we found with an older

annotation scheme remained with our newer conception of our target variable of interest. Using

both conceptions of the school-ratified “science discourse” we were aiming to capture, students

did more of it when they heard the presented model speak using AAE.

We ran two experiments using an interactive virtual peer to analyze if observing students’

interactions with the agent could provide clarity on what the impact of agent dialect might have

on students’ experiences in the intervention. I briefly review here the primary outcomes of both

studies, and then further aim to provide clarity on what these results might tell us.

In the transfer study, we found a similar result to the distant peer study, even though the sci-

ence post-test was given the next day. These results play an important role in the work presented

in this thesis for two reasons, both of which stem from how this pre/post-assessment was given.

First, students’ discourse was collected from an experimenter (a confederate who introduced her-

self to the students as a teacher from another school). In the other two studies, students presented

their science presentations to Alex immediately following the intervention. The nature of that

design means that both immediacy effects as well as effects based on their perception of the

character were more likely. For example, in the longitudinal study, we found that rapport during

the intervention was predictive of students’ science discourse during the final presentation; as I

will describe more in the following section, there may be fairly straight forward and colloquially

intuitive interpretations for why that might be.

The second important distinction of how pre/post assessments were given in the transfer

study is that they were more structured than the presentation assessments in the distant peer and
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longitudinal studies. In those two studies, students were given the floor to present their ideas

after hearing Alex demonstrate an A+ performance. In this study, the confederate asked the

student five questions that each required students to make assessments about whether or not a

given environment was a good place for that creature to live.

I emphasize here a point that is important throughout this work, and that I aimed to introduce

in the methods section: verbal annotation is a tricky theoretical process. In this work, we faced

tension between two theoretical goals in our design of what counted as science discourse. The

first goal was that we wanted to capture the type of discourse structure that is both often saliently

required by the teacher (and the Next Generation Science Standards) that may be associated with

something that could have felt like “academic talk” [Brown et al., 2017b]. At the same time, we

wanted to set the bar low enough to see sensitivity between our two conditions. For this reason,

we took a very “semantic-neutral” approach to the annotation of students’ presentation of ideas.

This was in part due to an intentional theoretical choice, and in part due to difficulty identifying

a better way to reasoning “quality.”

To ground the rest of this section, I provide here several examples of students’ answers to the

confederate question: would this be a good place or a bad place for this creature to live, and

why?

8.1.1 Student responses annotated for science discourse

Davon: No because I know he does have food but he doesn’t have no water and

everybody littered.

Lyndon: Good because there’s a lot of foods and strawberries and there’s trees so

he could breathe.

Caden: Bad because there’s not water in a desert, it’s too much shine and some

animals like to hibernate. They don’t like to um - they go where some people like to

go in the daytime and they like to travel in the night time.
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In these examples, Lyndon and Caden both demonstrate an interesting use of science talk

that was not captured in our work. Brown et al. [2017b] argues that students are being under-

supported in schools because their colloquial or everyday explanations for scientific concepts

are under-appreciated. He argues for disaggregate instruction, which he defines as first letting

students explain concepts in a way that is comfortable and familiar to them, and then transi-

tioning them to school-ratified explanations. Brown explicitly recommends letting students refer

to carbon dioxide as “the air plants breathe,” without immediately asking them to take on the

new vocabulary as well. In the example above, Lyndon voluntarily demonstrates his knowledge

that there are environmental benefits to this habitat because the trees contribute oxygen. Caden

demonstrates the bridging between everyday and school-ratified science explanations. He uses

the scientific term - hibernate - and then explains it in terms of a narrative or everyday under-

standing of what the creatures like to do.

In this work, we annotated for an additional feature called prior knowledge, which were

students’ applications of domain knowledge to the task at hand. In the instances above, Lyndon

and Caden’s responses above were both also marked as having prior knowledge. In our initial

conception of science discourse, we considered a broader interpretation of discourse to include

vocabulary (e.g., “hibernate”), prior knowledge (e.g., trees being beneficial ”so he can breathe”),

and reasoning structure (e.g., ”[claim] because [justification].”

Ultimately, we decided that we did not have a strong theoretical basis to include these dif-

ferent types of speech together as one type of talk. While they would all likely contribute to the

broad category of “sounding like a scientist” which motivated this work [?Brown et al., 2005],

we decided they should be treated as separate variables to be explored individually, and not as

one combined feature.

To prevent over-exploration of a limited sample of data, I focused my analyses on science dis-

course reasoning structures. There were two reasons for this. First, because we took a semantic-

neutral approach to the use of this feature, it would neutralize against differences in students’
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domain knowledge.

Second, without clear boundaries, it became difficult to interpret what “got to count” as being

school-ratified. For example, Davon explains that a given environment is bad because everyone

had littered. The picture he was referring to was of a park scene and involved a walking path,

trimmed grass, and a bench. There was no visible littler in the picture (frankly, it looked to me

like a very well-maintained park!), but it is possible that Davon was applying his knowledge

that parks can become littered. The park scene was the only one of the four environments that

looked readily-accessible to humans, and it is possible Davon was aiming to get at the dangers

that come from living in a place where people might go. (This was an explanation given by

several students in various forms). Similarly, this data was collected in the beginning of May; it

is possible Davon recently heard Earth Day explanations in school, and that had primed him to

apply this understanding to the task.

But it was impossible to know why Davon mentioned littering. In working to gain inter-rater

reliability with my annotators, this particular example became a salient point of discussion. On

first glance, the mention of littering seemed like a throw-away comment, and two annotators

wanted to mark it as an example of non-school ratified evidence. Another annotator argued that

it could be school-ratified evidence, and more specifically that it was also an example of prior

knowledge. The three undergraduate annotators brought up this example in our meeting, and it

became the focus of discussion: what knowledge “counts” as prior knowledge, and how can we

draw that line? Ultimately, for this reason, our science discourse annotations were narrowed to

the structures of talk I described in Chapter 3.

8.1.2 Student responses not annotated for science discourse

Though the prior section does emphasize that we aimed to try and make it easy for students’ an-

swers to be annotated for science discourse, there were more instances of students’ explanations

that did not contain the use of these structures. The three examples below demonstrate examples
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of the three types of non-school ratified science responses students demonstrated.

Jachelle: No... Dark... No safe place to swim...too many trees...

Alexis: Bad because like fishies - what if he ate one of the fish and then they would

know - they would be scared of him and he would - and then he would not want him

around and he could like open his mouth and eat these worms and then the worms

that saw him would not want to be next to him and tell all the worms to stay away

from him, and the flies, well it be good like if not fish were in the water like he could

swim around, and go up trees, and the flies - he will get his legs out and eat them

and then they will be afraid because they don’t want to be eaten.

Jayla: Bad place because he will probably get hot. He’ll probably look around like

“what should I do? What should I eat?” and he don’t have to eat I mean drink.

Breanna: Bad! Snake! That snake!

Jachelle demonstrates a stream-of-consciousness response which was common among stu-

dents. These responses often began with an initial claim (“bad” or “good”), and then went on to

list a mix of observations, additional claims, and other assertions, with no explicit linking of the

ideas together with a school-ratified discourse structure. Alexis demonstrates a narrative struc-

ture, where she explains the problematic set of circumstances that would arise for a monster if all

of his food sources were afraid of him, as well of the resulting negative emotional status of the

entire eco-system shown within that environment. This is a compelling explanation from a 2nd

grade student about what might happen when a new creature is introduced into an environment.

Regardless, its strengths were not captured by our scheme.

Breanna demonstrated a claim and evidence, though without the necessary discourse we were

annotating for to link the two ideas. This example demonstrates an admitted reality of our coding

scheme. Had Breanna instead said “bad because of that snake!” her response would have been

annotated as having science discourse. This example demonstrates an important point present

in this work: our annotations of science discourse capture that - discourse. It does not capture
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differences in students’ domain knowledge, and thus the claims we can make about it was a

marker of science performance are limited.

8.1.3 Limitations of Wizard of Oz approach

In this work, I found that students were more likely to situate their justifications in science dis-

course with a bidialectal model in three distinct studies: (1) during an open-ended monologue

immediately after hearing a non-interactive example, (2) during a next-day post-test given by

a confederate who asked five specific questions, and (3) to a final presentation given to Alex

immediately after Alex presented a model during three separate occasions over six weeks.

As I explained, I aimed to focus our science discourse annotations on something we had

expected students to be able to demonstrate regardless of prior knowledge. Despite this, there

were significant differences by agent dialect in each of these three studies that took place under

slightly different conditions. In the distant peer study, the model’s content was completely iden-

tical for each student, save the dialect in which it was presented. The differences found from this

study, and the fact that we internally replicated the result with two slightly different conceptions

of science discourse annotated by two separate sets of annotators, lesson the possibility of ex-

perimenter bias in this work. However, it is important for us to consider the ways in which this

factor could have been introduced during the virtual agent studies.

In explaining the potential relationship between agent dialect and students’ science discourse

as emerged from our studies, I situate the explanation in the Wizard of Oz approach used in this

design. In both of the agent studies, I served as “the wizard” who listened in on students’ interac-

tions with Alex and selected the speech response Alex gave. In each of the virtual agent studies,

there was no significant difference in the number of questions Alex asked, instances of science

reasoning Alex demonstrated, nor the amount of discourse Alex demonstrated. Importantly, and

perhaps for this same reason, there were also no differences in students’ use of science reasoning

nor science discourse by condition.
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This was an initially surprising finding, as we had hypothesized that students who demon-

strated more science discourse with Alex would also demonstrate more science discourse at

post-test; for this reason, we expected to see significant differences in both students’ exchanges

to Alex as well as their post-test performance. I posit here two explanations for why students

might not have demonstrated differences in science discourse with Alex.

First, Alex took an active guiding role in these dialogues. When students demonstrated an

unsupported claim, Alex would ask students to better explain their ideas by demonstrating un-

certainty or proposing a potential explanation and asking the student for feedback. Aside from

salient examples described in the next section about rapport, this generally served to result in

students demonstrating additional reason and discourse.

Second, it is probably that due to the nature of dialogue, students were more easily able to

demonstrate science discourse to Alex. Particularly in the peer task that took the form of an

informal peer brainstorming task, students would often build off of what Alex was saying (e.g.,

“yeah and because then he could...”). In these instances, these connectives (“yeah and because”)

were perhaps easier to access, as they were part of the repertoire for dialogue rather than the

repertoire for science. In other words, using “because” to build off of what someone else was

saying may be part of a different register than using “because” to independently justify your own

science ideas. However, we found no differences in students’ use of science discourse during the

teacher presentation task, even though these were more structured and required students to more

independently build their own ideas.

The strongest limitation introduced by the Wizard of Oz paradigm is in the potential differ-

ences introduced when considering rapport. In the following section, I review our findings as

they relate to rapport, and then consider what this means when taken together.
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8.2 Rapport

In the transfer study, we found that there was no significant difference in students’ rapport with

Alex in the peer task, but there was in the teacher task. We also found that rapport in the teacher

task was a significant factor in predicting how much science discourse students demonstrates at

post-test in both studies. Though we cannot fully discount other potential factors we did not

annotate for in this work, the strongest claim that can be made from both the transfer study

and the longitudinal study are that there are differences in students’ outward demonstrations of

rapport with the agent, and these seem to impact students’ subsequent science performance.

8.2.1 “That’s what I was thinking too!”

As I stated in the prior section, there were no differences in the number of instances of sci-

ence discourse Alex demonstrated to students (nor in the amount of science discourse students

demonstrated to Alex). However, through our thin slice data annotations, we revealed that Alex’s

science contributions were not always equally received by students.

In the peer brainstorming task, Alex demonstrated the sorts of vulnerabilities that aligned

with learning, such as confessing uncertainty and trailing off sentences. Arguments were also

built collaboratively between students and Alex, and Alex would demonstrate a mixture of ask-

ing questions (through uncertainty) or proposing new ideas. Among the students who demon-

strated high rapport throughout the session with Alex (and who ultimately did better at post-test),

students’ outward affective displays (whether positive or negative) were often triggered by a re-

sponse that Alex gave.

It was not rare for students to demonstrate bursts of outwardly positive-seeming affect in

response to Alex’s contributions, though it is not always clear under what circumstances these

behaviors are elicited. The example below is from a 2nd grade student in the transfer study who

was working with bidialectal Alex.

Alex: Why you think he got those spike on his back?
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Caden: Those sp- those long, like... they look all...

Alex: Those spike on his back look like, almost like a porcupine, but not as sharp.

Caden: Yeah! And so if someone is trying to run into them, then he can protect?

Alex (hesitant): Wait... why that?

Caden: Because, you see how he - okay you see how he’s not very sharp in the

teeth?

Alex: Uh huh?

Caden: If he don’t have sharp teeth then he can’t defend.

Alex: Oh, yeah! That make sense. I think he can use those spike to protect himself

from animals running into him because he don’t got a lot of other sharp ways to

protect himself.

Caden (visibly excited): Yeah! That’s what I think too!

In this exchange, Alex demonstrates one of the pedagogical principles that has been often

cited in pedagogical agent literature. Because students generally learn more from explaining

than receiving explanations, Alex could elicit student explanations by asking for explanations in

ways that sounded like the explanation was needed because she was unsure, rather than because

she was quizzing the student.

8.2.2 “How are you this dumb?”

In contrast to the example above, students’ outward responses to these sorts of behaviors from

Alex were not always positive. In fact, from the content of how students responded to Alex,

it seems that the agent’s good intentions to ask for more information were not perceived as a

genuine desire to learn from the student, but perhaps as Alex ignoring the student’s ideas. The

example below was also taken from the transfer study, and involved a student working with the

monodialectal agent.

Alex: I wonder, why do you think he has those horns - um, antlers?
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Saniya starting a new topic: Alex. Um, he probably don’t get a lot of water from

right there, from right here, on the picture, because there’s no water

Alex: I wonder how he drinks if there isn’t any water around

Saniya: He probably goes to a different land and drinks the water there.

Alex: Yeah. Hm. What if... I wonder, what if he can drink from the trees? Like

when it rains?

Saniya: Yeah.

Alex: I’m not sure about it though... what do you think?

Saniya: Like I was saying, another picture.

Several things are demonstrated in this exchange. As I illustrated in the general dialogue

flow diagram presented in Chapter 5, Alex would guide students towards eliciting reasoning by

asking specific questions or demonstrating uncertainty. In this instance, the student proposed

an unsupported claim: he probably goes to a different land. In return, Alex provided a prompt

that could guide the student toward additional support for her claim, though she did not pick up

the bait (“yeah.”). Alex then demonstrated uncertainty and asked the student her perspective.

This sort of verbal move was generally a productive way to elicit students’ responses, as in the

example shown in their prior section. In this instance however, the student seemed to demonstrate

frustration at Alex’s question, perhaps feeling as if Alex had been ignoring her.

Students also occasionally interpreted Alex’s questions as lack of intelligence. In the longitu-

dinal study chapter, I provide a student case study of one particular student, Terran, who seemed

to view Alex’s questions or contributions as lack of intelligence. Terran was an interesting case

study for interpreting the relationship between rapport and science discourse use. Especially dur-

ing the later sessions in the longitudinal study, beginning around the third session, Terran began

spending his time with Alex demonstrating behaviors that appeared to be instances of breaking

the agent that I annotated as social challenges, but which are more widely referred to as agent

abuse. I describe this concept further below.
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8.3 Theoretical perspectives

8.3.1 Increased practice

From a cognitive perspective on peer tutoring, dialogic learning environments evoke opportu-

nities for students to organize their own reasoning and recognize misconceptions through their

ability to explain their ideas to another person. This idea has been corroborated through the evi-

dence that students are more likely to learn from giving explanations than receiving them [Webb,

1989, VanLehn et al., 2007, King, 1992]. In the transfer study, our data supports these results.

When controlling for pre-test, a model that includes both condition and science discourse during

the teacher presentation task finds that it is increased science discourse with Alex, and not con-

dition directly, that improves students post-test performance. However, it appears that condition

plays an important role in determining how much science discourse is presented to Alex during

the teacher task, even though there aren’t differences in this behavior directly. Specifically, our

results demonstrate that increased rapport with Alex is associated with increased rapport during

the teacher task; in turn, increased rapport in the teacher task is associated with post-test science

discourse.

It remains to be understood however why increased rapport would lead to increased levels

of science discourse. Below, I consider two potential perspectives that have been argued to

have relevance from bidialectal pedagogy literature: second language acquisition and second

language participation. In the case of the studies presented here, we investigated two types of

language styles within a larger register referred to as academic language. In second language

literature, this distinction broadly refers to acquisition as learning a new way of speaking as a

set of individual nouns, grammatical properties, and so forth (e.g., a lesson where one learns

how to translate between two different language styles, or is studying new vocabulary terms).

Second language participation on the other hand refers to picking up new language styles more

holistically, through gaining familiarity with a certain way of speaking and then choosing to
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access that sociolinguistic repertoire in intentional ways.

This distinction has been made using fairly consistent terminology in the linguistics litera-

ture [Siegel, 2006a, 2008, Bialystok, 2009]. It has also been described in the science language

literature. Scholars like Lemke [?] and Brown [Brown et al., 2017b] have argued that science is

a second language, and we should be treating its learning as such.

Though there is little work talking about learning both an English dialect style and a science

discourse style together, there is some work that is important and associated. Okhee Lee [Lee and

Fradd, 1998] argues that it is important in the education of language minority students, it may

be particularly hard for them to additionally learn how to demonstrate the use of school-ratified

science discourse.

Carol Lee [Lee et al., 2005] proposes that instructional design that both integrates and allows

students’ home language styles in the classroom may have substantial pedagogical benefits for

under-served students. Though she does not draw a clear distinction in this call between whether

these systems might help students acquire new language styles or rather participate in new lan-

guage styles, she argues from a perspective of praxis: students do better in environments that

make use of more culturally familiar language behaviors.

8.3.2 Second language acquisition

From a second language acquisition perspective, bidialectal pedagogies may work because they

promote students’ comprehension of instruction [Nieto, 1999], such as through reducing the cog-

nitive load of hearing information in a way that is less immediately easy to interpret [Sweller,

1988]. Edwards [Edwards et al., 2010] argues that each student may be at distinct stage of ac-

quiring fluent bidialectal proficiency. Prior to achieving fluency in two language styles, code

switching may entail needing to consciously override a dominant response, which may take sub-

stantial cognitive effort [Bettenhausen and Murnighan, 1991, Feldman, 1984, Bialystok, 2009].

From a cognitive perspective, it is possible that the reason students succeeded with the bidi-
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alectal agent was due to increased ease of understanding, and thus a reduced cognitive load.

Though we can not fully rule out this interpretation, our results do not actively adduce evi-

dence for this explanation. Terry and Smith [Terry et al., 2010] posit that one way of assessing

whether or not students are being limited from cognitive factors within an intervention is to iden-

tify whether there is a linear relationship between how much dialect they demonstrate and their

resulting performance. This is of course a simplified explanation of what is surely a complex

phenomenon; regardless, the results from either of the two agent studies (nor the initial study us-

ing the non-interactive “peer recording”) adduce any evidence for the possibility that high-dialect

speakers fared worse with the monodialectal agent than low-dialect speakers.

8.3.3 Second language participation

Scholars of socio-cultural perspectives highlight the historical contexts, attitudes, and identity

orientations that are embedded into all interaction, including learning [?Mason, 2007]. Within

these perspectives, the metaphor driving learning is not acquisition but participation Mason

[2007]. Brown (Brown et al. [2017b], Brown [2004]) argues that educators should not pre-

suppose that all students can take on the language requirements of the classroom free from social

complication. From this perspective, language has the power to indicate social group affiliation

and membership, even within (or, from some lenses, at the expense of) educational environments

[Fishman, 1989]. For example, Godley’s ([?]) ethnography on high school students revealed that

students reported they could speak SAE, but that they reserve its use for important things like job

interviews, not just classroom interactions. Similarly, Ochs ([Ochs, 1993]) identified that some

students associate AAE with their disidentification from an academic identity.

Cultural salience

Evidence suggests negatively stereotyping computers once they are endowed with a voice [Nass

et al., 1996] or a face [Sproull et al., 1996]. With a few exceptions [De Angeli and Carpenter,
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2005, De Angeli et al., 2006], research has ignored potential negative outcomes of the interac-

tion, despite the fact social agency subsumes the occurrence of conflicts. Even in cases where

purely descriptive research is conducted, negative user responses to virtual partners are normally

ignored.

Scholars have argued that some marginalized students may not want to participate in an ed-

ucation system that not only denigrates their language and culture, but also privileges students

from upper middle class social groups [Giroux, 1988]. Giroux has argued that this is one po-

tential reason that students may demonstrate a tension when school environments promote an

exclusively SAE environment. There is a concerning tension that emerges in some dialogues

about the under-performance of African American students where it is spoken as if it is a prob-

lem with culture, but it is critical that assessments such as those are not taken out of the context

in which they exist. To be academically successful in school often means leaving out parts of

yourself from discussion in a way that not all students seem to have to do; some scholars argue

that the tension between the nature of school and students’ perceptions that they are not valued

within the classroom that can result in a disidentification from academic tasks [Siegel, 2006b,

Fordham and Ogbu, 1986, Lanehart, 1998].

Though I did not describe this in depth above, our data reveal that students seemed to find

some aspects of Alex’s behaviors culturally salient. Though it was not overwhelmingly frequent,

students did make references to Alex’s perceived race and occasionally dialect. Some of these

comments were based in familiarity, and were captured by our annotations of positivity. For

example, one student shared, “Oh I like that hairdo Alex, I like wearing mine like that sometimes

too.” More frequently, references to Alex’s visual appearance or language behaviors occurred as

social challenges. Interestingly, 100% of these cases occurred in the monodialectal condition. In

the fourth session of the six week longitudinal experiment, Terran (the student described in the

longitudinal case study), began referring to Alex as slave boy whenever Terran was in the role of

teacher.
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Fordham [Fordham, 1998] finds that African American students who opt for academic suc-

cess often develop a strategy of racelessnessthat is, avoiding being identified with any particular

racial group. In turn however, they may be seen by others as being cultural traitors. Scholars

have argued that when students who have began to disidentify with school, there may be benefits

to supporting the development of positive, integrated, and complementary attitudes towards their

cultural participations in both their social groups and their school [Boykin, 1994, Seiler, 2001,

Boykin and Noguera, 2011]. African American students demonstrate improved academic per-

formance when they feel a sense of community within their learning environment [Robinson and

Biran, 2006], and feelings of community, collaboration, and kinship have been shown to have

greater impacts on the positive performance of these students than their white peers [Carson,

2009]. It is possible that these social mechanisms may be at play in helping to interpret why

Alex’s dialect seemed to have impacts on the social behaviors of these students.

It is possible that through doing so, Alex was able to represent the difference between a

cultural other or a member of their community, and that this perception impacted their own

resulting science behaviors. Though we cannot say for certain, our results regarding students’

dialect attitudes may additionally support this interpretation. The results of our transfer study

demonstrated that students who worked with the monodialectal agent demonstrated less positive

attitudes about SAE. Our analyses revealed that the more students demonstrated social challenges

to Alex, the more likely they were to feel more negatively about SAE at post-test.

Signifying

Importantly, a sociocultural lens reveals that this may be a particularly possible interpretation

among African American youth [Heath, 1983, Corsaro and Eder, 1990]. Ethnographers who have

studied communication norms among African American youth have found that clever and elabo-

rated demonstrations of social challenges are one way of building social bonds. These communi-

cation norms have been referred to as playing the dozens or signifying, and have been identified
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among linguists for their profound verbal playfulness and sophistication. Heath [Heath, 1989]

describes that these behaviors are so common among children that even toddlers have learned that

one way to avoid punishment for wrong-doing is to impress adults with verbal demonstrations

that can distract from the unpleasant interaction.

The take-away from these above explanations that I emphasize again here that there may

be complex explanations for why these social challenges, perhaps in some instances signifying

behaviors, took place. Importantly, it may be the case that Alex was unable to demonstrate in-

group behaviors through the use of AAE, and students were investigating if Alex were able to

instead demonstrate in-group behaviors through the use of mutual social challenges. Corsaro

[Corsaro, 1992] describes these behaviors in her ethnographies on pre-school African American

and White American students. In her work, she finds that argumentation among White students

are often in situations that seem personally stressful, while argumentation among Black students

were more common in situations that felt like play. It may therefore be that what looked like

outward displays of resistance may hold different sociocultural meaning among the students.

In prior work I completed outside the scope of this thesis with collaboration from two mem-

bers of this committee, Amy Ogan and Justine Cassell, we identified that teasing played a role

in the learning gains of pairs of (human) students engaging in a peer tutoring task [Wang et al.,

2012]. In this study, we defined teasing as utterances that had observable aspects of both posi-

tivity and negativity (e.g., ”love ya, jerkface” or ”good job... finally”). However, we also found

that the type of impact teasing had was moderated by the students’ reported friend status. In

that study (not controlled within the experimental design), students either participated with a

self-identified friend, or were assigned a stranger or acquaintance to work with who was not

an identified friend. Among friends, teasing was positively predictive of learning gains; among

strangers, teasing was negatively predictive of learning gains.

I bring up this study here to emphasize an important point: social challenges may not be

inherently negative in all cases. In fact, as in the ”love ya, jerkface” example above, there
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are some instances where certain types of social challenges are not aggressive, but rather are

demonstrations of closeness. This is in line with theories of social bonding referred to violations

of social norms, wherein relationships among strangers are expected to closely follow one’s best

understanding of social norms for a given context, and then violation of those norms can increase

over time to mark affection. In the study described above, we offered the interpretation that

students’ teasing was one way of evening out the playing field in a socially threatening academic

task. Among strangers, however, there may not be the same social safety net afforded by pre-

existing affection to have the same positive role. Without the pre-existing bond of friendship,

such teasing may instead be seen as a socially aggressive offense, rather than a way to safely

mark affection.

In the present study, we did identify that social challenges presented by the student was as-

sociated with lower rapport. However, such a finding may be a manifestation of Alex’s inability

to successfully engage in much sophisticated reciprocal social challenging. It may have been

the case that students with the monodialectal agent did in fact feel the increased academic pres-

sure of the teacher task, and turned to norm violations or social challenges as a way to level

the power between both interlocutors. This phenomenon has been described by some scholars

as the demonstration of resistance behaviors, as efforts to mark outward disidentification from

academic environments that did not feel in line with personal values.

Regardless of the reasons behind why students demonstrated this reduction of rapport or in-

crease of social challenges, it seems that they do play an important role on students’ learning

outcomes. These behaviors were associated with less school-ratified science behaviors demon-

strated towards Alex during the intervention, and less school-ratified science behaviors at post-

test. In fact, students who demonstrated more social challenges to Alex during the teacher task

were even significantly more likely to report a personal reduction in their own attitudes about

Standard English at post-test.
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(Dis)identification

Due to its prevalence in our dataset and the seeming importance of its implications for our results,

it would be remiss to not discuss agent abuse. It is likely that instances of agent abuse are

occurring more frequently in pedagogical data sets than are being reported [Zdenek, 2006]. This

may be due to embarrassment about the ways in which systems failed to work, or perhaps more

likely a consideration of such exchanges as noise in the data set. Regardless, there is evidence

that these behaviors are common in interactions with agents. For this reason, De Angeli and

Brahnam 2008 [De Angeli and Brahnam, 2008] has questioned the often-cited assertion made by

Reeves and Nass that computers treat humans like people [Nass et al., 2000].

While that is certainly true in some ways that I overviewed in the background chapter of this

work, scholars who have studied agent abuse have identified the ways in which it breaks social

norms in ways that are not widely seen among interactions with another human whom you’ve just

met. Wallis [Wallis, 2005] takes as a premise that testing an agent’s abilities is a demonstration of

a user trying to break the agent. Veletsianos [Veletsianos et al., 2008] also refers to this concept

of breaking, or testing, as ways of demonstrating frustration, disengagement, or boredom while

talking with a virtual charter.

On the other hand, in some instances children do demonstrate frustration, disengagement, or

boredom while talking to human peers as well. Bullying is associated with dominance status

and peer leadership [Pellegrini, 1995]. According to Wright and colleagues, prosocial behavior

is consistently related to peer acceptance across groups, whereas negative behaviors such as

aggression are only associated with peer rejection when a person does not fit in with (i.e., deviates

from) other members of the group. Thus, the group norm, meaning the behavior on a group level,

moderates the relationship between individual behavior and social status.

With virtual agents, De Angeli and Carpenter [De Angeli and Carpenter, 2005] have identi-

fied that users may try to gain power in dialogue with an agent by trying to break it, as a way of

putting the computer “in its place.” In some perspectives on what it means to dialogue with a
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virtual agent however, these are signs that the characters are taking on a social meaning to users

[Brahnam and De Angeli, 2008]. Brahnam 2009 [Brahnam, 2009] proposes that there is an artis-

tic need to create agents that seem credible, so as to not reproduce essentually the idea described

by the uncanny valley effect: that agents that demonstrate some social behavior, but not enough

or right social behavior, may be prime targets of abuse from users. With this understanding in

mind, there are at least two broad interpretations of students’ increased use of social challenges

towards a monodialectal version of Alex, and their resulting reduced science discourse in the

intervention that limited their post test learning.

In one interpretation, Alex successfully embodied the identity of either an African Ameri-

can child who only speaks using Standard English, even when there isn’t anyone around to tell

him not to or an American American child who uses non-standardized dialect features (like the

students are) while doing the instructed task. In other words, it might not be the dialect alone

that resulted in students’ directed challenges at the agent, but rather what sort of student Alex

represented. Wright et al. [Wright et al., 1986] have described a persongroup dissimilarity model

that can explain the varying associations between social status and aggression. These theories

state that similarity in attitudes does not necessarily lead to attraction, but that dissimilarity in

attitudes, on the other hand, is a strong predictor of repulsion [Rosenbaum, 1986, Singh and Ho,

2000].

Though we limit our interpretations here, our secondary analyses within the transfer study

seem to indicate that the more students demonstrated social challenges to Alex, the more likely

they were to reduce their perceptions of Standard English at post-test. Conversely, for students

who worked with the bidialectal agent, there was an inverse relationship between students’ at-

titudes about Standard English at pre-test and how much science discourse they demonstrated

with the agent. In other words, the students who were most successful with Alex were the ones

who worked with the bidialectal agent and reported negative attitudes at pre-test about the dialect

style most commonly associated with school.
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Chapter 9

Concluding remarks

”While the media and public discourse attacked Black Language (BL) and Black

people for so-called ”deficiencies,” a generation of young Hip Hop Headz (including

me) spent hours crafting linguistic skillz and pushin the boundaries of the English

language in rhyme ciphers, battles, and freestyles. Wasn’t no way in the world you

could get me to see BL as deficient!” - Samy Alim, Director of Stanford’s Center for

Race, Ethnicity, and Language. (Alim et al. [2008], pp. 24).

In this work, I investigate the effectiveness of an interactive technology called a virtual peer

that models the use of science discourse during dialogues with language minority African Amer-

ican students. In the work presented here, I bridge theories from sociolinguistics and cultural the-

ory with the possibilities introduced through educational technologies. In doing so, I investigate

how cultural biases or unquestioned assumptions within the design of an educational technol-

ogy may ultimately impact the effectiveness of that system for some populations. As improving

the educational outcomes for African American students remains a national priority, the work

presented in this thesis focuses on evaluating the impact of one theoretical approach that has

been long-argued to be able to support certain language minority populations: dialect integrated

instruction. There is well-supported but controversial evidence that African American students

improve in classrooms that take a culturally-aligned approach to pedagogy, such as by integrat-
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ing student’ home dialects into the learning environment. At the same time, the dialect used

by educational technology systems is largely an unconsidered design decision. By default, edu-

cational technologies, traditional learning environments, and much of society at large considers

many facts of reality to be culturally neutral; this question sits at the center of this investigation.

In this thesis, I demonstrate that the dialect in which a pedagogical agent models science

discourse has impacts on students’ social behaviors during the interaction, their science discourse

with the agent, and ultimately their science discourse at post-test. The relationships between

these variables however make open up more questions than they answer. Though these studies

cannot make conclusive contributions to these complex bodies of theoretical work, they adduce

evidence for the arguments which posit benefits of bidialectal instructional environments for

language minority students. This work is presented here in an intersection of tension between

potential pedagogical benefits and the folk theories of well-meaning educators who have warned

me, “students can’t learn anything in broken English.” In terms of both the assertion of African

American English as broken English as well as its potential for supporting student achievement,

our results add to an ever growing body of literature demonstrating that these folk theories are

just not the case.

Further, as our results demonstrate these pedagogical benefits within an educational technol-

ogy, these studies are the first to my knowledge to evaluate how the theories in support of dialect

integrated learning environments may apply to new technological systems. These results adduce

evidence for the arguments that technological systems carry cultural weight. While we typically

view technologies as deracialized artifacts, I aim for this study to serve as an additional reminder

that there aren’t culturally neutral choices at all - particularly when it comes to education [Hen-

derson, 2013].

For these same reasons, I also use this thesis as a call for instructional designers of both

real and virtual learning environments to consider what it means to design a culturally equi-

table learning environment. Often, in a well-meaning desire to promote a positive environment
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for marginalized students, designers of educational technologies may identify and manipulate

surface-level characteristics (e.g., skin color) [Moreno and Flowerday, 2006] or stereotyped ar-

tifacts (e.g., hair braiding) [Eglash et al., 2013] to promote student engagement without also

situating these culturally marked behaviors within a culturally competent context [Henderson,

2013].

In the work presented here, an African American virtual peer who only spoke Standard En-

glish received a categorically different response from students in terms of received social chal-

lenges than a character who demonstrated in-group use of the dialect sysem used by all students

in our studies. Without the use of this dialect, Alex was subjected to far greater ridicule, testing,

insults, and other social challenges that are prohibitive to a productive learning environment. As

we found that these results maintained over a six week intervention, novelty effects may not be

a wholly sufficient explanation for these social behavior differences. When these findings are

analyzed through the same bodies of literature on which these studies were designed, it may be

the case that agent abuse is not simply noise in the data, but evidence that we as designers of

educational technologies are failing to meet a social need.

These findings contribute to an growing body of evidence that that virtual agents that are

designed with some but not enough or right social cues may have negative impacts for the stu-

dents who we are trying to support. As [Moreno and Flowerday, 2006] found in her own work,

students of color who chose to work with a “same ethnicity” virtual agent did not learn from the

intervention as much as students who either chose or were assigned to work with a white agent.

In reviewing her results, Moreno et al. posit that students may have been frustrated by or curious

about the lack of cultural alignment demonstrated in the agent, which may have distracted them

from the task at hand. This paper ends with a warning that it may be too difficult to design for

culture appropriately, and that instead it may be important to remove unnecessary social cues

from the learning environment.

I end this thesis by positing that we cannot remove unnecessary social cues from a learning
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environment. At best, the lack of inclusion of social cues is a social cue in and of itself. There

is ideological baggage tied up not just in the way we educate students, but at its very core what

we teach students, and what version of themselves we are trying to build through their education.

Alexander (2007, p. 67) argues that efforts to fully distinguish between whether a mechanism

driving students’ learning is based in cognitive mechanisms or social mechanisms are either un-

necessary or unachievable. As with most frameworks, neither alone accounts for the inherent

complexities within our broad conception of education. Lave and Wenger (p. 53) use this un-

derstanding to explain the ways in which classrooms are communities, proposing that “identify,

knowing, and social membership entail one another” [Lave and Wenger, 1998]. In the case of

educational technology design, it is important for us to take formal notice about whose culture is

being recognized, privileged, validated, and lifted up through our choices. Students’ emotional,

social, personal, and political contexts are a reality from which they cannot be removed; for this

reason, neither can be our approaches towards their education.
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